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U.S. companies have implemented just-in-time purchasing (JITP) and total quality 

management (TQM) techniques to improve their global competitive position. The lack of 

empirical research on these techniques with firm's performance is the reason to explain 

further their strategic values as management innovations in different types and sizes of 

organizations. From a theoretical foundation on the relations between innovation, strategy 

and performance, the following research questions were generated: (1) Are JITP and 

TQM positively related to the firm's performance?, (2) Do the combination/sequence of 

implementing JITP and TQM have a relation with the firm's performance?, and (3) Is the 

relationship between JITP and TQM to the firm's performance moderated by any of 

industry type, firm size, firm type and/or duration of JITP and TQM techniques? A model 

is developed and hypotheses are proposed. 

A survey is mailed to firms operating in the U.S. that have implemented one or 

both techniques. Questionnaire items measuring JITP, TQM, performance, and 

moderating variables - industry type, firm size, firm type, and duration of JIT purchasing 

and TQM techniques — are either developed or borrowed from other studies. From 



rosters of the American Society for Quality Control and the National Association of 

Purchasing Management, 1884 target respondents result in a 20.3 percent response rate. 

Reliability and factor analysis of the constructs are established. The research 

model is tested by canonical correlation analyses before a separate hierarchical regression 

analysis of sets is run for each of the three performance factors: financial and market, 

time-based quality and material productivity. 

The extent of JITP and TQM implementation positively and significantly relate 

with firm's performance. Furthermore, the relation between JITP and financial and market 

performance is higher in industries that face high foreign competition. Firm size, firm type 

and duration of JITP and TQM techniques are nonsignificant moderators. An improved 

research model is offered. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Total quality is termed only partial success. 
Fuchsberg, 1992b, p. B1 

Quality programs show shoddy results. 
Fuchsberg, 1992a, p. B1 

Some manufacturers drop efforts to adopt Japanese techniques: They hit snags 
with ideas such as quality circles, just-in-time deliveries. 

Naj, 1993, p. A1 

The good news is that some U.S. companies did reach world-class quality. In 
addition, there were enough of them to prove thai it can be done within the 
American culture and to show how it can be done. 

Juran, 1994, p. 32 

A tonic for the business cycle: Just-in-time delivery may be remedy for wild 
inventory swings. 

Gleckman, Schiller, & Treece, 1994, p. 57 

These quotations from publications in recent years reflect the efforts of U.S. firms 

to improve their productivity. In 1960, the U.S. had the highest productivity among other 

nations. In 1970 and in 1989, however, U.S. productivity plunged to a point where our 

rate of improvement lagged behind every industrial nation. Although the U.S. is the 

biggest producer of goods and services in the world (Lee & Schniedeijans, 1994), as of 

1990, it had only the fourth highest rate of productivity improvement (World Almanac, 

1992). In sum, our productivity has grown more slowly than that of our competitors, 

such as Japan. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, previously unchallenged American 
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industries lost substantial market share in both U.S. and world markets. To regain the 

competitive edge, many companies launched into productivity improvement programs 

(Chase & Aquilano, 1992). Two of these improvement programs are total quality 

management (TQM) and just-in-time (JIT) management systems. 

In the last decade, scholars have attempted to explain the reasons for the decline in 

competitiveness of the U.S. Richardson and Gordon (1980) suggest that productivity is a 

narrow measure of performance because it measures efficiency rather than a more 

important issue for business, that of effectiveness. Skinner (1986) argues that most of the 

productivity programs in companies focus on the wrong issues, such as direct labor 

efficiency and factory worker efficiency. Also, companies fail to recognize other ways to 

compete, such as using manufacturing as a strategic resource or supporting a coherent 

manufacturing strategy. With a productivity focus, managers run into a short-term, 

operational mind-set. Skinner (1986) advocates that when quality is the goal, low cost 

follows, but when low cost is the goal, quality is lost. 

Deming (1985) states that one of the main causes of the decline in American 

productivity is the short-term view of American management. The practices of 

management include the increase in quarterly dividends, maximization of stock prices, 

purchase of materials and equipment based on price, and the neglect of investment in 

employees' knowledge and training. Juran (1981) argues that American quality is not 

becoming worse; nevertheless, the improvements in American quality have lagged behind 

quality improvements made by the Japanese (1981a). According to Fitzsimmons and 



Fitzsimmons (1994), the lack of productivity improvement in the service sector stems 

from the following factors: (1) young and inexperienced workers, (2) low capital 

investment per worker, and (3) insufficient training of service workers. 

While scholars are debating the decline of American productivity, popular press 

and academic journals have published a plethora of successful and unsuccessful stories of 

TQM and JIT systems. After more than a decade of implementation of these two 

techniques, American firms seem not to recognize strategic values of TQM and especially 

JIT. TQM and JIT overlap on some factors. In this study, the relationship between TQM 

and one of the JIT techniques — JIT purchasing (JITP) is addressed along with the 

strategic value of TQM and JITP to manufacturing and service organizations in both large 

and small U.S. firms. 

Statement of Problem 

Despite a vast amount of literature on TQM and JIT techniques, there is a lack of 

research effort investigating these techniques in detail, and developing and testing theories. 

To date, a comprehensive examination of TQM and JIT relating to firm's performance has 

not been identified. Although the Academy of Management Review (Volume 19, Number 

3, 1994) published a special issue on TQM to encourage scholars developing theories of 

TQM, none of the researchers investigated the outcomes of TQM implementation. In that 

issue, Dean and Bowen (1994) state that they chose the content areas of articles based on 

Malcolm Baldrige Award categories. The authors note that "we have excluded the quality 

and operational results category because it is simply an assessment of effectiveness" (Dean 



& Bowen, 1994, p. 397). As discussed in the following sections, however, without 

proving goal relevance of management techniques to practitioners, it is difficult to obtain 

their commitment to the implementation of these techniques to improve the competitive 

position of the U.S. worldwide. 

Davy, White, Merritt and Gritzmacher (1992) point out the need for further 

examination of the relationship between JIT purchasing and the other JIT techniques. As 

a result of a literature review on JIT, Golhar and Stamm (1991) express that the 

relationship between JIT purchasing and quality has been underresearched even though 

quality is a critical element in the successful implementation of JIT. 

Another unexplored aspect of JIT management reflected in the literature includes 

implications of JIT on strategic performance. Adam and Swamidass (1989) point out that 

"manufacturing strategy literature has not formally embraced JIT for its strategic value to 

manufacturers" (p. 196). A study by A. S. Sohal, Ramsay, and Samson (1993) indicates 

that the link between JIT and competitive strategy is less common than between JIT and 

operational tactics. The findings of their study reveal that only 17 percent of firms 

perceive JIT as a strategic tool to increase competitiveness whereas 44 percent think JIT is 

implemented to improve operations. On the other hand, researchers discuss the significant 

relation of product quality to business performance (e.g., Craig & Douglas, 1982; 

Jacobson & Aaker, 1987; Phillips, Chang, & Buzzell 1983). In a survey of vice-presidents 

of manufacturing from over 75 companies throughout the U.S., quality is identified as the 



most critical issue for the 1990s both strategically and tactically (Malhotra, Steele, & 

Grover, 1994). 

Ansari and Modarress (1987,1990) reveal in two studies that companies having 

implemented JIT purchasing estimated a 43 percent increase in product quality and a 21 

percent improvement in productivity. If approximately 50 percent of the cost of goods 

sold in manufacturing firms is costs of materials, firms can implement JIT purchasing to 

improve their performance. Just as importantly, service firms also have a cost of goods 

sold ratio that could be reduced with the implementation of JIT purchasing (e.g., a 

hospital's need to manage its cost of goods ratio in order to stay in operation). 

Thus, this proposed study is positioned to fill two voids in the current management 

literature by: (1) empirically testing the relationship between JIT purchasing and total 

quality management (TQM) and (2) identifying the effect of this relationship on firm's 

performance in both large and small manufacturing and service organizations. 

Theoretical Foundation 

As Dubin (1976) points out, "it is impossible to separate theory and research since 

the function of each is dependent upon the realization of the other" (p. 33). A theory can 

be defined as "a system of constructs and variables in which the constructs are related to 

each other by propositions and variables are related to each other by hypotheses" 

(Bacharach, 1989, p. 498). In his work, Whetten (1989) states four building blocks of 

theory development: (1) what, (2) how, (3) why, and (4) who, where, when. What refers 

to factors that should be considered as part of the explanation of the phenomenon of 
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interest. Haw explains the relation of factors. Why describes the logic underlying the 

model. Who, where, when confine the generalizability of the theoiy. According to 

Whetten (1989), why is the most difficult part of theory development and usually embraces 

borrowing a viewpoint from other fields. Fry and Smith (1987) state: 

Theories of organization address themselves to real-world problems through two 

distinct goals of science: the quest for (a) understanding, and (b) prediction. 

Understanding means possessing knowledge about the relationships among the 

units of a theory and places our focus on the process of how the theoretical system 

operates. The primary focus of prediction is on outcomes so that we can foretell 

the values of the units making up a system, in order to anticipate the condition or 

state of a system as a whole, (p. 130) 

The quest for understanding and prediction is addressed in this study by 

developing a model, new to the operations management field, borne of three perspectives 

that are borrowed from organization theory, organization strategy and marketing — 

innovation, strategy and performance. The relationship between TQM and JIT purchasing 

and their relations to firm's performance is examined by employing the theories of the 

relationship between innovation, strategy, and performance. As Jemison (1981) argues, 

integration of ideas and findings from different disciplines helps increase our understanding 

of the phenomena being studied. 

As previously noted, although there is a vast amount of literature in TQM and JIT, 

these studies have not included a strong theoretical foundation. Nevertheless, empirical 



research founded on robust theory would explain and predict some behaviors of TQM and 

JIT implementation. For instance, Golhar and Stamm (1991) found only a limited number 

of articles that were concerned with JIT in the service sector and small manufacturing 

firms. One of the reasons for this lack of research is that JIT techniques have been 

implemented in the U.S. almost exclusively in large manufacturing companies (Lee, 1990; 

Finch, 1986). A limited number of studies indicate that service firms (Billesbach & 

Schniedeijans, 1989; Inman & Mehra, 1991; Lee, 1990) and small businesses (Golhar, 

Stamm, & Smith, 1990; Inman & Mehra, 1990; Sohal & Naylor, 1992) can implement JIT 

management techniques to improve their performance. Although services are becoming 

an increasingly important part of the U.S. economy, manufacturing productivity increased 

six times faster than non-manufacturing productivity in the 1980s (The Manufacturing 

Institute, 1992). Improvements in productivity are critical in small firms because small 

firms account for 40 percent of the gross national product and make up 97 percent of 

manufacturing firms (Inman & Mehra, 1990). 

It appears from the literature that small firms and service firms have been slow to 

adopt JIT management techniques even though they could benefit from them. Rogers 

(1983) points out: "It does not matter so much whether an innovation has a great deal of 

'objective' advantage. What does matter is whether an individual perceives the innovation 

as advantageous" (p. 15). Tornatzky and Klein (1982) found that a perceived relative 

advantage of an innovation promoted the adoption of the innovation. 
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Grounding on theory of innovations and of the relationship between innovation, 

strategy and performance (see Figure 1), an attempt is made in this study to explain the 

strategic values of TQM and JIT purchasing techniques as management innovations in 

different types and sizes of organizations. Furthermore, firm performance is examined in 

this research from the viewpoint of theories from the fields of business strategy, marketing 

and operations management. Based on this theoretical foundation, the following research 

questions are generated: 

J. Are TQM and JIT purchasing positively related to the firm's performance? 

2. Do the combination and/or the sequence of implementing TQM and JIT 

purchasing have a significant relation with the firm's performance? 

3. Is the relationship between TQM and JIT purchasing to the firm's 

performance moderated by any of (1) industry type, (2) firm size, (3) firm type, 

and/or (4) duration of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques? 

A mail survey research method is used to investigate these research questions. 

Based on an extensive literature review, an instrument was developed and was pilot tested 

at a joint meeting of the National Association of Purchasing Management (NAPM) and 

the American Production and Inventory Control Society (APICS). 

Because this study examines the relationship between JIT purchasing and TQM 

and their effects on firm's performance, the target population is all U.S. firms in the 

contiguous 48 states which have implemented either JIT purchasing or TQM or both. The 

subjects of the survey are business unit chief officers or managers, with such titles as 
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president and executive vice president. The firms and subjects are identified both through 

a literature review and the rosters provided for this research by the American Society of 

Quality Control (ASQC) and NAPM. 

Reliability and validity of the instrument is established with the necessary statistical 

tests, such as Cronbach's alpha and factor analysis. Main effects and interaction effects 

(moderating effects) are tested by using hierarchical analyses of sets (Cohen & Cohen, 

1983). Because, in this study, a cross-sectional survey method is used, causal inferences 

can be derived only based on existing theory and research. 

Significance of Research 

This research is designed to fill a void in the literature for both researchers and 

practitioners. Next, the contributions to both are discussed. 

Contribution to Research 

The significance of this study in terms of contribution to the research can be 

grouped into several topics. The first grouping is based on the contribution to the 

research in the operations management (OM) field, and the contribution to research in the 

general management field. 

Contribution of this study to the OM field can be examined in two dimensions: 

research design and research scope. Since 1980, several authors (Amoako-Gyampah & 

Meredith, 1989; Buffa, 1980; Chase, 1980; Flynn, Sakakibara, Schroeder, Bates, & Flynn, 

1990; Meredith, Raturi, Amoako-Gyampah, & Kaplan, 1989; Miller & Graham, 1981; 

Neely, 1993; Swamidass, 1991) have pointed out a lack of empirical research in 
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operations management and have emphasized the importance of empirical research to the 

field. Chase (1980) observed that research designs employed in OM were less 

sophisticated than those published in some research journals, such as the Administrative 

Science Quarterly and the Academy of Management Journal. Although a significant 

amount of empirical research was published during the 1980s (Flynn et al., 1990), 

Swamidass (1991) found that only 11 percent of the research in the OM area was field-

based research when he reviewed 221 OM articles published in eight selected journals 

during 1987. 

In the past, several writers (Buffa, 1980; Chase, 1980) pointed out the narrow 

scope of the research in OM. Buffa (1980) argued that "we have not learned very much 

about the relationship between these subsystems; we view the field as a collection of 

seemingly unrelated subsystems rather than as whole systems (there are exceptions). In 

addition, we have seldom attempted to deal with interfunctional relationships" (p. 2). 

The narrow focus can still be seen in empirical studies relating to JIT and TQM 

with some exceptions. Most of the empirical research to date has focused on identifying 

the benefits, critical factors, problems encountered and changes in an organization's 

functions as a result of implementation of JIT management (Kaynak & Bimmerle, 1993). 

There are few studies where the relationship between the various aspects of JIT are 

examined. Furthermore, the scope of empirical research in TQM is limited to attempts to 

construct instruments to measure TQM practices (e.g., Flynn, Schroeder, & Sakakibara, 

1994; Saraph, Benson, & Schroeder, 1989) and the comparison of TQM practices in 

Japanese and the U.S. firms (e.g., Garvin, 1983, Ebrahimpour & Cullen, 1993). The study 
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by Benson, Saraph, and Schroeder (1991) which examined TQM in organizational context 

is an exception. 

In summary, this effort is a contribution to the OM field because it adds a study of 

empirical research in terms of research design, and examines a wide range of variables and 

their relationships in terms of research scope. Furthermore, by investigating TQM and JIT 

purchasing based on the theories from organization theory, strategic management, and 

marketing, this study becomes a link of OM with other fields. 

The literature in the management and marketing fields calls for further research on 

some of the issues investigated in this study. For instance, as a result of their meta-

analysis, Tornatzky and Klein (1982) note the need for an examination of innovations 

adopted by organizations rather than by individuals so that the results of studies add 

knowledge to the organizational innovation process that are of public policy concern. 

A stream of studies (Ginsberg, 1984; Harrigan, 1983; Snow & Hambrick, 1980) 

emphasizes the use of multiple measurement in strategic management research. Harrigan 

(1983) encourages employing hybrid methods in strategy research. Hybrid methods can 

be defined by multiple sites, multiple data sources and complex sample designs. 

One research issue is measurement of firm performance. Craig and Douglas 

(1982) propose the investigation of factors affecting performance in different types of 

industries and businesses as a future research topic. As a result of her study, Keats (1988) 

suggests that there is a need to develop performance constructs further in terms of 

horizontal and vertical validity. Keats (1988) adds that 
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In general, the results of this study suggest that strategic management research, or 

any organizational research considering economic performance, must employ 

adequately developed and appropriately chosen indicators of performance. 

Furthermore, researchers should explicitly describe their rationales for selecting 

and developing the performance measures used in their research. Such 

descriptions should include the identification of the relevant characteristics of the 

predictor or criterion variables hypothesized to be related to performance. They 

should also relate those characteristics to the relevant dimension(s) of the 

performance construct. Only then will statements describing the methods of 

obtaining performance measures be appropriate. This rigorous approach to 

assessing performance is necessary for providing a context for advancing and 

relating a body of theory to management practice in a meaningful way. (p. 159) 

In summary, this work is designed to contribute to the management research by 

studying TQM and JIT purchasing as a management innovation in both service and 

manufacturing firms including large and small companies. Furthermore, as a result of this 

study, these two management innovations can be used more confidently as strategies by 

firms to gain advantage over their competitors. Finally, by measuring performance at 

three levels — financial, market, and operating — and by employing multiple data sources, 

theory is advanced in the management field. 
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Contribution to Practitioners 

The literature in organizational science suggests that practitioners should be used as a 

frame of reference when the practical significance or usefulness of research is evaluated (Dubin, 

1976; MitrofF, Betz, Pondy, Sagasti, 1974; Thomas & Tymon, 1982). Thomas and Tymon 

(1982) identify five practitioner needs which theories or findings of research should fulfill: 

descriptive relevance, goal relevance, operational validity, nonobviousness and timeliness. 

The validity of research findings in identifying phenomena encountered by the 

practitioner in his or her organizational setting is the issue in descriptive relevance. By 

employing a cross-sectional mail survey, several research questions across organizations are 

examined in this study. Furthermore, this research tests for the validity and reliability of data 

gathered. In other words, this research is designed in a way that findings from the study can be 

reliable and valid. The validity and reliability issues are discussed in Chapter III and Chapter V. 

Goal relevance in a theory refers to the examination of dependent variables that are a 

concern to the practitioner. In the literature, this need is usually identified as more 

comprehensive sets of performance-related variables in organizational science studies (Thomas 

& Tymon, 1982). Hambrick (1980) suggests that the investigation of different strategies in 

relation to organizational performance is the most useful set of research questions for 

practitioners. Most studies examine the benefits of TQM and JIT purchasing or the effects of 

TQM and JIT purchasing on the performance at the operational level, such as inventory 

turnover and materials quality. Although examination of these benefits is important, the effects 

of TQM and JIT purchasing techniques on the bottom line performance indicators, market 
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performance and financial performance, are vital in terms of the survival of organizations. 

Inman and Mehra (1993) suggest that if the merits of innovation which directly affect the 

bottom line are presented, companies will be more willing to adopt them. This need of 

practitioners is met in this study by examining a comprehensive set of performance variables at 

three levels - operating, market and financial. 

The ability of a practitioner to apply action indications of a theory by manipulating its 

independent variables relates to operational validity. To date, there is sufficient evidence in the 

literature verifying that TQM and JIT purchasing can be implemented successfully in 

organizations (Juran, 1994; Ansari & Modarress, 1990). If this study indicates a significant 

relationship between TQM and JIT purchasing with firm performance measures, then a firm 

can improve its performance by manipulating these techniques. 

A practitioner's need of nonobviousness is accomplished if a theory meets or exceeds 

the complexity of a common sense theory already used by a practitioner. The model suggested 

here depicts the interrelationship among organization strategy, organization theory, marketing 

and operations management, which have previously been considered as separate functions or in 

isolation from each other (Buffa, 1984; Skinner, 1969). With this research model and findings, 

hopefully, managers may formulate their business strategies by relating and integrating all of the 

functions in their organizations. 

If a theory is available to practitioners in time to use for solving problems, the need of 

timeliness is satisfied. While noted that there are companies that implement JIT purchasing and 

TQM successfully, apparently, the indication from reading the literature is that firms are 
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struggling with the implementation of these techniques (Fuchsberg, 1992a, 1992b; Naj, 1993). 

The findings of this study may reveal the patterns of the implementation of these two 

techniques in successful firms. Thus, struggling firms can use the results of this study to solve 

implementation challenges and perhaps to improve performance. 

Definition of Terms 

In the literature, Japanese management techniques are identified with the JIT 

management and TQM (e.g., Ebrahimpour & Cullen, 1993; Ebrahimpour & Johnson, 

1992; Reitsperger & Daniel, 1991). Therefore, in this study, reference to Japanese 

management techniques is meant to include TQM and/or JIT management techniques. 

The following are definitions of key terms for this study: 

• Innovation. Definition of innovation is adopted from by Damanpour and 

Evan (1984): "the implementation of an internally generated or a 

borrowed idea - whether pertaining to a product, device, system, process, 

policy, program, or service — that was new to the organization at the time 

of adoption" (p. 393). 

• Strategy. Two types of strategy - business strategy and a functional 

strategy, i.e., operations strategy are studied here. Business strategy is the 

development of a set of well-coordinated action programs in order to 

achieve a long-term sustainable competitive advantage (Hax & Majluf, 

1984). Operations strategy pertains to the strategy for an organization's 

operations function (Anderson, Cleveland, & Schroeder, 1989). 
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Performance. Although defining performance is rather difficult, in a broad 

concept, performance can be defined as organizational effectiveness 

(Venkatraman & Ramanujam, 1986). In this study, performance is viewed 

from three perspectives: financial, such as return on investment; market, 

such as market share; and operating, such as product/service quality. 

JIT Purchasing. JIT purchasing involves procurement of correct quality 

materials with frequent deliveries in small quantities. Materials are usually 

bought from single sources or a few sources (Ansari & Modarress, 1990; 

Schonberger, 1982; Schonberger & Gilbert, 1993). JIT purchasing 

emphasizes supplier evaluation based on product quality, delivery 

performance, and price (Ansari & Modarress, 1990; Lascelles & Dale, 

1989). Materials are frequently delivered in smaller quantities (Ansari & 

Modarress, 1990; Freeland, 1991; Lee & Ansari, 1985; Schonberger, 1982; 

Schonberger & Gilbert, 1983; Willis & Houston, 1990). Quality of 

materials is critical because defective materials cause interruptions in 

production (Grieco & Gozzo, 1985; Willis & Houston, 1990). 

TQM. Some scholars and practitioners use TQM and total quality control 

(TQC) interchangeably. In this study, TQM is distinguished from TQC. 

The term TQC was coined by Feiegenbaum in 1956. Feiegenbaum (1956) 

suggests that TQC " . . . provides professional effort in meeting the 

objective of assured product quality at minimum quality cost" (p. 100). 
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TQM is, however, more than providing quality product at a minimum cost; 

it is a management system. The definition of TQM by Flynn et al. (1994) 

gives a good idea of the concept: "an integrated approach to achieving and 

sustaining high quality output, focusing on the maintenance and continuous 

improvement of processes and defect prevention at all levels and in all 

functions of the organization, in order to meet or exceed customer 

expectations" (p. 342). 

Industry Type. In this study, industry type is defined in terms of the 

amount of foreign competition that an industry faces. Two industry types 

are considered: (1) industries that face low foreign competition and (2) 

industries that face high foreign competition. The 10 percent level is the 

determinant for the ratio of inputs in dollars to total shipments in dollars. 

Firm Size. Firm size is measured by the number of employees and annual 

sales dollars of organizations. 

Firm Type. In this research, types of firms are considered manufacturing 

and/or service organizations. The distinction between manufacturing and 

service has become more vague because more organizations offer some 

service with the product or vice versa. Firm type is measured as 

percentage of sales generated from manufacturing. 
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• Duration of JIT Purchasing and TQM Techniques. Duration of these 

techniques are measured by the length of time since their implementation in 

the organizations. 

Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, a synopsis of the need for this research study is presented. After a 

brief introduction, the problem is stated. The theoretical foundation of the study is 

followed by presentation of the significance of the research. Significance of the research is 

stated in two categories: contribution to research and contribution to practitioners. 

Finally, the definitions of terms pertaining to this study are provided. 

Organization of the Study 

The organization of this study follows the steps of the functionalist paradigm toward 

theory building: selection of a topic and statement of research questions); survey of the 

literature which leads to a model and a set of hypotheses; designing the research; analysis of 

data; and interpretation of the results in order to refine the theory (Gioia & Pitre, 1990; 

Schendel & Hofer, 1979). In this chapter, the statement of the problem, theoretical 

foundation, significance of research and definition of terms are presented. 

In Chapter II, the literature on the variables of the theoretical foundation — 

innovation, strategy and performance - is reviewed and relationships between them are 

established. In the second section, a historical development of JIT and JIT purchasing, 

and the characteristics of JIT purchasing are described. In the third section, the historical 
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development of TQM is reviewed and the characteristics of TQM are identified. In the 

last section, following the review of benefits of TQM and JIT purchasing, a proposed 

model and derived testable hypotheses are presented. 

In Chapter III, the research design and research method of this study are detailed 

in eight sections. The research domain, target population and survey procedure are 

presented in the first section. In the second section, validity issues are briefly discussed. 

The discussion of the operational definitions of variables, and construction of the 

questionnaire are presented in the third section. Following a description of the pilot test 

and the results of the pilot study in the fourth section, an analysis of measures used with 

the obtained data in this study is presented in the fifth section. Also in the fifth section, the 

dependent variable performance factors are revised as a result of factor analysis. 

Therefore, in the sixth section, hypotheses are restated for semantic clarity because the 

three dependent variable performance factors were changed from the mix of underlying 

scales proposed in the research model and the hypotheses in Chapter II. Chapter III 

concludes with a discussion of data analysis techniques. 

In Chapter IV, the results of implementing the research design and methodology 

are presented in three sections. In the first section, descriptive statistics for the variables 

used in the model and assumptions of multivariate tests are described. In the second 

section, the results of the testing of the research model by using canonical correlation 

analysis is presented. In the final section, for each performance construct, separate 

hierarchical regression analyses of sets to test the hypotheses are reported. 
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In Chapter V, the discussion and implications of findings are offered in five 

sections. In the first section, the results of the restated hypotheses are discussed and 

interpreted. In the second section is a detailed discussion of validity of findings, including 

statistical conclusion, internal, construct and external validity. The proposed research 

variables and revised research model are presented in the third section. Following 

implications of the study for both theorists and practitioners, future research implications, 

in terms of research method and research scope, are presented in the last section. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

As Ford pointed out, people follow tradition. This might be acceptable in private 
life, but in industry, outdated customs must be eliminated 

Ohno, 1988, p. 107. 

Four main sections are included in this chapter. In the first section, the theoretical 

foundation of this study is presented through a literature review on innovation and a brief 

discussion of JIT purchasing and TQM as management innovations. Furthermore, 

literature on business and operations strategies is discussed, including strategic use of JIT 

purchasing and TQM systems. The last part of this first section consists of a 

comprehensive literature review on performance in three functional areas: business 

strategy, marketing, and operations management. In the second main section, a literature 

review on JIT purchasing as a strategic innovation is presented. Following a historical 

development of JIT and JIT purchasing, a review of the characteristics of JIT purchasing 

is detailed. In the third section, a literature review on TQM as a strategic innovation is 

offered that includes a historical development and characteristics of TQM. In both 

sections, literature is analyzed from two perspectives: (1) research design and 

methodology, and (2) research content. The fourth section begins with a discussion of the 

relationship between JIT and TQM and is followed by the benefits of these two techniques 

pertaining to firm performance. In this section, hypotheses relating to main effects, and 

22 
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interaction effects of JIT purchasing and TQM are presented based on a proposed 

research model. Figures and tables are developed to facilitate the presentation of the 

chapter. Furthermore, industry type, firm size, firm type, and duration of JIT purchasing 

as potential moderators are discussed and hypotheses relating to their effects are 

developed. 

Innovation, Strategy and Performance 

In this section, studies on innovation, strategy and performance are reviewed. The 

literature review on these three concepts lays the groundwork for the main premise that 

TQM and JIT purchasing are strategic management innovations that can be used to 

increase firm performance. 

Innovation 

Although there is a vast array of literature on innovation, it is difficult to find 

agreement on the definition of innovation, on types of innovation, or on innovation 

process. The main disparity in the definition of innovations relates to the generation of 

ideas for the first time in an organization. 

According to one school (Thompson, 1965; Pierce & Delbecq, 1977), innovation 

is the generation, acceptance and implementation of new ideas, processes, products or 

services for the first time within an organizational setting. Another school (Becker & 

Whisler, 1967; Bigoness & Perreault, 1981; Damanpour & Evan, 1984; Knight, 1967; 

Mohr, 1969; Rogers, 1983; Van de Yen, 1986) does not include the generation of ideas in 
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its definition of innovation but simply defines innovation as a practice or concept that is 

considered new. In this study, the definition of innovation is the one adopted by 

Damanpour and Evan (1984): "the implementation of an internally generated or a 

borrowed idea — whether pertaining to a product, device, system, process, policy, 

program, or service — that was new to the organization at the time of adoption" (p. 393). 

The disparity in classifying types of innovations is even more profound. Several 

researchers (Aiken, Bacharach, & French, 1980; Kimberly & Evanisko, 1981; Thompson, 

1965) classify the types of the innovation as either technological or administrative. 

Technological innovations involve change in the technology of organizations. 

Administrative innovations relate to changes in an organization's structure or its 

administrative processes (Damanpour, 1987). Damanpour (1987) adds a third type, 

ancillary innovations, which are organization-environmental boundary innovations, such as 

services provided to the community by a library. Other innovation scholars (Dewar & 

Dutton, 1986; Ettlie, 1983; Ettlie, Bridges, & O'Keefe, 1984) distinguish radical process 

innovations from incremental process innovations. Radical innovations require 

fundamental changes in technology, whereas incremental innovations are small or simple 

changes in the existing technology (Dewar & Dutton, 1986). According to Dewar and 

Dutton (1986), the main difference between radical and incremental innovations is the 

degree of knowledge contained in the innovation. Normann (1971) names incremental 

innovations as variation innovations and radical innovations as reorientation variations. 

Kaluzny, Veney and Gentry (1974) differentiate high-risk innovations from low-risk 
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innovations. Knight (1967) proposes four types of interrelated innovations: product or 

service innovations, production-process innovations, organizational-structure innovations 

and people innovations. The innovation types and their definitions are summarized in 

Table 1. 

Although there are numerous classifications of the innovation process, researchers 

agree that the innovation process starts with awareness of the innovation (Becker & 

Whisler, 1967; Knight, 1967; Meyer & Goes, 1988; Rowe & Boise, 1974). Knight (1967) 

suggests that the innovation process in an organization consists of two major stages: the 

creation of the idea and its development, and the introduction and adoption of the idea. 

According to Becker and Whisler (1967), the innovation process consists of four stages: 

stimulus, conception, proposal and adoption. Stimulus to the organization occurs when 

the use of a new idea is influenced through an individual. Some members of the 

organization may develop a new idea through participating in professional organizations, 

or through a need for organizational achievement (Becker & Whisler, 1967). Meyer and 

Goes (1988) use the term assimilation of innovations for the innovation process and 

divide the process into three stages: the knowledge-awareness stage, the evaluation-

choice stage and the adoption-implementation stage. The knowledge-awareness stage 

starts with organization members learning the existence of the innovation. The evaluation-

choice stage refers to the proposition and evaluation of innovations in an organization. In 

the adoption-implementation stage, innovations are tried, accepted and expanded. Rowe 

and Boise (1974) describe a more comprehensive conceptualization of the innovation 
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process: knowledge accumulation, formulation of innovation, decision, implementation 

and diffusion. By summarizing all the classifications and adopting Knight's classification, 

the innovation process can be divided into two stages: awareness of the innovation, and 

the introduction and adoption of the innovation. Some scholars of innovation suggest that 

there may not be a universal theory of the innovation process that can be applied to all 

types of innovations (Dewar & Dutton, 1986; Downs & Mohr, 1976; Kimberly & 

Evanisko, 1981; Zaltman, Duncan, & Holbek, 1981). 

D. Schroeder (1990) argues that, although scholars recognize the importance of 

innovation in competitive markets, there is a lack of research on the innovation-strategy 

link. Based on the literature, D. Schroeder (1990) identifies three patterns that drive 

concurrently the evolving effect of innovations: (1) innovations have a characteristic of 

ongoing development rather than emerging in their final form; (2) innovations achieve full 

potential by developing in clusters, depending on each other for synergy; (3) innovations 

diffuse gradually (see Figure 2). According to D. Schroeder (1990), as complementary 

innovations emanate and co-develop, the effect of innovations changes to a great extent. 

Abernathy and Utterback (1978) suggest that although there is a relationship between 

innovation and competitive strategy, this relationship changes over time. As firms grow 

and change, their competitive environment, their resources and their constraints may vary; 

in turn, there may be systematic changes in the innovation process (Utterback & 

Abernathy, 1975). 
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Diffusion 

Figure 2. Dynamic forces model of innovation's competitive impact (Reproduced from 
D. Schroeder, 1990). 

Lengnick-Hall (1992) examines the relationship between innovation and strategy 

through the link between innovation and competitive advantage. She discusses four 

factors which link innovation to competitive advantage: 

(1) capitalizing on the strategic configuration, (2) making product/market choices 

that emphasize high value factors and exclude both low value factors and excessive 

differentiation, (3) capitalizing on industry-specific timing advantages, and (4) 

nurturing the specific organizational capabilities that enable the firm to exploit the 

results of innovation activity (Lengnick-Hall, 1992, p. 417). 

Although Lengnick-Hall (1992) discusses the role of product quality and the 

buyer/supplier relationship in innovation and competitive advantage, she focuses more on 

the relation of product and technology innovations to competitive advantage rather than 
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the linkage of management innovations to competitive advantage. TQM and JIT 

purchasing, however, are management innovations (e.g., Bartezzaggi & Turco, 1989; 

Cusumano, 1988; Schroeder, Scudder, & Elm, 1989) which facilitate the achievement of 

the desired product quality and a supplier/buyer relationship. It appears that TQM and 

JIT purchasing as management innovations breed more product and technology 

innovations in the companies in which they are implemented. In this study, the focus is on 

the linkage between management innovations and strategy, rather than product 

innovations and strategy. 

As a matter of fact, Butler (1988) recognizes the greater effect of a set of 

innovations on performance than that of a single innovation as a strategic tool. Each new 

innovation adds more value to others. Because each innovation is also improving 

continuously, not only does it increase its own value, but also it enhances the value of 

related innovations (Butler, 1988). About half of the 58 plants which Ettlie (1990) studied 

adopted some kind of technological and administrative innovation in order to promote 

competitiveness. The firms achieved on average a 30 percent improvement in quality 

where measured by the amount of scrap and rework eliminated. Ettlie and Reza (1992) 

suggest that the implementation of JIT purchasing in a business is one of the factors which 

facilitates the successful adoption of process innovation. According to Georgantzas and 

Shapiro (1993), organizational environments that encourage interaction between 

congruent administrative and technological innovations would benefit more from 

organizational innovations than those that do not encourage such interactions. 
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Bartezzaghi and Turco (1989) define JIT as an organization-management 

innovation that can be implemented autonomously, or in respect to innovations of a 

prevalently technological nature (such as flexible automation, e.g., Nemetz & Fry, 1988). 

Ettlie (1990) regards JIT purchasing as an administrative innovation. According to 

Cusumano (1988), JIT manufacturing is one of the innovations Japanese automobile 

manufacturers employ to improve quality, productivity and process flexibility. In their 

study, Schroeder et al. (1989) classify JIT as a new management innovation that can be 

applied in manufacturing. Schroeder et al. (1989) define innovation in manufacturing as 

the implementation of new ideas or changes, big or small, that have the potential to 

contribute to organizational business objectives. 

As is discussed in further sections, with the implementation of JIT purchasing and 

TQM techniques, changes occur throughout the organization, making classification of 

these two techniques as only one type of innovation (e.g., technological or administrative) 

difficult. Rintard (in a comment in Ohno, 1988) indicates that the Toyota production 

system, JIT, evolved through a series of innovations over 30 years, thereby enhancing 

overall efficiency and work life. 

According to Gerwin (1988), manufacturing process innovations traditionally aim 

to increase flexibility, decrease cost and enhance quality. He also emphasizes that 

innovation in a manufacturing process is a strategy that in the long run protects the 

technical core from uncertainties. Whether they are considered manufacturing process 

innovations or administrative innovations, over the last decade, the literature documents 

the adoption of JIT and TQM techniques by organizations as a strategic tool to adapt and 

react to the environment in order to improve performance. According to Damanpour and 
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Evan (1984), innovative organizations are both adaptive and reactive to their 

environments. These organizations use their resources and skills, such as providing new 

products and services never offered previously, to respond to their environments 

(Damanpour & Evan, 1984) in order to improve their organizational performances. In 

other words, Damanpour and Evan (1984) suggest that firms implement innovations as a 

reaction to uncertainty or environmental change, and that reaction provokes change in the 

strategy and/or structure of an organization. Damanpour and Evan (1984) further argue 

that, 

In response to international competition, some U.S. manufacturing organizations 

have improved their productivity, as well as the quality of their products, by 

introducing computer-controlled manufacturing processes and robots, along with 

employee involvement schemes such as labor-management quality teams and profit 

sharing and stock-option plans. In short, it is the combination of related changes 

in the social and technical systems that help to maintain the level of performance in 

response to an environmental change. One type of change without the other 

would not be optimally effective, (p. 406) 

Schroeder et al. (1989) discuss the effects of innovations assisting in the 

achievement of significant improvements in organizations' cost, delivery and quality goals. 

In their study, the researchers present a list of innovation definitions generated by 

managers. These lists include the following definitions which are relevant to this study: 
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• quality improvement programs and JIT programs which require generation 

and implementation of ideas and/or concepts to enhance the cost, quality 

and service of goods or seiVices produced. 

• employee involvement in innovative ways, such as quality circles and cost 

reduction teams. 

• changing the relationships with internal and external groups in order to 

reach goals of the operation in the present and/or the future in a better way, 

such as supplier relationships with JIT. 

The strategic values of JIT purchasing and TQM are discussed in more detail later 

in this chapter. In the next section, the strategy literature is reviewed. Over the years, 

different strategy typologies which lead to different competitive advantages have been 

developed by strategy scholars. 

Strategy 

The strategy research typically has two streams: strategy process and strategy 

content. The strategy process deals with strategic planning processes and models, 

whereas the strategy content examines strategy types (Adam & Swamidass, 1989). 

Strategy content rather than strategy planning is of interest in this study because TQM and 

JIT purchasing are investigated as strategy types. 

Kotha and Orne (1989) identify four levels of strategies which influence 

competitiveness: industry level strategy, corporate level strategy, business level strategy 

and functional level strategy. Because examination of industry level and corporate level 
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strategies is beyond the scope of this study, they are not discussed here, but instead, 

business level strategy and a functional level strategy, operations strategy are discussed. 

Business strategy can be defined as the development of a set of well-coordinated action 

programs in order to achieve a long-term sustainable competitive advantage (Hax & 

Majluf, 1984). Operations strategy refers to the strategy for an organization's operations 

function. Operations strategy is strongly integrated with business or corporate strategies 

(Anderson et al., 1989). 

Porter (1980, 1985) identifies three generic competitive strategies: cost 

leadership, differentiation, and focus. Cost leadership can be achieved by economies of 

scale, proprietary technology, preferential access to raw materials and other cost reduction 

techniques. Firms that pursue a differentiation strategy position their products and/or 

services as unique in their industry. Businesses that follow a focus strategy choose a 

segment or group of segments in the industry and adjust their strategy in order to serve 

only those markets. Porter (1985) argues that a firm cannot achieve cost leadership and 

differentiation at the same time because differentiation is usually costly. 

Galbraith and Schendel (1983) identify typologies of business strategy developed 

by different researchers. This study, by building on their classification, updates their work 

(See Table 2). Using the PIMS data base, Galbraith and Schendel (1983) empirically 

identify various strategy types for consumer products and industrial products. Strategy 

types for consumer goods include harvest, builder, continuity, climber, niche and cashout. 
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Table 2 
Strategy Types and Characteristics 

Study and Strategy Type Characteristics of Strategy Type 
* Buzzel et al., 1975 

(1) Building High investment to increase market share position 
(2) Holding Investment at market norms to maintain market share 
(3) Harvesting Low investment allowing market share to decrease; cost controls to (3) Harvesting 

generate cashflow and profitability 

* Utterback & Abernathy, 1975 
(1) Performance Maximizing Emphasis on product and/or service performance; technology and 

product R&D emphasized 
(2) Sales Maximizing Marketing emphasis to increase total sales and market share of firm 
(3) Cost Minimizing Emphasis placed on process technology/ R & D to decrease total 

cost of production 

*Hofer& Schendel, 1978 
(1) Share Increasing High investment to increase share of market 
(2) Growth Maintain position in expanding markets, investment at industry norms 
(3) Profit Investment at industry norms, cost controls to 'throw off cash' 
(4) Market Concentration and Realignment of resources to focused, smaller segments 

Asset Reduction 
(5) Turnaround Improve strategic posture, may require investment 
(6) Liquidation Generate cash while withdrawing from market 

• Vesper, 1979 
(1) Multiplication Expansion of market share by multiplying present market structures 
(2) Monopolizing Eliminate competition, establish barriers to entry, control resources 
(3) Specialization Specialize in products and/or production process 
(4) Liquidation Give up business and market position 

Hayes & Wheelright, 1979a, 1979b 
(1) Process Focus Offer a wide-range of customized products 
(2) Product Focus Offer a small number of standard products with high-volume production 

* Wissema et al., 1980 
(1) Explosion Improve competitive position in short term 
(2) Expansion Improve competitive position in long term 
(3) Continuous Growth Maintain position in expanding markets, normal investment 
(4) Slip Give up market share to generate cash in growing market 
(5) Consolidation Give up market share to generate cash in stable market 
(6) Contraction Liquidate assets and terminate market position 

* Porter, 1980 
(1) Cost Leadership Efficiency, experience curve policies, overhead control and other 

cost reductions 
(2) Differentiation Create uniqueness in product and/or service 
(3) Focus Focus on specific buyer group or market 

*Reproduced from Galbraith and Schendel (1983) Table continued 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Strategy Types and Characteristics 

Study and Strategy Type Characteristics of Strategy Type 

• Miles, 1982 
(1) Domain Defense 
(2) Domain Offense 

Galbraith & Schendel, 1983 
Consumer Products 
(1) Harvest 
(2) Builder 
(3) Continuity 
(4) Climber 
(5) Niche 
(6) Cashout 

Industrial Products 
(1) Low commitment 
(2) Maintenance 
(3) Growth 
(4) Niche 

Richardson et al., 1985 
(1) Technological 

Frontiersman 
(2) Technology Exploiters 
(3) Technological 

Servicemen 
(4) Customizers 
(5) Cost-Minimizing 

Customizers 
(6) Cost-Minimizers 

White, 1986 
(1) Pure Cost 
(2) Pure Differentiation 
(3) Cost and Differentiation 
(4) No Competitive 

Advantage 

Preservation of traditional product-market 
Attack strategies based on 

(a) Product innovation 
(b) Market segmentation 

Harvest the business without investment 
Invest heavily to increase sales and/or market share 
Adopt industry norms 
Attempt to improve product bases, prices and product quality 
Emphasize high quality product and service 
Use promotion to enhance perception and to extend the life of 

their products, without investing in product improvement 

Be unwilling to invest in their products 
Emphasize reducing cost 
Invest heavily to expand market share 
Focus on high quality and high price position with a narrow product line 

Emphasis on new product introductions through R&D and 
innovation 

Focus on both innovation and cost minimization 
Providing custom service to low-volume customers and markets 

on complex systems 
Producing competitively on low-volume with little innovation 
Producing low volume with low prices and cost minimization 

Producing high volume of mature products with low cost 

Low cost-low differentiation position 
High cost-high differentiation position 
Low cost-high differentiation position 
High cost-low differentiation position 

^Reproduced from Galbraith and Schendel (1983) Table continued 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Strategy Types and Characteristics 

Study and Strategy Type Characteristics of Strategy Type 
Kotha&Orne, 1989 

(1) Segment neither Cost nor 
Differentiation 

(2) Segment, Differentiation 
(3) Segment, Cost Leadership 
(4) Industry-wide, Differentiation 
(5) Industry-wide, Mixed 
(6) Industry-wide, Differentiation 
(7) Industry-wide, Cost 

Leadership 
(8) Industry-wide, Cost and 

Differentiation 

°A small level of OS, simple PL and PP with many 
discontinuities 

Low OS, complex PL, and PP with many discontinuities 
Low OS, simple PL, and highly integrated PP 
Small OS, complex PL, and highly integrated PP 
High OS, simple PL, and PP with numerous discontinuities 
High OS, complex PL, and modestly integrated PP 
High OS, simple PL, and highly integrated PP 

High OS, complex PL, and highly integrated PP 

Noori, 1990 
(1) Economies of Scope 
(2) Economies of Scale 

(3) Economies of Integration 

Parthasarty & Sethi, 1992 
(1) Cost Leadership 
(2) Quality Leadership 

(3) Flexibility 

Miller & Roth, 1994 
(1) Caretakers 

(2) Marketeers 
(3) Innovators 

Process Focus - Offer a wide-range of customized products 
Product Focus - Offer a small number of standard products with 

high-volume production 
Process and Product Focus — Offer a wide range of customized 
products with a large aggregate volume at a relatively low cost 

Lowest cost or most efficient producer 
High product quality in terms of product performance, reliability 
and features 

Maximizing differentiation without incurring high cost 

Low price, minimum emphasis on the development of 
competitive capabilities 

High product quality and performance, dependable deliveries 
Introducing new products quickly with high quality 

3OS = Organizational scope, PL = Product lines, PP = Production processes 
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Four strategy types for industrial goods are low commitment, maintenance, growth and 

niche. The researchers observed different performance outcomes with different strategy 

types and concluded that "important trade-offs between performance measures may occur 

depending on the strategy used and the relative competitive strength from which the firm 

implements its strategy" (Galbraith & Schendel, 1983, p. 172). 

Richardson, Taylor, & Gordon (1985) identify six types of manufacturing 

strategies depending on their observed corporate strategies. These include technological 

frontiersmen, technology exploiters, technological service people, customizers, cost-

minimizing customizers and cost-minimizers. 

White (1986) identifies four generic strategies based on the dimensions of relative 

cost and differentiation. Pure cost strategy indicates that a firm has both low cost and a 

low differentiation position. A business with a pure differentiation strategy is high on 

both differentiation and cost position. High cost incurred-low differentiated businesses 

have no competitive advantage. White (1986) suggests that the ideal strategy is cost and 

differentiation with low cost and a high differentiation position. The results of his 

empirical study reveal that businesses with a cost and differentiation strategy achieve the 

highest return of investment, whereas businesses with pure differentiation strategies realize 

the highest real sales growth. White (1986) concludes that the companies may pay 

sequential attention to the different organizational requirements of these various business 

strategies in order to achieve both cost and price advantages. The differentiation 

strategies include creativity/innovation, flexibility, quality and availability/delivery. 
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Kotha and Orne (1989) synthesize Porter's three generic strategies and Hayes and 

Wheelright's process-product matrix and reduce them to eight generic manufacturing 

strategies. The process and product matrix indicates that as product volume increases and 

the number of product lines decreases, an economically feasible process structure includes 

specialized equipment and a standardized materials flow (Hayes & Wheelright, 1979a, 

1979b). The assumptions of the synthesis by Kotha and Orne (1989) are (1) pursuing the 

cost leadership strategy through emphasis on cost reduction and (2) pursuing the 

differentiation strategy through creation of a product or service perceived to be unique to 

customers. The three primary dimensions of these manufacturing strategies are process 

structure complexity, product line complexity and organizational scope. 

Noori (1990) takes the Hayes and Wheelright (1979a, 1979b) process and product 

matrix one step further and discusses economies of integration. According to Noori 

(1990), economies of integration are achieved by attuning economies of scale and 

economies of scope simultaneously via implementation of new technologies, such as group 

technology and flexible manufacturing centers. 

Parthasarty and Sethi (1992) suggest three business strategy choices: cost 

leadership, quality leadership and flexibility. Cost leadership implies a firm's willingness to 

aim to have the lowest cost or to be the most efficient producer in the industry. Quality 

leadership involves a firm's willingness to aim to be the product quality leader in the 

industry, where product quality is measured in terms of product performance, reliability 

and features. Flexibility is a firm's willingness to satisfy market needs for volume mix, 
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product mix, innovation and quality in a cost effective manner in order to compete in 

several segmented markets (Parthasarthy & Sethi, 1992). 

Miller and Roth (1994) identify three types of manufacturing strategies: 

caretakers, marketeers and innovators. Market differentiation and market scope are two 

underlying market characteristics associated with differences between strategy types. 

As the summary of strategy types in Table 2 reveals, the purpose of adopting 

specific strategies is to increase market share and performance either by reducing costs or 

by differentiating products. By adopting TQM and JIT purchasing systems as strategies, 

firms can both reduce their costs and differentiate their products. As is discussed in the 

section on the benefits of JIT purchasing and TQM, firms realize enhanced product quality 

and reduced costs as a result of the implementation of TQM (e.g., Schonberger, 1992a) 

and JIT purchasing techniques (e.g., Ansari & Modarress, 1990). For example, based on 

Porter's framework, a firm can differentiate itself from its competitors based on its 

product quality to gain competitive advantage (Belohlav, 1993). A study by Parthasarthy 

and Sethi (1993) indicates that quality strategy has a significant positive effect on 

performance. O'Neal (1989) suggests that automotive original equipment manufacturers' 

(OEM) final assemblers have served as the innovators in developing and implementing JIT 

systems. With the JIT management system as a major strategy element, the Automotive 

Industry Action Group played the role of a facilitator in increasing the productivity of the 

industry. 
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Ferdows and De Meyer (1990) suggest a model implying that one manufacturing 

capability would enhance another in order to obtain lasting improvements in 

manufacturing performance. As a first step, management can build cumulative and lasting 

manufacturing capability by focusing on and investing in enhancing quality. While efforts 

to improve quality are continuing, management should also concentrate on enhancing the 

dependability of the operations system. While management is increasing efforts to make 

quality and dependability better, attention should also be paid to increasing flexibility. 

Finally, management can focus on achieving cost efficiency while still increasing efforts to 

enhance the previous three capabilities. To summarize, with the implementation of JIT 

purchasing and TQM, cost and differentiation strategies can be pursued simultaneously, 

instead of pursuing one at the expense of the other. 

Nevertheless, the literature in operations management is lacking on the strategic 

implications of operating decisions (Jelinek & Burstein, 1982) by upper management 

(Buffa, 1984). In 1969, in his article, Missing Link, Skinner argues that manufacturing 

and operations should significantly participate in corporate strategy, and influence what 

the corporate strategy should be. Strategy literature traditionally considers the 

relationship between buyers and suppliers as a win-lose situation. In other words, if 

suppliers win, buyers lose, or if buyers win, suppliers lose (e.g., Porter, 1980). 

Buffa (1984) argues that U.S. manufacturers keep a superiority over their suppliers 

by the threat of vertical integration as a strategic policy. On the other hand, U.S. 

manufacturers must always protect themselves against forward integration from powerful 
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suppliers. These policies are the opposite of the Japanese Just-In-Time Purchasing 

System. Buffa (1984) states that JIT purchasing produces supplier cooperation which 

results in decreased purchasing costs, frequent deliveries and reduced inventories. 

Pearson and Gritzmacher (1990) suggest that the purchasing department can serve 

as a profit-generating center rather than cost cutting mechanism. Purchasing costs consist 

of 50 percent or more of a firm's total revenue in many manufacturing industries. With an 

increasing concern on product quality in highly competitive environments, a company can 

gain competitive advantage by using the purchasing department's knowledge of supplier 

networks. 

Implementation of the JIT concept brings an opportunity to purchasing 

departments. Operational cost efficiencies can be realized as a result of JIT purchasing 

implementation (Dion, Banting, Picard, & Blenkhorn, 1992b). 

In the next sections, the discussion of the benefits of TQM and JIT purchasing 

relating to performance is intended to reveal their strategic values. Business performance 

is the final test of the strategic choices made by a firm (King, 1983). The linkage between 

strategy and performance, with strategy being a determinant of performance, is discussed 

(e.g., Lenz, 1981). In the next section, the literature on performance is reviewed. 

Performance 

A content analysis of seven recognized journals in the management field confirms 

that every field of management has extensively used performance as a theoretical construct 

(Caudill, 1994). Caudill (1994) reports that the dominant measures of performance at the 
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organizational, strategic business unit (SBU) and other levels include equity and 

investment, assets, margin and profit, sales and perceptual measures of performance. 

Kanter and Brinkerhoff (1981) use effectiveness and performance interchangeably. It is 

not surprising to find diversity in the measurement of performance to this extent because 

the operational definition of performance changes depending on its measurement level. 

Several studies also note the interdisciplinary nature of performance (Caudill, 1994; 

Kanter & Brinkerhoff, 1981; Lenz, 1980, 1981). Lenz (1980) reports that most of the 

empirical research on organizational performance can be observed in industrial 

organizations, business policy and organization theory. Lubatkin and Shrieves (1986) 

argue that although strategic management researchers use market-based performance to 

measure corporate performance, they should evaluate the assumptions of their field before 

using market-based performance measures. 

Eccles (1991) points out the need for a shift from accepting financial figures as the 

most important performance measure to viewing financial figures as only one of a broader 

set of performance measures. He also suggests that the most important measures of 

performance should be defined based on a given strategy. In this study, because the 

strategic variables are TQM and JIT purchasing, the literature review in performance 

relating to these variables is presented in the following three sections. 

Firm Performance in Strategy Literature 

Business economic performance is the most pivotal and most repeatedly used 

dependent variable in strategy research (Hambrick, 1980; Keats, 1988; Venkatraman & 
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Ramanujam, 1986; Venkatraman & Ramanujam, 1987). There are two issues concerning 

performance in strategy literature: the sources of data and the level of performance. (See 

Table 3 for the summary of the studies reviewed in this section.) 

In any management research, obtaining objective data on performance measures 

has been problematic, especially for privately-held firms and conglomerate business units 

(Dess & Robinson, 1984). Dess and Robinson (1984) examine the relation between 

objective and subjective performance measures on twenty-six manufacturing firms. The 

performance indicators are return on assets (ROA) and sales growth. Citing Ansoff 

(1965) and Hofer and Schendel (1978), the authors claim that ROA is one of the most 

accepted indicators of economic performance, whereas growth in sales indicates the 

effectiveness of an organization relating to its environment by expanding the scope of 

product-market success. The results of the Dess and Robinson (1984) study reveal that a 

researcher can use subjective measures of organization performance when there is no 

access to objective measures of performance. 

Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986) regard business performance as "a subset of 

the overall concept of organizational effectiveness" (p. 803). According to these authors, 

business performance consists of two measures: financial measures and operational 

measures. Financial measures, which are in the narrowest definition of business 

performance, refer to the simple outcome-based indicators that reflect the achievement of 

the firms' economic goals. The operational definitions of this measure are sales growth, 

profitability (which include return on investment, return on sales and return on equity) and 
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Table 3 
Summary of Studies on Performance in Strategy Literature 

Study Performance Measurement 
Level 

Operational Definition of 
Performance 

Sources of Data 

Woo & Willard, 1983 Financial Performance 
Market Performance 

VROi, ROS, Growth in 
Revenues, Cash 
Flow/Investment, Direct Cost 
Relative to Competitors, 
Market Share, Market Share 
Gain, Product Quality 
Relative to Competitors, New 
Product Activities Relative to 
Competitors, Product R&D, 
Process R&D, Variations 
ROI, Percentage Point 
Change in ROI, and 
Percentage Point Change in 
Cash Flow/Investment 

PIMS data base 

Dess & Robinson, 1984 Financial Performance 2ROA 
Sales Growth 

Subjective & self-reported 
objective data 

Chakravarthy, 1986 Financial Performance 
Market Performance 

Sources of Slack: 
Cashflow/Investment Ratio, 
Sales per Employee, Sales by 
Total Assets, Market to Book 
Value, Debt by Equity Ratio 
Uses of Slack: R&D by 
Sales, Working Capital by 
Sales Ratio, Dividend Payout 
Ratio 

Standard and Poor's 
COMPUSTAT data base 

Venkatraman & Ramanujam, 
1987 

Financial Performance Sales Growth, Profit Growth, 
ROI 

Self-reported performance 
(perceptual) & Standard and 
Poor's COMPUSTAT data 
base (objective) 

Keats, 1988 
Keats & Hitts, 1988 

Financial Performance 
Market Performance 

'ROE, ROI, ROA 
Market Returns, & Capital 
Market Performance 

COMPUSTAT tapes, Center 
for Research on Stock Price 
tapes, the Federal Reserve 
Bulletin St the Value Line 
Investment Survey 

Because Woo & Willard's (1983) study was not published in the Proceedings, the information about 
their study was gathered from other performance articles. In their study, 14 measures of performance 
resulted in four factors: profitability, relative market position, change in profitability and cash flow, and 
growth in sales and market share. In no studies citing their work were the 14 variables sorted into their 
factor loading categories. Chakravarthy (1986) cited that the variables, Return on Investment (ROI), 
Return on Sales (ROS) and Cash Flow to Investment yielded the profitability dimension. 
2 ROA = Return on Assets 
3 ROE = Return on Equity 
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earnings per share. Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986) add that the broader definition 

of business performance would include nonfinancial measures of performance which they 

call operational performance. The measures of operational performance include "market 

share, new product introduction, product quality, marketing effectiveness, manufacturing 

value-added, and other measures of technological efficiency within the domain of business 

performance" (p. 804). 

The study by Woo and Willard (1983) establishes multidimensionality of business 

performance, as cited in several studies (Chakravarthy, 1986; Keats, 1988; Venkatraman 

& Ramanujam, 1986; Venkatraman & Ramanujam, 1987). Woo and Willard (1983) 

identify four primary dimensions of performance by analyzing 14 indicators (which cover 

financial and operational measures of business performance) and by using a factor-analytic 

framework on the performance data from the PIMS program. These four dimensions are 

(1) profitability/cash flow, (2) relative market position, (3) change in profitability and cash 

flow and (4) revenue growth. The profitability/cash flow dimension includes three primary 

variables: ROI, return on sales (ROS), and cash flow to investment ratio, with a high 

correlation between ROI and cash flow to investment. As cited in Chakravarthy(1986), 

Woo and Willard (1983) conclude that profitability measures of ROI and ROA are 

significant indicators of performance. Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1985, 1986) warn 

against forming one dimension within the domain of financial performance because the 

financial measures, such as sales growth, net income growth and ROI, appear to reflect 

separate dimensions. 
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Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1987) attempt to measure economic business 

performance by using perceptual data from company sources and secondary objective data 

from external sources. The authors use three dimensions of business performance: sales 

growth, net income growth and ROI. The researchers obtain perceptual primary measures 

from senior-level managers (presidents, vice presidents of functional areas or vice 

presidents of corporate planning). They use a five-point interval scale ranging from -2 

(much worse than competition) to +2 (much better than competition), with the neutral 

point 0 referring to equal performance level with that of the competition. Objective 

performance measures have been compiled from Business Week magazine. "Relative 

performance was operationalized as firm performance relative to industry — where 

industry referred to the principal SIC industry classification in which the firm was normally 

placed" (Venkatraman & Ramanujam, 1987, p. 112). Firm performance relative to 

industry is the difference between the value of the indicator for the firm and the industry. 

To analyze the data, Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1987) performed both MultiTreat 

MultiMethod (MTMM) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). In both analyses, 

objective and perceptual measures have converged to a strong degree. Venkatraman and 

Ramanujam (1987) acknowledge that the CFA provides measurement of the different 

traits through variance-partitioning analysis. 

Another study by Keats (1988) supports the multidimensional nature of business 

economic performance. Based on a literature review, Keats (1988) identifies two 

dimensions of business performance: accounting-based profitability measures and market 
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based measures, naming them operating performance and market based performance, 

respectively. Keats (1988) uses COMPUSTAT tapes to obtain data for the operating 

performance indicators and the Center for Research on Stock Price (CRSP) tapes, the 

Federal Reserve Bulletin and the Value Line Investment Survey to acquire data for the 

market performance measures. The operational definition of operating performance is 

five-year average return on equity (ROE), ROI and return on assets (ROA), based on the 

definitions in the COMPUSTAT tapes. These indicators have been divided by their 

respective standard deviations in order to adjust for risk. Market performance measures 

are market returns and capital market performance based on a five year average. The two 

dimensions have achieved convergence and discriminant validity, but interestingly enough, 

they correlated negatively. Keats (1988) concludes that". . . how appropriate an indicator 

is depends on how appropriate its underlying performance dimension is for the issue being 

investigated" (p. 158). 

In a later study, Keats and Hitt (1988) measure financial performance by using 

operating performance and market-based performance. They argue that operating 

performance evaluates past and present organizational adaptation, whereas market 

performance assesses an organization's ability to transform itself in the long-run. The 

operationalization of operating performance and market performance follows the same 

measures as those in the study by Keats (1988). 

As a result of his study, Chakravarthy (1986) argues that researchers and managers 

should not rely only on financial indicators, such as ROI or the Market/Book ratio, to 
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measure firms' performance. He suggests that the use of slack variables of performance is 

needed to reflect the quality of firms' transformations and the satisfaction of stakeholders. 

In his study, the slack variables used formed two clusters. The first cluster, sources of 

slack, consists of the following variables: cashflow/investment ratio, sales per employee, 

sales to total assets, market-to-book value and debt-to-equity ratio. The second cluster, 

uses of slack, comprises three variables: R&D to sales ratio, working capital to sales ratio 

and dividend payout ratio. 

Firm Performance in Marketing Literature 

Most of the measurement of performance in the marketing literature has been 

based on the Profit Impact of Market Strategies (PIMS). Market share is considered to be 

one of the important performance measurements in strategies focusing on product quality 

(Eccles, 1991). Cook (1985) suggests that 

market share is a goal of marketing strategy because it is an informative and useful 

intermediate performance factor. Market share of quantities sold is the result of a 

natural weighting by users of the effectiveness of a competitor's share of capacity 

to produce, promote, deliver, and price its products. It is both a summary of past 

successes and an indicator of future events. It is a key to profitability. ROI adds a 

dimension of the relative quality and intensity of marketing investment, (p. 60) 

In their study, based on the PIMS data base, Buzzell, Gale and Sultan (1975) find 

a relation between market share and profitability, and conclude that market share is one of 

the main determinants of profitability. These researchers identify the indicator of 
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profitability as ROI. Buzzell and Wiersema (1981a) suggest that a 10-point change in 

market share results in a five percent increase in ROI. One of the main findings of this 

study is that quality improvement of a product/service is a powerful way to build market 

share. Buzzell and Wiersema (1981b) also find that businesses increase product quality to 

compensate for changes in prices in order to stabilize the relative price. In all types of 

businesses, relative product quality and changes in product quality are significant factors 

of market share. Improvement of product quality affects most raw materials businesses. 

Varadarajan and Dillon (1981) assess key marketing effort determinants for 

consumer nondurables and capital goods businesses to gain market share. The research 

results indicate that, although quality is an important factor in gaining competitive 

superiority, improvements in quality must be substantial relative to those of competitors in 

order to achieve a higher market share for two types of businesses. 

Zeithaml and Fry (1981) examine the relationship between business level strategies 

and performance in each of the following environment/technology contexts: high real 

market growth/small batch technology, high real market growth/assembly line technology, 

low real market growth/small batch technology and low real market growth/assembly line 

technology. In all contexts, product quality indicates a significant, positive effect on 

performance where performance is measured as ROI. When performance is measured as 

relative market share, again there is a significant positive relationship between product 

quality and performance in all contexts. 
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A reexamination of selected PIMS findings by Zeithaml, Anderson and Paine 

(1981) reveals a possibility of tradeoff between market share and profitability (ROI), even 

where market share is stable. The researchers found that relative product quality is 

positively and significantly related to market share and performance in all environmental 

situations. In addition, productivity, where measured as value-added per employee, 

reveals a significant positive effect on ROI in every environmental situation. 

In a study by MacMillan, Hambrick and Day (1982), product quality is found to be 

an important determinant of ROI in mature businesses. Mature businesses can increase 

profits by improving efficiency, resource utilization and quality. 

Craig and Douglas (1982) examine the strategic factors associated with market 

and financial performance. Market performance is measured as market share, and financial 

performance is measured by ROI. The results indicate that product quality appears to be 

the most important strategic factor of financial and market performance, revealing a 

significant positive correlation with performance measures. 

Phillips, Chang and Buzzell (1983) test some hypotheses pertaining to product 

quality, cost position and business performance by using a causal model methods. The 

researchers study six types of businesses: consumer durables, consumer nondurables, 

capital goods, raw and semifinished materials, components and supplies. Product quality 

has a direct positive effect on consumer nondurables, capital goods and components 

businesses. Product quality also has significant positive indirect effect on ROI of all six 

businesses via its effects on market position. In other words, product quality is positively 
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and significantly related to relative market position in all six businesses. The results 

support the causal link between product quality and relative market position, and in turn, 

the causal relationship between relative market position and ROI. Furthermore, the 

findings indicate that a high quality position does not generally require strategic trade-offs 

such as higher relative direct costs or marketing expenditures. 

Prescott, Kohli, and Venkatraman (1986) examine the market share-profitability 

relationship across a taxonomy of homogenous environments. The researchers assume 

that market share has a direct effect on business profitability where business profitability is 

measured as ROI. The findings indicate that market share is a significant predictor of 

business profitability in the mature, declining, and fragmented with auxiliary services 

environments, and a marginal predictor in stable non-fragmented and fragmented standard 

products environments. There is, however, a nonsignificant relationship between market 

share and business profitability in the emerging, global exporting and importing 

environments. The researchers conclude that the relationship between market share and 

business profitability is context-specific, and that some strategic variables, not market 

share, lead to high ROI. Relative product quality has a significant and positive effect on 

both market share and business profitability. 

Jacobson and Aaker (1987) investigate the strategic role of product quality. The 

findings indicate a direct, significant, positive effect on profitability where profitability is 

measured as ROI. Moreover, product quality has a significant positive effect on market 
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share. In contrast, a nonsignificant effect of product quality on cost is demonstrated by 

their study. 

Szymanski, Bharadwaj, and Varadarajan (1993) perform a meta-analysis on 

market-share and profitability findings from 48 studies. The results of a meta-analysis 

reveal that market share has a significant and positive effect on profitability. Profitability 

measures in the studies reviewed include ROI, ROA, or ROE. The researchers find that 

product quality has an effect on market share. 

To recapitulate, most of the performance studies in the marketing field used the 

PIMS database. Although the PIMS database is criticized by other researchers (see the 

study by Ramanujam & Venkatraman, 1984, for the evaluation of the research based on 

the PIMS database), the positive effect of product/service quality on market share and 

profit has been one of the consistent results from those studies (see Table 4). 

Firm Performance in Operations Management Literature 

In the operations management literature, firm performance is usually examined 

with regard to operations strategy. Traditional performance measures of operations 

strategy include quality, delivery, flexibility and price or cost (Nemetz, 1990; Roth & 

Miller, 1990, Schroeder, Anderson, Hill, Moropoulos, Saraph, 1982). In recent years, 

scholars of operations management have begun to assess the relationship between 

operations strategy and the business unit or corporate strategy, emphasizing the 

competitive advantage of a robust operations strategy. This shift has led the measuring of 

performance in economic terms, such as profit. 
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Table 4 
Summary of Studies on Performance in Marketing Literature 

Study Relationship between Relationship between 
Market Share (MS) and Relative Product Quality 

Buzzell, Gale & Sultan, 
1975 

Buzzell & Wiersama, 
1981a, 1981b 

Varadarajan & Dillon, 
1981 

Zeithaml & Fry, 1981 

Zeithaml, Anderson & 
Paine, 1981 

4MacMillan, Hambrick 
& Day, 1982 

Craig & Douglas, 1982 

Phillips, Chang & 
Buzzell, 1983 

Prescott, Kohli & 
Venkatraman, 1986 

Jacobson & Aaker, 1987 

Profitability and MS 

Relationship between 
Relative Product Quality 

and Profitability 
(ROI) 

+ (ROI) 

5+ (ROI) 

+ (ROI) 

Szymanski, Bharadwaj + 6(ROI, ROA & ROE) 
& Varadarajan, 1993 

+ (ROI) 

+ (ROI) 

+ (ROI) 

+ (ROI) 

+ (ROI) 

+ (ROI) 

+ (ROI, ROA & ROE) 

1"+" indicates that the study found a positive significant relationship between two variables. 
2 Operational definitions of profitability are presented in the parenthesis. ROI = Return on Investment. 
3 i n d i c a t e s that the study found an inverse significant relationship between two variables. 
4 Although this study and Prescott et al.'s (1986) study could be included in the section of the 
measurement of performance in the strategy literature, the studies were included in this section in order to 
compare their results to the studies in marketing literature. 
5 The relationship was found in some particular environments. For more information, refer to the text. 
6 ROA = Return on Assets and ROE = Return on Equity. This study is based on a meta-analysis of 48 
studies on market share and profitability relationship. 
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Swamidass and Newell (1987) assess the relationship between manufacturing 

strategy, environmental uncertainty and business performance. Research results indicate 

that manufacturing flexibility positively affects business performance in both stable and 

unstable environments. The role of manufacturing managers in strategic decision making, 

however, positively influences business performance only in stable environments. These 

researchers measure business performance as perceptual measures of the average annual 

rate of growth in return on total assets over a five-year period, the average annual rate of 

growth in sales over a five-year period, and the average annual rate of growth in return on 

sales over a five-year period compared to the industry average. 

Cleveland, Schroeder and Anderson (1989) suggest a relationship between 

production competence and performance because performance measures reveal how well 

a strategy works. Although the small sample size does not allow making numerical 

inferences about the relationship, a data analysis reveals a good possibility for the 

relationship. The collective measures of manufacturing, marketing and financial 

performance relative to competitors are used to assess the company's business 

performance. The measures of manufacturing performance are cost, quality, dependability 

and flexibility. Marketing performance is measured by market share and growth rate, 

whereas financial performance is pretax return on assets. 

Vickery, Droge, and Markland (1993) empirically investigate the relationship 

between production competence and business performance. A positive relationship 

between production competence and business performance is revealed. The researchers 
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conclude that when firms compete based on quality, customization, service and/or speed, 

manufacturing could become an increasingly important function in firms' success in the 

market. Vickery et al. (1993) measure business performance as ROA after tax, ROI after 

tax, growth in ROI and ROS. Each of these measures is evaluated by three methods: 

relative to competitors, a subjective rating for one year, and actual value (they did not 

explain if this measurement is for one year or another unit of time). The intercorrelations 

of these financial measures are significant. 

Zahra and Das (1993) examine the relationship between innovation strategy and 

financial performance in manufacturing companies. According to their research results, an 

innovation strategy is a positive indicator of a company's performance. The researchers 

measure company performance in three ways: average net profit margin, average growth 

in sales and average return on assets over the past three years. Executives provide data on 

these three measures, and these data are validated by the secondary data sources on 45 

firms. 

Parthasarthy and Sethi (1993) investigate the moderating effect of the strategy-

structure fit on the relationship between flexible automation and performance. They use 

two objective performance measures: growth in sales for the average of three years as a 

growth measure, and ROI for the average of three years as a profitability measure. 

Wherever possible, the researchers converge the objective data with the secondary data 

and find a close agreement. 
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Ward, Leong, and Boyer (1994) assess the link between manufacturing 

proactiveness and performance. As suggested by the findings, there is a positive 

relationship between manufacturing proactiveness and performance. These researchers 

also use perceptual measures of business performance in addition to objective performance 

data. Business performance is measured as a composite measure of market share and sales 

growth of the business unit. All respondents did not provide objective data. The 

correlation between each objective and perceptual performance measure, however, was 

significant for respondents who provided both objective and perceptual data. 

The measures which Miller and Roth (1994) used to assess manufacturing 

performance include manufacturing lead time, changeover setup time, ratio of white to 

blue collar and outgoing quality. The measures of performance in relation to 

manufacturing strategy depend on the type of manufacturing strategy examined. For 

example, in order to measure flexible manufacturing systems, Nagarur (1992) uses 

flexibility, reliability and producibility as performance measures. The studies reviewed on 

the measurement of performance in OM literature are summarized in Table 5. 

Some OM scholars also attempt to identify the indicators used to measure 

manufacturing performance. In their research, Richardson and Gordon (1980) find that 

manufacturing performance is measured mainly by cost and productivity. Employee 

productivity, facility layout and direct and overhead costs over a time period were 

monitored by all companies. Other measures used include quality and delivery. 
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Table 5 

Summary of Studies on Performance in Operations Management Literature 

Study Performance 
Measurement Level 

Operational Definition of 
Performance 

Sources of Data 

Swamidass & Newell, 
1987 

Financial Performance ^Growth in ROA, Growth 
in Sales & Growth in 
ROS 

Perceived relative 
performance (subjective) 

Cleveland, Schroeder & 
Anderson, 1989 

Financial Performance 
Market Performance 

Operating Performance 

ROA 
Market Share & Growth 
Rate 
Cost, Quality, 
Dependability & 
Flexibility 

Perceived relative 
performance (subjective) 

Vickery, Droge & 
Markland, 1993 

Financial Performance 2ROA, ROI, Growth in 
ROI & Growth in ROS 

Perceived performance 
relative to competitors, 
perceived performance 
relative to historic 
performance (subjective) 
& self-reported objective 
data 

Zahra&Das, 1993 Financial Performance Net Profit Margin, 
Growth in Sales & ROA 

Self-reported objective 
data & COMPUSTAT 

Parthasarthy & Sethi, 
1993 

Financial Performance Growth in Sales and ROI Self-reported objective 
data & secondary data 
source wherever such 
data is located 

Ward, Leong & Boyer, 
1994 

Financial Performance 
Market Performance 

Sales Growth 
Market Share 

Perceived relative 
performance (subjective) 
& self reported objective 
data 

Miler & Roth, 1994 Operating Performance Manufacturing Lead 
Time, Changeover Setup 
Time, Headcount, Ratio 
of White to Blue Collar, 
Outgoing Quality, 
Number of Grievances, 
Percent of New 
Products/Models 
introduced on Time 

Perceived Performance 
(subjective) 

ROA = Return on Assets and ROS = Return on Sales. 
2 ROI = Return on Investment 
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Fogarty (1992) argues that manufacturing cycle efficiency is not a true predictor of 

performance because this predictor inflates manufacturing efficiency. Instead of this 

measure, the author suggests that value added efficiency would be a more accurate 

measure because it considers the total manufacturing lead time of each part. 

According to Im and Lee (1989), because JIT implementation is a continuous 

process innovation, it is inappropriate to measure its performance by financial measures, 

such as ROI. Their study found that only 7 out of 33 organizations used ROI and payback 

period. Sixty-seven percent of the respondents used less tangible benefits, such as shorter 

lead-time, higher quality, less rework and scrap and less work-in-process inventories to 

justify implementation of JIT practices. 

In summary, review of the measurement of performance in three fields — strategy, 

marketing and operations — reveals that although there is a disagreement on the 

terminology, the performance of an organization is measured at three levels: financial, 

such as ROI; market, such as market share; and operating, such as cost and quality (see 

Table 3-5). Benefits of JIT purchasing and TQM relating to these measures of firm 

performance are discussed in detail in the following sections. 

JIT Purchasing as a Strategic Innovation 

In this section, a historical development of JIT is presented. Also, included is a 

review of characteristics of JIT purchasing. 
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A Historical Development of JIT 

Just-in-time (JIT) was first developed by the vice-president of Toyota Motor 

Company, Mr. Taiichi Ohno (Sugimori, Kusunoki, Cho, & Uchikawa, 1977). JIT can be 

defined as a system based on providing the right item at the right time in the right quantity 

at the right place by eliminating wasteful practices (Ohno, 1982,1988). Ohno (1988) 

narrates the evolution of JIT in his book, Toyota Production System. The following is a 

summary from that book. 

The Japanese automobile industry had faced difficulties during the World War II 

because of the certain restrictions in the market place. Low demand in the market 

required the production of cars in small quantities of many varieties. The Toyota 

production system was developed to meet this need. 

In 1947 at Toyota, machines were arranged in parallel lines or in an L-shape and 

one worker started to operate three or four machines along the processing route. Ohno's 

observation of American supermarkets resulted in development of a tool used to operate 

the system — kanban — in Toyota. Ohno (1988) explains the system as follows: 

The later process (customer) goes to the earlier process (supermarket) to acquire 

the required parts (commodities) at the time and in the quantity needed. The 

earlier process immediately produces the quantity just taken (restocking the 

shelves). We hoped that this would help us approach our just-in-time goal and, in 

1953, we actually applied the system in our machine shop at the main plant, (p. 26-

27) 
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During the adoption of the system, efforts were directed to establish a production 

flow and to maintain a constant supply of raw materials from outside the company for 

parts to be machined. When a need arose for outside suppliers, management listened to 

the suppliers' needs and asked for their cooperation to achieve leveled production. The 

objective was to purchase only what is needed when it is needed and in the amount 

needed. 

Managing the kanban system company-wide was achieved in 1962, having taken 

10 years to establish at the Toyota Motor Company. Set-up times for die changes went 

down from 2-3 hours in the 1940s to a mere 3 minutes by the late 1960s. Ohno also 

emphasized the importance of teamwork in the implementation of the just-in-time system. 

In his book, Ohno compares the Ford system to the Toyota system. He argues 

that while the Toyota system emphasizes small lot sizes and quick set-ups, the Ford 

system encourages large lot sizes and excess inventory. "This explains why the Toyota 

production system is the opposite of America's system of mass production and quantity 

sales — the latter system generates unnecessary losses in pursuit of quantity and speed" 

(Ohno, 1988, p. 109). 

As Ohno (1988) notes, the Toyota production system did not attract the attention 

of Japanese industry (nor did it of Western industry, for that matter) until the oil crisis of 

1973. In the U.S., the first article relating to JIT was published in the International 

Journal of Production Research in 1977, titled Toyota Production System and Kanban 

System, Materialization of Just-In-Time and Respect-for-Human system by Sugimori, 
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Kusunoki, Cho and Uchikawa. In the literature, since then there has been a proliferation 

of articles relating to JIT. 

Throughout the world, JIT is perceived in different ways. For instance, a study on 

perceptions of JIT production in the Hong Kong electronics industry reveals that JIT is 

perceived as four different instruments: as an inventory reduction tool, as a suppliers' 

performance evaluation program, as a production planning tool and as a manufacturing 

principle (Cheng, 1988). 

Considered mainly as a production system, most of the empirical research on JIT 

has focused on analyzing JIT implementation in manufacturing firms (e.g., Ahmed, Tunc, 

& Montagno, 1991; Im & Lee, 1989; Mehra & Inman, 1992). Some studies identify the 

changes that occurred in the organization with the implementation of JIT: culture 

(Crawford, Blackstone, & Cox, 1988), supplier relationships (Lee & Ansari, 1985), 

inventory control (Im, 1989), plant layout and production (Schonberger, 1983b), quality 

control (Crosby, 1984), information systems (Malley & Ray, 1988), human resource 

management (Brown & Mitchell, 1991), performance measurement (Crawford & Cox, 

1990) and accounting systems (Mcllhattan & Anderson, 1988). 

Several studies have reviewed the literature pertaining to JIT, classifying the 

literature based on topics (Golhar & Stamm, 1991; Goyal & Deshmukh, 1992; Im, 1989; 

Sohal, Keller, Fouad, 1989, White & Ruch, 1990). Im (1989) reviews the studies on JIT 

and Kanban. In his review, studies on JIT include the manufacturing strategy aspect of 

JIT, modification of the EOQ model to explain the JIT system, JIT purchasing and 

adaptability of JIT into American companies. Sohal et al. (1989) classify the literature 

reviews into three groups: the JIT philosophy, supply bases of JIT and formalized and 
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mathematical models of JIT. These studies also identify JIT techniques. Golhar and 

Stamm (1991) first identify four basic tenets of JIT management: elimination of waste, 

employee involvement in decision making, supplier participation and total quality control. 

Then, they present more detailed techniques within each tenet based on 46 studies. White 

and Ruch (1990) identify the ten most discussed techniques based on the studies by 

Schonberger, Hall, Monden, Shingo, Suzaki, Hay and the Automotive Industry Action 

Group. Goyal and Deshmukh (1992) classify the literature into four broad categories: 

JIT definition and philosophy, implementation issues of JIT, mathematical models of JIT 

and various issues pertaining to JIT. 

There is no major consensus about a set of JIT techniques in the literature reviews. 

The studies and identified techniques are summarized in Table 6. Some of the studies 

emphasize only a limited number of techniques (e.g., Goyal & Deshmukh, 1992; Sohal et 

al. 1989). This is not very surprising because these literature reviews are based mainly on 

case studies, mathematical models and conceptual studies in JIT. It is also possible to 

observe the limited scope of research in empirical studies in JIT. Kaynak and Bimmerle 

(1993) identify and examine empirical research in JIT. Based on their topics, the 

published empirical studies can be classified into four groups: (1) JIT implementation, (2) 

JIT supplier relationships, (3) JIT performance measures and (4) human resource 

implications in JIT environments. An updated and modified version of collected studies in 

JIT implementation is described in Table 7. The studies in JIT supplier relationships are 

discussed in the JIT purchasing section. The discussion of other categories is beyond the 

scope of this study. A closer examination of empirical studies reveals that only seven of 

these 13 studies attempt to identify JIT management techniques. 
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Im and Lee (1989) also study the implementation of JIT systems in U.S. 

manufacturing firms. According to their findings, top management commitment is the 

most critical component in implementing JIT successfully. Worker participation and 

education are other critical elements. Organizations which have implemented JIT 

practices can provide quick and tangible results. Almost every aspect of the 

manufacturing organization, in particular, the production planning and control system, is 

affected by the implementation of JIT. 

Gilbert (1990) investigates the state and development of JIT implementation in the 

U.S. JIT companies underwent a number of organizational changes, such as reduced 

inventory levels and lot sizes, streamlined production flows and a change from make-to-

stock to make-to-order. 

Ahmed et al. (1991) also study the JIT implementation of U.S. manufacturing 

firms at various stages. The findings indicate that human resource issues are not obstacles 

to JIT implementation, which suggests that JIT companies have established human 

resource policies that reflect higher consideration for workers. According to the study, 

suppliers' proximity is not a critical factor in the implementation of JIT. Ahmed et al. 

(1991) conclude that JIT implementation is a matter of conscious management choices to 

control behavior patterns in the firm. 

A. S. Sohal et al. (1993) investigate the applicability of JIT systems to Australian 

manufacturing companies. They suggest the following elements which a company should 

prepare for successful JIT implementation: changing culture of an organization, analysis 

of corporate strategy, competitive benchmarking, establishing customer orientation, 

management commitment, coordination within the company, well-developed two-way 
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communication, cooperation throughout the company, changes in resource allocation and 

supplier relationships and implementation of a quality program. 

Three other studies attempt to define the constructs of JIT systems. The results of 

the study by Davy et al. (1992) indicate three underlying factors of JIT management: (1) 

operating structure and control, (2) product scheduling and (3) quality implementation. 

Operating structure and control refers to the overall efficiency and effectiveness of an 

organization. Product scheduling involves machine use and scheduling guidelines for 

products. The quality implementation factor encompasses employee training and 

participation in problem solving, as well as holding employees responsible for quality. 

JIT purchasing did not load on any of the three factors. One of the cited reasons 

was the survey population used. Several studies, however, have established the 

importance of JIT purchasing. The study by Mehra and Inman (1992) finds JIT vendor 

strategy as one of the most critical factors for successful JIT implementation, after JIT 

production strategy. Completely opposed to the findings of the Im & Lee (1989) study, 

are the findings of Mehra and Inman (1992) who find that JIT education strategy and top 

management commitment are not essential to the implementation of JIT. Sakakibara, 

Flynn, and Schroeder (1993) identify four JIT practices that contribute the most to JIT 

performance: equipment layout, pull system support, supplier quality level and kanban. 

Identified JIT techniques in these seven empirical studies are presented, in detail, in Table 

8. The complete and detailed discussion of the JIT management systems is beyond the 

scope of this study. A brief description of the techniques mentioned most is presented in 

order to familiarize the reader with the JIT management concept. 

Kanban. Kanban is a production control system (Sugimori et al., 1977) consisting 

of cards that hold information pertaining to the part number, container capacity and other 
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specific information (Schonberger, 1983a). The benefits of kanban include reduced 

inventory quality improvement, cost reduction and reduced cycle-time (Im, 1989). 

Focused factory. The focused factory concept is the elimination of complexity in 

the work place. Process technologies are limited to one or two per plant. In a specific 

time period, focus factories concentrate on one or two market demands, such as quality. 

This concept emphasizes pay for skills by creating fewer jobs with more versatility 

(Skinner, 1974). 

Total preventive maintenance. Total preventive maintenance emphasizes the 

prevention of machine failures in order to avoid breakdowns in the production line. 

Because the products are produced in exact quantities under the JIT system, breakdowns 

become serious problems (Schonberger, 1982a). To eliminate these problems, workers 

learn how to do regular housekeeping, how to operate machines properly, and how to 

support each other to prevent deterioration of machines (Suzaki, 1987). 

Set-up time reduction. Reducing set-up time is critical to shortening production 

time (Monden, 1981b). Also, because JIT production is demand-based, lot sizes are 

smaller than in production lots. A reduction in set-up times and costs is needed to achieve 

economical lot sizes (Malley & Ray, 1988). The benefits of reducing set-up time include 

lower levels of in-process inventory and short production lead times. 

Group technology. With the JIT production concept, the plant layout changes 

from the straight assembly line to U-cells. Group technology cells are formed by grouping 

dissimilar machines in order to produce parts or products which have similar processing 

requirements (Chase & Aquilano, 1992). Therefore, the plant layout becomes product-

oriented. The benefits of group technology include encouraging teamwork, providing 
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more space to travel, handling materials and tools more easily and increasing flexibility 

(Schonberger, 1983b). 

Level production. Level production involves smoothing the load throughout the 

production line (Ohno, 1988). Because products are produced in small quantities under 

the JIT system, the leveling of production is important. Production must be leveled at the 

final assembly line and throughout the earlier fabrication stage. This can be achieved by 

using monthly production schedules and calculating cycle time for each product. Another 

way to level production is by adjusting production levels according to market demand 

(Sugimori et al., 1977). 

Multifunction employees. Multifunction workers are an important part of the JIT 

system. Because the plant layout is changed to cellular manufacturing (see group 

technology), each worker can handle several different types of machines (Monden, 

1981a). JIT companies establish human resource policies that reflect higher consideration 

for workers (Ahmed et al., 1991; Sugimori et al., 1977). 

Teamwork. Quality Circles (QCs) were formalized in 1960 in Japan by Dr. K. 

Ishikawa. In QCs, small groups of workers are used to eliminate the special causes of 

variability in the product and to promote continuous improvement. The groups can make 

changes in tools, design, schedule and the production process in order to produce a higher 

quality product. To diagnose the sources of trouble and to eliminate them, a quality circle 

uses simple statistical techniques such as scatter diagrams, Pareto charts and control charts 

(Cole, 1980; Deming, 1982). U.S. firms started to implement QCs in the 1970s. The 

literature is full of success and failure stories of QCs implemented in U.S. companies. 

U.S. organizations have adopted other styles of participative management 

techniques. The implementation of self-managed work teams (SMWTs) is increasing in 
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U.S. firms (Yeats, Thibodeaux, & Beyerlein, 1990/1991). According to Juran (1993a), 

SMWTs are going to play an important role in management in the next decades. SMWTs 

are "groups of employees given substantial responsibility for the planning, organizing, 

scheduling, and production of work or products" (Magjuka, 1991/1992, p. 52). A recent 

study by Magjuka (1991/1992) reveals that continuous improvement is the primary 

purpose of 57 percent of the SMWTs, but it is the focus of only 25 percent of the QCs. 

The other two techniques, JIT purchasing and TQM, are discussed in detail in the 

following sections. In the next section, characteristics of JIT purchasing are identified 

based on an extensive literature review. 

Characteristics of JIT Purchasing 

In their empirical study, Im and Lee (1989) find that purchasing is one of the 

elements which is substantially affected by the implementation of the JIT philosophy. The 

research results of their study indicate that 66.7 percent of the companies which 

implement JIT practices adopted JIT purchasing. In a later study, according to Gilbert 

(1990), 87.0 percent of the firms which implemented a JIT system employed JIT 

purchasing. A survey by Giunipero and Law (1990) indicates that JIT implementation has 

affected the purchasing function the most, especially regarding the role and responsibility 

of the buyer and material manager. Freeland (1991) finds that 45 percent of the firms 

surveyed had formal programs for JIT purchasing. JIT purchasing is becoming an 

increasingly important purchasing practice. Also, the literature in practitioner-oriented 

journals includes articles where the authors (e.g., Balsmeier, 1988; Devaney, 1984) 

discuss JIT purchasing as one of the most important JIT techniques. Companies which 

have implemented JIT purchasing in the U.S. include Kawasaki (Schonberger, 1982b), 
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Hewlett-Packard, GM, (Ansari & Modarress, 1986; Burt, 1989), Xerox, Ford (Burt, 

1989), Westinghouse, General Electric and Bendix (Manoochehri, 1985). 

Like empirical research in JIT management, empirical research in JIT purchasing is 

limited. A description of empirical studies on JIT purchasing is presented in Table 9. 

While Ansari (1984), Freeland (1991) and Fawcett and Birou (1993) examine JIT 

purchasing, Billesbach, Harrison, and Croom-Morgan (1991), Dion, Blenkhorn, and 

Banting (1992a), Dion et al. (1992b) and O'Neal (1987, 1989) concentrate more on the 

changes of the buyer/seller linkage and of the marketing department of the suppliers' 

organization as a result of JIT implementation. Chapman and Carter (1990) investigate 

supplier/customer inventory relationships under JIT. Cusumano and Takeishi (1991) 

compare supplier relations of Japanese, Japanese-transplant and U.S. auto plants. 

The studies cover a variety of research questions; they employ relatively small 

sample sizes, however. In this category, some researchers use different research methods, 

such as field surveys and field studies, instead of mail surveys. Also, the studies contain 

more information on validity and reliability issues, even though most of them do not 

support their findings with statistical analysis. Most of the researchers use more 

sophisticated statistical tests to analyze data in addition to providing descriptive statistics 

that were supplied by other works as main statistical analysis. In only three of the seven 

studies (Ansari, 1984; Chapman & Carter, 1990; O'Neal, 1987) is there a report on 

demographics of the firms. The lack of demographic data in the studies makes 

comparisons difficult and neglects the effects of moderating variables. The findings of 

these studies are discussed in the rest of the JIT purchasing section. 
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Characteristics of JIT purchasing can be broadly categorized into two groups: 

external and internal. External characteristics require some changes in the way a 

purchasing department approaches procurement activities. Internal characteristics are 

those elements that require some organizational commitment (see Table 10). 

External Characteristics of JIT Purchasing 

External characteristics of JIT purchasing are (1) supplier cooperation, (2) 

purchased quantities, (3) materials quality and (4) transportation (Schonberger, 1982a; 

Schonberger & Gilbert, 1983). As Ansari and Modarress (1990) indicate, although 

purchasing activities are the same in both JIT and traditional purchasing, they differ in 

approach. These external characteristics are briefly discussed and compared with 

traditional purchasing activities in the rest of this section. 

1. Supplier cooperation. In JIT purchasing, materials and parts are usually bought 

from a single source, as opposed to purchasing from multiple sources under traditional 

purchasing activities. According to O'Neal (1987), with the implementation of JIT, 

organizations have switched to fewer sources. Among those companies, 55 percent have 

already used a single source for a specific item or class of items, and 75 percent of the 

respondents have projected using a single source in next five years (O'Neal, 1987). 

From their survey study, Billesbach et al. (1991) learned that in the last five years, 

most companies in both the U.S. and the U.K. have had significant reductions in their 

numbers of suppliers. Cusumano and Takeishi (1991) find similar results in their study. 

On average, although U.S. automakers have more suppliers than Japanese transplant 
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Table 10 

Characteristics of JIT Purchasing 

Characteristics Studies 
External Characteristics 

1. Supplier Cooperation 

2. Purchased Quantities 

3. Materials Quality 

Ansari & Modarress, 1986,1990; Billesbach et al., 1991; 
Burt, 1989; Landiy, 1990; Cusumano & Takeishi, 1991; 
Dion et al., 1992a; Fawcett & Birou, 1993; Freeland, 
1991; Lascelles & Dale, 1989; O'Neal, 1987,1989; 
Schonberger, 1982a; Schonberger & Gilbert, 1983. 

Ansari & Modarress, 1990; Chapman & Carter, 1990; 
Dion et al., 1992b; Freeland, 1991; Lee & Ansari, 1985; 
O'Neal, 1987; Schonberger, 1982a; Schonberger & 
Gilbert, 1983; Willis & Houston, 1990. 

Ansari & Modarress, 1986,1990; Burt, 1989; Dion et al., 
1992b; Freeland, 1991; Grieco & Gozzo, 1985; Hall, 1983; 
Lascelles & Dale, 1989; O'Neal, 1989; Willis & Houston, 
1990. 

4. Transportation Ansari & Modarress, 1986, 1990; Hill & Vollmann, 1986; 
O'Neal, 1987; Schonberger, 1982a; Schonberger & 
Gilbert, 1983. 

Internal Characteristics 
5. Top Management Commitment 

6. Training 

7. Teamwork 

Ahmed et al., 1991; Ansari & Modarress, 1986,1990; 
Fawcett & Birou, 1993; Hay, 1990a; Im & Lee, 1989; Lee 
& Ebrahimpour, 1984. 

Ahmed et al., 1991; Ansari, 1986; Ansari & Modarress, 
1986,1990; Freeland, 1991; Harrison & Voss, 1990; Im & 
Lee, 1989; Lee & Ebrahimpour, 1984; Walleigh, 1986. 

Ansari & Modarress, 1986,1990; Burt, 1989; Giunipero & 
Keiser, 1987; Hall, 1983. 
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automakers and Japanese automakers, they have, however, decreased the numbers of their 

suppliers. 

In his study, Freeland (1991) reports that companies surveyed have used single 

sourcing for 47 percent of all JIT-purchased materials. Seventeen percent of companies 

reported that JIT purchasing implies single sourcing. 

Dion et al. (1992a) reveal that 70 percent of buyers decreased their number of 

suppliers as a result of JIT purchasing. In the JIT environment, buying from multiple 

sources would create confusion and problems for both buyers and suppliers. For example, 

when the purchasing department deals with multiple sources, it is difficult to pay special 

attention to each individual supplier in order to solve quality and delivery problems. Also, 

dealing with only one supplier for a particular item or items contributes to establishing a 

long-term, stable and satisfactory relationship between a supplier and buyer (Ansari & 

Modarress, 1990; Schonberger, 1982a; Schonberger & Gilbert, 1983). In his study, 

O'Neal (1989) finds that almost two-thirds of the suppliers have had long-term 

agreements with their customers. 

Furthermore, supplier evaluation is different under JIT purchasing than evaluation 

under traditional purchasing. JIT purchasing emphasizes supplier evaluation based on 

product quality, delivery performance and price. Suppliers are accountable for defective 

supplied items. Under traditional purchasing, in practice, suppliers are, however, 

evaluated based mainly on price, even though, in theory, buyers stress quality and delivery 

performance (Ansari & Modarress, 1990; Lascelles & Dale, 1989). In fact, Billesbach et 
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al. (1991) find that a majority of respondents have evaluated their suppliers based on 

delivery reliability and quality conformance. 

The practices of negotiating and bidding are also different. Under JIT purchasing, 

achieving product quality through a long-term contract at a fair price receives the highest 

priority. For this purchasing activity under traditional purchasing, the main objective is to 

obtain the lowest possible price (Ansari & Modarress, 1990). The findings of a study 

(Billesbach et al., 1991) reveal that both U.S. and U.K. companies have placed high 

priority on quality and delivery in negotiation practices. They also rated response 

flexibility and competitive price reasonably high. 

In summary, where suppliers are concerned, JIT purchasing differs from traditional 

purchasing in terms of the number of suppliers, the selection and evaluation of suppliers, 

and the negotiating and bidding process. Thus, suppliers have a considerable effect on the 

implementation of successful JIT purchasing (Fawcett & Birou, 1993). 

There are several strategies to provide support to suppliers. First, suppliers can be 

trained in JIT purchasing activities and in the JIT philosophy by the buying firm (Ansari & 

Modarress, 1986). Also, suppliers should be encouraged to become involved in the early 

stages of product design. Suppliers' engineers should be invited to the engineering 

departments of the manufacturing companies (Burt, 1989; Landry, 1990). A formation of 

teamwork on both sides and interaction between them encourages supplier involvement. 

Furthermore, a confidential survey can be conducted to learn the suppliers' needs in order 

to motivate them and to establish long-term relationships (Burt, 1989). 
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2. Purchased quantities. In JIT organizations, products are produced in small lot 

sizes when needed, and in turn, materials and parts are frequently delivered in small lots 

(Chapman & Carter, 1990). Furthermore, most importantly, lots must be delivered in 

exact quantities, neither more nor less. Traditional operations are, however, usually in 

favor of safety stocks for materials and finished products. Therefore, under traditional 

purchasing, materials are bought in large quantities with less frequent deliveries (Ansari & 

Modarress, 1990, Freeland, 1991; Lee & Ansari, 1985; Schonberger, 1982a; Schonberger 

& Gilbert, 1983; Willis & Huston, 1990). Several empirical studies find support for the 

increase in delivery frequency under JIT purchasing. 

In his study, O'Neal (1987) finds that, under the JIT system, the average monthly 

frequency of deliveries increases to 6.9 from 2.8 under traditional purchasing. The study 

by Dion et al. (1992b) produces the following results pertaining to purchased quantities 

under JIT purchasing: 

• 200 percent increase in number of deliveries 

• 50 percent decrease in order lead times 

• 50 percent reduction in order size 

3. Materials quality. When materials and parts are purchased in small lots and 

exact quantities, clearly, their quality receives more importance because defective 

materials and parts cause interruptions in production. Also, the first step of producing 

quality products is the use of the correct quality materials. As a result, supplied materials 

must have the correct quality attributes (Grieco & Gozzo, 1985; Hall, 1983; Willis & 
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Huston, 1990). Counting and inspection of received materials and parts are reduced or 

eliminated under JIT purchasing. Under traditional purchasing, however, defective items 

can be tolerated, because items in safety stocks can compensate for defective parts. Also, 

the buyer bears the responsibility to count and to inspect all the supplied items (Ansari & 

Modarress, 1990). 

O'Neal (1989) demonstrates that supplied materials' quality is critical, not only in 

JIT purchasing, but also in JIT management because buffer stocks are eliminated. 

Seventy-eight percent of the surveyed JIT suppliers report that there has been increased 

customer support activity on the quality of the product provided as a result of JIT 

implementation. 

Freeland's work in 1991 indicates that the selection of both suppliers and materials 

is based on quality. Also, good quality of materials is necessary in order to implement JIT 

purchasing. In one study regarding JIT purchasing, 33 percent of buyers reported higher 

quality in JIT purchased parts (Dion et al., 1992b). The results of the same study reveal 

the following changes related to purchased parts quality: 

• 40 percent decrease in damaged purchased materials 

• 20 percent decrease in buyer complaints about purchased materials 

Several strategies can be suggested to improve product quality at the source. 

Manufacturing companies should establish a total quality management program for 

suppliers in order to identify critical quality factors during the design and manufacturing 

stages of the supply process (Ansari & Modarress, 1986, 1990). The institution of a 
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supplier certification program and of a supplier plant audit program motivates suppliers to 

meet quality requirements (Ansari & Modarress, 1986, 1990; Burt, 1989). Buying 

companies should provide timely feedback on the quality of materials and parts to 

suppliers (Burt, 1989; Lascelles& Dale, 1989). 

4. Transportation. Under JIT purchasing, agreements define delivery dates or 

times according to the buyer's schedule, as opposed to shipping dates and times based on 

the supplier's schedule under traditional purchasing (Ansari & Modarress, 1990, 

Schonberger, 1982a; Schonberger& Gilbert 1983). Furthermore, JIT purchasing involves 

both inbound and outbound freight, stressing on-time delivery, whereas traditional 

purchasing emphasizes outbound freight, stressing low freight cost (Ansari & Modarress, 

1990). O'Neal (1987) suggests that JIT purchasing requires faster, more responsive 

modes of transportation than traditional purchasing because of frequent deliveries in small 

lots. His study indicates that, under JIT, companies switched to motor freight and private 

carriers from rail transportation and common carriers. 

One way of dealing with the challenge pertaining to carriers is to reduce the 

number of carriers used. This reduction results in more work for the remaining carriers 

and fosters cooperation and greater services. Other strategies include purchasing 

transportation from a contract carrier and using computer interfacing with major carriers. 

These strategies give buyers more control in monitoring and improving delivery activities 

(Ansari & Modarress, 1986, 1990). Also, the manufacturing firm can own or lease 
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vehicles to pick up purchased materials and parts from nearby suppliers in order to reduce 

the dependence on carrier companies (Hill & Vollmann, 1986). 

Internal Characteristics of JIT Purchasing 

Some internal critical factors are required in the implementation of JIT purchasing, 

as well as in the implementation of JIT production (Ahmed et al., 1991; Ansari, 1986; 

Ansari & Modarress, 1986, 1990; Hay, 1989; Hay, 1990a, Hay 1990b, Hay 1990c, Im & 

Lee, 1989; Lee & Ebrahimpour 1984). These essential elements include the following: 

1. Top management commitment. Top management should make JIT purchasing a 

priority for the whole organization and should clearly communicate this commitment to 

the employees. The necessary resources for the implementation of JIT purchasing should 

be provided by leaders. Moreover, upper management should demonstrate leadership in 

order to provide positive involvement of other functions (Ahmed et al., 1991; Ansari & 

Modarress, 1986; Hay, 1990a; Im & Lee, 1989; Lee & Ebrahimpour, 1984). The most 

effective way to gain the full support of top management is by training in the 

implementation of JIT purchasing. Awareness and knowledge of higher level managers in 

this area can also be increased by providing examples of successful implementation of JIT 

(Ansari & Modarress, 1986, 1990). Leadership and support demonstrated by upper 

management are essential factors in dealing with a lack of communication (Ansari & 

Modarress 1986, 1990). In their survey, Fawcett and Birou (1993) find that companies 

which implement JIT purchasing activities provide support at different levels of 

management for successful implementation. 
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2. Training. Most importantly, purchasing people must be trained in the JIT 

philosophy. Also, purchasing people should be trained in the necessary statistical tools, 

such as statistical process control (SPC), in order to understand the variation in incoming 

materials. Furthermore, all training support in JIT purchasing and quality management 

should be provided to suppliers (Ahmed et al., 1991, Ansari, 1986; Ansari & Modarress, 

1986; Im & Lee, 1989; Lee & Ebrahimpour, 1984). Using teamwork from both parties in 

reducing the common causes of variability in materials and parts can improve quality 

(Harrison & Voss, 1990). In one study, respondents report that the lack of training and 

education of suppliers has been a major impediment in the implementation of JIT 

purchasing (Freeland, 1991). 

Training and orientation of employees in the JIT philosophy and its benefits are the 

two most effective solutions to provide employee readiness and support (Ansari & 

Modarress, 1986, 1990; Walleigh, 1986). Also, asking for employee's ideas in the 

improvement of JIT purchasing results in greater employee involvement. Employees will 

become more receptive to the change and will have a greater sense of ownership of the 

new system (Walleigh, 1986). 

3. Teamwork. Acquisition teams should be established, which may include 

purchasing, material control, process/design engineering and production representation. 

This interaction provides the conditions necessary to solve supplier quality problems and 

facilitates communication within the entire organization (Giunipero & Keiser, 1987; Hall, 

1983). These teams can be used in the selection of new suppliers (Burt, 1989). 
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Engineering support can be obtained by forming teams. An integration in all 

operations, which includes production, design process engineering, material control and 

purchasing matters, provides interaction for engineers and purchasers. This kind of 

interaction facilitates solving quality problems that can occur in both the buyer's and 

supplier's companies (Ansari & Modarress 1986, 1990). 

Total Quality Management (TQM) as a Strategic Innovation 

This section is divided into two parts. In the first sub-section, a historical 

development of TQM is presented. The characteristics of TQM are discussed in the 

second part. 

A Historical Development of TQM 

As summarized by Garvin (1988), a historical development of TQM can be traced 

over four periods: "inspection, statistical quality control, quality assurance and strategic 

quality management" (p. 3). In the early 1800s, the development of some inspection tools, 

such as a rational jig, fixture, and gauging system, was a turning point in quality control 

science. F.W. Taylor legitimized inspection activities by assigning a task to the functional 

foreman as one of his/her eight tasks for effective shop management in the early 1900s. 

With the publication of The Control of Quality in Manufacturing by G. S. Radford in 

1922, quality control became a separate management responsibility and function (Garvin, 

1988). 
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The publication of Economic Control of Quality of Manufactured Product by W. 

A. Shewhart represented a scientific movement of quality science in the statistical quality 

control era. Shewhart recognized the natural existence of variability in industrial 

processes and showed that variability could be understood by using the principles of 

probability and statistics. As part of a group of the Quality Assurance Department of Bell 

Laboratories, the creators of the modern discipline of statistical quality control include W. 

A. Shewhart, Harold Dodge, Harry Romig, G. D. Edwards and Joseph Juran. The U.S. 

War Department set up a committee to establish quality standards in December, 1940. 

The main focus of the standards was the development and use of control charts, published 

in 1941 and 1942. The War Department formed a quality control section that consisted 

mainly of statisticians from Bell Laboratories. As a result of the efforts of this group, a 

new set of sampling tables based on the concept of acceptable quality levels was 

developed. In 1946, the American Society for Quality Control was formed and became a 

prominent, influential professional society in the quality science field (Garvin, 1988). 

The contributions of Juran, Feigenbaum and Crosby to quality science can be 

traced to the quality assurance era. With his Quality Control Handbook in 1951, Juran 

investigated the cost of quality. Juran argued: "that decisions made early in the 

production chain . . . had implications for the level of quality costs incurred later on, in 

both the factory and the field" (Garvin, 1988, p. 13). Armand Feigenbaum developed this 

principle further in his proposal of total quality control in 1956. Philip Crosby, recognized 

as a proponent of zero defects, worked at Martin in the 1960s. In 1961-62, the Martin 
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Company established a Zero Defects program. The Zero Defects program concentrated 

more on philosophy, motivation and awareness rather than on problem-solving techniques 

(Garvin, 1988). 

Although Garvin (1988) did not mention Deming in the history of TQM, W. E. 

Deming's contribution to TQM science is well known. Deming devoted most of his life to 

educating people about continuous improvement. (For the more interested reader, a 

number of articles on Deming and his work were published in the March, 1994 issue of 

Quality Progress. Also see this bibliography for seven citations to Deming.) 

Deming's work for Western Electric Co.'s Hawthorne plant in Chicago led him to 

meet Walter A. Shewhart in 1927 and they developed a close relationship. During World 

War II, Deming taught statistical quality control procedures at the U.S. Census Bureau 

and to the military and private contractors including engineers. While the engineers' 

education helped to win the war, management did not show any interest in Deming's 

teachings (Stratton, 1994). In 1947, working as a private consultant, Deming went to 

Japan to help develop a national census. The Japanese showed great attention to 

Deming's quality control methods. The Japanese attribute their industrial success to 

Deming's teachings, and institutionalized a Deming Prize Award, which is the most 

respectable quality award for companies that have made outstanding contributions to 

product quality and dependability (Hunt, 1993). 

As Garvin (1988) notes, the beginning of strategic quality management cannot be 

precisely documented. The competitive challenge that companies face in the U.S. and in 
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other parts of the world pressured some of them to adopt strategic quality management 

practices. In the literature, the principles of Deming, Juran, Feigenbaum and Crosby have 

been regarded as different quality strategies (e.g., Hunt, 1993). In the following section, 

each of the four quality guru's methods for quality management, including Garvin's 

(1984a, 1984b, 1987, 1988) strategic quality management, is described briefly. To date, 

Garvin's work has been widely cited in the literature and it is appropriate to include here. 

Deming 

According to Deming (1975), one of the obstacles to high quality in America is the 

assumption that quality control is something that can be installed. In fact, quality control 

must be a continuous learning process from top to bottom, bottom to top. Another 

obstacle to high quality is the assumption by management that production and quality are 

the responsibilities of the production worker. Deming (1975) states that a good manager 

should reduce the variation of any quality characteristics. There are two sources of 

variation: 

1. 85 percent of variation is caused by faults of the system, and 

2. 15 percent of variation is caused by specific incidents, such as by a certain 

worker or machine. 

New principles in management should include: 

1. Management must remove obstacles 

2. Management must teach workers the cost of carelessness and the cost of a 

mistake. 
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3. Management must institute a continuous education on the job to practice 

principles of the job and to teach the cost of defective work which belong in the 

system (Deming, 1975). 

Deming (1975) emphasizes the importance of statistics to high quality and 

concludes that "without statistical logic, management learns words and goals, but not 

methods by which to reach these goals, nor meaningful language by which to describe a 

goal or to measure advancement toward it or away from it" (p. 15). The long-range 

improvement of market position, higher productivity and better profits are realized by 

improving quality through improvement of the process (Deming, 1981-1982). To increase 

productivity by improving quality, management must act on fourteen points: 

1. Create constant purpose in the company; allocate resources into innovation, 

research, education, maintenance of equipment, furniture, fixtures, and new aids to 

production in the office and in the plant, 

2. Adopt the new philosophy, 

3. Demand statistical proof of process control along with incoming critical parts, 

4. Reduce the number of suppliers by requiring statistical evidence of process 

control in the purchase of critical parts, 

5. Employ statistical methods to find out trouble spots and the sources of trouble, 

6. Establish modern aids for training on the job, 

7. Improve supervision, 

8. Eliminate fear, 
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9. Remove barriers between departments, 

10. Omit numerical goals, slogans, pictures, posters, urging workers to increase 

productivity, 

11. Give attention to work standards, whether they emphasize quality or they are 

only numbers, 

12. Remove barriers that rob the hourly worker and people in management and 

engineering of their right to pride of workmanship, 

13. Set up a massive training program for employees in simple but powerful 

statistical methods, and for retraining people in the new skills, and 

14. Place everybody in the company to work in teams to accomplish the 

transformation (Deming, 1981-1982, 1985). 

Furthermore, Deming (1990, 1993) argues that the 14 points for management 

follow the implementation of profound knowledge in order to transform to a new style of 

management. The system for profound knowledge includes four parts related to each 

other: 

1. Appreciation for the system, 

2. Some knowledge of variation, 

3. Theory of knowledge, and 

4. Knowledge of psychology. 
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Juran 

According to Juran (1981a), although Western quality has continued to improve in 

the last decades, it has not kept pace with Japanese quality improvements. The Japanese 

made their quality revolution by departing from previous practice in three ways: they 

established an immense quality-related training program, instituted annual programs of 

quality improvement and provided upper-management leadership of the quality function. 

The broad objective of annual quality improvement programs for the West is 

to develop among all managers, specialists, and (ultimately) workers a sense of 

responsibility for active participation in making improvements, the skills needed to 

make improvements, and the habit of annual improvements so that each year the 

company's quality is significantly better than it was a year ago (Juran, 1981a, p. 

11). 

Upper-management leadership in quality improvement is needed because of the 

need to create major changes (Juran, 1981b). Upper-management should undertake a 

comprehensive audit in the areas of product development, purchasing and materials 

management, manufacture, inspection and test, marketing and field service. 

Juran's (1986) approach to universally managing for quality is what he calls a 

quality trilogy. According to the quality trilogy, quality planning, quality control and 

quality improvement are three basic quality-oriented procedures to manage quality. The 

quality trilogy offers two purposes: managing for quality and strategic quality planning. 

The new role of quality managers in strategic quality planning is to assist the company 
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managers in preparing the strategic quality goals. Three more new responsibilities of 

quality managers are (1) to evaluate competitive quality and trends in the marketplace, 

(2) to design and introduce needed revisions in the trilogy of processes, and (3) to conduct 

training to support company personnel in carrying out the essential changes (Juran, 1986). 

Every top management should follow seven steps to revolutionize the quality 

management: 

1. Establish and take part in the company's quality council, 

2. Set up corporate quality and quality improvement goals, 

3. Train the entire company hierarchically in managing for quality, 

4. Develop the methods to measure achieved quality against quality goals, 

5. Analyze results against to goals regularly, 

6. Recognize the achievement of superior quality, 

7. Accommodate a new reward system depending on the changes demanded by 

world-class quality (Juran, 1993b). 

Feigenbaum 

Feigenbaum (1977) proposed that the business productivity concept is measured in 

terms of "more saleable, good quality product and service output per unit of input" (p. 

19). In the 1990s, companies are replacing their traditional productivity measures with 

this new measure (Feigenbaum, 1993). The productivity effect of quality programs 

includes: "(1) marketing and product engineering, (2) management information, and (3) 
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production" (Feigenbaum, 1977, p. 19). Feigenbaum (1981) defines the modern total 

quality system as the 

agreed, company-wide, detailed operating work structure of technical and 

managerial procedures for guiding the coordinated and cooperative actions of the 

men, the machines and the information of the company in the best and most 

practical ways, to assure customer quality satisfaction and reasonable cost of 

quality (p. 23). 

The five action areas in quality management are as follows: 

1. Establish quality leadership as a primary strategic goal, 

2. Set clear customer-oriented product specification by translating from company 

quality strategy, 

3. Institute quality action throughout company, 

4. Make clear how the quality function works, and 

5. Establish continuous motivation, commitment and measurement in entire firm 

(Feigenbaum, 1982). 

According to Feigenbaum (1982), a 'hidden plant' in a factory and in an office, 

amounting to 40 percent of the total productive capacity, was created by traditional 

industrialization practices. This 'hidden plant' replaces products recalled from the field, 

retests and reinspects rejected units, reworks out of specification parts, or keeps high 

stocks of spare parts; that is a wasted plant. 
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Crosby 

Crosby (1980) proposes a quality management maturity grid. The quality 

management maturity grid can be employed in an organization to determine where the 

operation in question stands from a quality standpoint. 

Crosby (1980, 1984) proposed fourteen steps for quality improvement: 

1. Commitment of management to quality improvement, 

2. Forming teams for quality improvement, 

3. Measurement of quality, 

4. Evaluating cost of quality, 

5. Creating quality awareness, 

6. Taking corrective action, 

7. Setting up an ad hoc committee for the zero defects program, 

8. Training supervisors, 

9. Establishing zero defects day, 

10. Setting goals for quality improvement, 

11. Setting up error-cause removal system, 

12. Recognizing employee achievement, 

13. Establishing quality councils, and 

14. Doing it over again. 

Garvin 

Garvin (1984b, 1988) identified five approaches to defining quality. They are: 
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1. The transcendent approach of philosophy — innate excellence, 

2. The product-based approach of economics — exact and measurable, 

3. The user-based approach of economics, marketing and operations management 

— fitness for use, meeting customer expectations, 

4. The manufacturing based — conformance to standards, 

5. The value-based approaches of operations management - performing at an 

acceptable price or cost. 

Garvin (1984b, 1988) argues that defining quality by only one approach can cause 

problems. The approach to quality must change as products move from design to market. 

First, a user-based approach, then a product-based approach, and finally a manufacturing-

based approach to quality should be used in the process. 

Garvin (1984a, 1984b, 1988) identifies eight dimensions of quality which he names 

as strategic quality management (Garvin, 1987). These dimensions are: 

1. Performance, 

2. Features, 

3. Reliability, 

4. Conformance, 

5. Durability, 

6. Serviceability, 

7. Aesthetics and 

8. Perceived quality. 
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To be more successful in pursuing a strategy of high product quality, firms should 

choose a small number of dimensions in which to compete, and then adapt them to the 

needs of the selected markets. Therefore, managers should be aware of nuances of 

product quality and be more selective in their approach. They should also get more 

reliable market information to tell them how good or bad their quality really is (Garvin, 

1984b). 

According to Garvin (1987), total quality control calls for interfunctional teams 

that cover marketing, engineering, purchasing and manufacturing. These teams should 

share responsibility for every step of design and manufacturing until the consumer is 

satisfied. 

In addition to the writings by Deming, Juran, Feigenbaum, Crosby and Garvin, the 

literature also is proliferated with the prescriptions on the implementation of TQM 

strategies. Most of the studies are conceptual (e.g., Cullen & Wilson, 1990; Reichheld & 

Sasser, 1990) or single case studies (DeSanctis, Poole, Desharnais, & Lewis, 1991). The 

essence of these studies is the competitive advantage of implementing quality 

improvement practices. These studies, as examined in more detail in later sections, 

suggest that quality management practices can improve firms' performance by eliminating 

defects and reducing costs of production and operations. 

In, the next section, the critical elements of TQM based on a comprehensive 

survey of the literature are discussed. Then, empirical studies on the measurement of 

TQM implementation and on different aspects of TQM practices are presented. 
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Characteristics of TQM 

Although there is a vast amount of literature in TQM, various studies lack a clear 

understanding of the concept. Some authors (e.g., Holpp, 1992; MefFord, 1991) propose 

self-managed work teams as a substitute for total quality management to improve product 

quality and productivity. Also, some authors suggest the implementation of JIT and TQM 

separately to enhance quality and productivity (e.g., Cullen & Wilson, 1990; Mefford, 

1991). Others use the term total quality control interchangeably with TQM (e.g., Keys, 

1991). Feigenbaum (1993), however, distinguishes total quality control from TQM in his 

recent article as follows: 

• Total quality control in products and services — that is, the increase in things gone 

right for the customer, not merely a reduction in the number of things gone wrong; 

and 

• Total quality management — that is, world-class quality of the organization itself, 

because making quality better anywhere in the organization makes quality better 

everywhere in the organization, (p. 313) 

Thus, TQM can be defined as a new management philosophy which strives for 

continuous improvement in all functions of an organization. TQM can be achieved only if 

the total quality concept is used in an organization starting from acquiring resources 

through customer service after the sale. 

The critical elements of TQM were determined by reviewing the extensive 

literature on this subject. Because of the large amount of literature in this field, the 
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essential characteristics of TQM were developed on the basis of TQM elements suggested 

by Crosby (1980, 1984; Kathawala, 1989; Saraph et al., 1989), Deming (1975, 1981-

1982, 1982, 1986, 1993; Kathawala, 1989; Saraph etal., 1989), Edosomwan (1987), 

Feigenbaum (1977, 1981, 1982; Kathawala, 1989), Garvin (1983, 1986, 1987, 1988; 

Saraph et al. 1989), Hall (1987), Ishikawa (Saraph et al. 1989; Bryce, 1991), Juran (1986; 

Kathawala, 1989; Saraph et al. 1989), Shetty (1986; 1988), Sink & Keats (1982) and 

Taguchi (Taguchi & Clausing, 1990; Miller & Woodruff, 1991). These contributors are 

respected in the field for their contributions to TQM and they fairly represent the 

literature. The TQM issues developed here consist of sixteen points. 

1. Top management commitment (Crosby, Deming, Edosomwan, Feigenbaum, 

Garvin, Juran, Shetty, Sink & Keats). Everyone in the organization should know that top 

management is committed to improving quality. Top management must be responsible for 

every action to improve quality and should provide appropriate resources. 

2. Long-range continuous purpose in improving quality (Crosby, Deming, 

Edosomwan, Feigenbaum, Hall, Ishikawa, Juran, Shetty, Sink & Keats, Taguchi). 

Quality improvement is not a one-day action. All managers and employees should try to 

improve quality on a continuous basis. Everyone in the organization should understand 

that quality improvement is his or her continuous job and not a short-term program only. 

3. Coordination of departments (Crosby, Deming, Feigenbaum, Garvin, Juran, 

Shetty). Everyone in the purchasing, research and development, design, marketing and 
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production departments should work together in order to improve quality. Necessary 

teams should be established for coordination of departments. 

4. Enhanced employee involvement and motivation to improve quality (Crosby, 

Deming, Edosomwan, Feigenbaum, Hall, Ishikawa, Juran, Shetty, Sink & Keats, 

Taguchi). To improve employee participation and motivation, necessary actions should be 

taken. Teamwork and job enrichment programs can be used to improve employee 

involvement and motivation. Employees should not have any fear of expressing their 

ideas. 

5. Open communication between departments (Deming, Edosomwan, Hall, 

Shetty). Barriers between departments should be removed. Every employee must 

understand that quality is the top priority in the company, and must communicate freely to 

improve it. Coordination between departments cannot be achieved without open 

communication. 

6. Employee training at all organizational levels and retraining in new skills 

(Crosby, Deming, Edosomwan, Feigenbaum, Garvin, Ishikawa, Juran, Shetty). All 

employees — from top to bottom ~ should be trained in quality management. Employees 

should understand the importance of quality, how to improve it and how to measure it. 

Also, employees should learn how to work in teams in a cooperative manner. Employees 

who change jobs within the organization should be retrained. 

7. Built-in quality in the design, production and service stages (Crosby, Deming, 

Edosomwan, Feigenbaum, Garvin, Ishikawa, Juran, Shetty, Sink & Keats, Taguchi). 
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Quality should be built-in. Defects should be detected at the source rather than at the end 

of the production line. Rework, scrap and warranty costs are the results of shoddy 

products, not quality. 

8. Improved supervision of production workers (Crosby, Deming, Garvin, Hall). 

Supervisors should be given full responsibility to improve quality. Their first priority must 

be to produce quality products, not to meet production quotas. 

9. Elimination of numerical goals (Deming). Production quotas increase 

productivity only at the expense of quality and worker morale. Instead, management 

should provide the necessary resources to improve quality. Eventually, this support leads 

to improvement in productivity. 

10. Recognition of performance (Crosby, Deming, Edosomwan, Hall, Shetty). 

Employees or teams who contribute to the improvement of quality should be recognized. 

Recognition does not necessarily need to be monetary. 

11. Evaluation of cost of quality (Crosby, Juran, Shetty). Costs of poor quality, 

such as rework, scrap and warranty costs, should be measured. 

12. Total quality control by instituting a systematic search for problems and 

causes (Crosby, Deming, Edosomwan, Feigenbaum, Hall, Ishikawa, Juran, Shetty, Sink 

& Keats). Quality control should be employed from the design of the product to delivery 

to the customer, until customers are satisfied. 

13. Employment of statistical methods (Crosby, Deming, Edosomwan, 

Feigenbaum, Ishikawa, Juran, Shetty, Sink & Keats, Taguchi). Based on the 
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organization's needs, control charts, Pareto charts and experimental design should be 

employed in order to measure variation and to diagnose causes of process variation. 

14. Producers/suppliers cooperation (Crosby, Deming, Feigenbaum, Garvin, 

Hall, Juran, Shetty). Producers and suppliers should cooperate to improve quality. 

Suppliers should be trained to provide quality parts. 

15. Purchasing decisions on the basis of quality instead of price (Crosby, 

Deming, Feigenbaum, Garvin, Hall, Juran). Purchasing departments should choose 

those suppliers who provide quality materials and parts. Purchasing should primarily be 

based on quality. 

16. An emphasis on market and consumer needs (Deming, Feigenbaum, Garvin, 

Hall, Ishikawa, Shetty). Quality should be defined in terms of market and consumer 

needs. Consumers should be satisfied with quality. Effective market research should be 

conducted to define quality according to consumer needs. 

In summary, TQM brings to organizations a new management paradigm that 

requires a complete change throughout the organization. From time to time, the writers 

and researchers judge old management theories and compare them to TQM practices (e.g., 

Bryce, 1991; Duncan & Van Matre, 1990; Tribus, 1988). Some of them (Bryce, 1991; 

Tribus, 1988) blame F. W. Taylor and his associates for U.S. industries' disadvantaged 

quality position relative to the Japanese. Kaynak (1992) reviews the contributions of 

traditional management theorists to quality and discusses the practices of American 

management which affect TQM. The summary of contributions of classical management 
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theories to TQM is presented in Table 11. An analysis of these theories suggests that 

classic management theorists contributed to TQM but managers used these management 

theories according to their own self-interests. Managers have adopted a short-term view 

instead of a long-term commitment, which builds barriers between workers and managers. 

Management's top priority has been meeting production schedules rather than producing 

quality products in a harmonious environment. To produce maximum quantity, 

management designed jobs so narrowly that the social needs of workers are disregarded. 

Workers lost their social interaction with their peers. Jobs have become too routine and 

monotonous, leaving little variety and challenge to motivate workers. Supervisors and 

workers have not had any control over production, yet they have been held responsible for 

output. There has been a lack of communication between workers — the people who 

know the production problems better than anybody in the organization — and 

management. Managers have provided little training to develop their workers' skills and 

abilities. For them, maximizing profit has been the primary goal. With the implementation 

of TQM, companies can solve the problems brought about by this kind of work 

environment. 

Empirical Studies on Measurement of TQM 

Measurement papers in the OM field have traditionally been rare. Fortunately, in 

recent years, some studies have attempted to measure operations management techniques. 

A study by Saraph et al. (1989) develops an instrument to measure TQM practices. First, 

based on a literature review, they identify eight critical factors in achieving effective 
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quality management in a business unit. These critical factors of quality management are 

summarized in Table 12a and 12b with other studies. Saraph et al. (1989) constructed an 

instrument to measure these variables, measuring each factor with multiple items. The 

instrument was pretested by some general managers and quality managers. After the 

refinement of the questionnaire, the instrument was administered through a field survey 

with the assistance of a research coordinator in each firm to 162 quality managers and 

general managers in 20 manufacturing and service firms with more than 1,000 employees. 

As a result of an internal consistency analysis, some of the items were dropped from the 

questionnaire, which decreased the value of the alpha (a) in each scale. The critical 

factors were found to be both valid and reliable as a result of reliability and detailed item 

analyses, and validity assessment. Validity of the instrument was evaluated in terms of 

content validity, criterion-related validity and construct validity. The final instrument 

consists of 66 questions, reduced from 78 measurement items. 

Flynn et al.(1994) developed a measurement instrument to measure quality 

management practices at the plant level. They identify seven dimensions of quality 

management with 14 scales based on the literature and a series of plant visits (see Table 

12a for the dimensions). The instrument was pretested in seven Japanese-owned plants 

operating in the U.S. and in five American-owned companies. The instrument was 

administered in 42 Japanese- and U.S.- owned manufacturing plants through a plant 

research coordinator. The respondents included human resource managers, process 

engineers, supervisors, production and inventory management managers, quality 
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Benefits of TQM 

Costs of quality are analyzed in four types: appraisal cost, prevention cost, 

internal failure cost and external failure cost (Adam & Swamidass, 1989; Chase & 

Aquilano, 1992, Reitsperger & Daniel, 1991). Appraisal cost includes expenses to test 

and inspect, and other activities to secure that the product or process is acceptable. 

Prevention cost is the total cost to prevent defects, including the cost of identifying the 

causes of defects, taking corrective action to eliminate the causes, training employees and 

redesigning the production system. Internal failure costs include the cost of rework and 

scrap. External failure costs include the cost of warranty repairs and replacement, lost 

customer and lost market share (Chase & Aquilano, 1992, Reitsperger & Daniel, 1991). 

Traditionally, American managers have believed in attaining cost minimizing 

quality level - economic conformance level ~ at which the costs of achieving higher 

quality -- sum of appraisal and prevention cost — are weighed against internal and external 

failure costs (Reitsperger & Daniel, 1991). In other words, it is thought that striving for 

high quality is costly. Followers of this line of thinking do not consider opportunity cost 

of lost customers and market share. For example, Reichheld and Sasser (1990) suggest 

that, in service firms, scrap can be equated to lost customers. They also argue that 

companies can increase profits by almost 100 percent by keeping 5 percent or more of 

their customers. A company which has developed loyal relationships with its customers 

can charge a premium for the customers' confidence in the business. Furthermore, long-

term customers provide free advertising (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990). According to Cullen 
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and Wilson (1990), prevention cost is only one of the four costs of quality that actually 

adds value to the products or services that are provided. Maani and Sluti (1990) assert 

that a quality strategy with a focus on prevention would increase manufacturing 

productivity and decrease cost, which would result in increased manufacturing and 

business performance. These researchers also suggest that such firms can charge higher 

prices, which would increase profit for other dimensions of quality, such as features. 

Furthermore, they propose that good quality would result in establishing a good 

reputation, which will increase sales and profits. Shetty (1986) studies 171 companies 

during 1983-1984 to determine how product quality can increase productivity. Enhancing 

quality can reduce costs and therefore increase productivity by eliminating rework, scrap 

and waste, warranty costs and service costs, and by issuing correct design and 

development specifications the first time (Shetty, 1986). Adam and Swamidass (1989) 

argue that although prevention cost increases, it results in a reduction in the downstream 

cost categories, internal and external failure costs, because of the production of fewer 

items. Furthermore, because the products are produced correctly the first time, appraisal 

cost would be reduced. These researchers suggest that improved quality would result in 

low cost, high demand products, which in turn would lead to a reduction in the price of 

products, leading to high market share and profits (Adam & Swamidass, 1989). 

Garvin (1983) examines the production operations of room air conditioner 

manufacturers in the United States and Japan. He measures quality as the rate of 

occurrence of internal and external failures. Internal failures are all defects observed either 
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during fabrication or along the assembly line before the product leaves the factory. 

External failures are all problems which occur in the field after the unit has been installed 

(the number of sendee calls is used as a measurement). The average assembly-line defect 

rate of Japanese companies is almost 70 times lower and the average first-year service call 

rate of Japanese companies is nearly 17 times better than those of the U.S. counterparts 

(Garvin, 1983). According to the findings, Japanese producers' total quality costs are less 

than one-half the failure costs of the best U.S. companies. In terms of productivity, the 

results of the study reveal that the highest-quality producers achieve the highest output per 

operator-hour. This strong relationship between productivity and quality is not explained 

by differences in technology or capital intensity because most of the plants implement 

similar manufacturing techniques. Japanese companies in this industry have greater 

variability in their product lines and less variability in their workforce than their U.S. 

counterparts (Garvin, 1984c). Quality programs, policies and attitudes in favor of quality, 

product design, information systems, production and workforce policies, and supplier 

management help to reduce defects and lower field failures (Garvin, 1983). Ebrahimpour 

and Johnson (1992) demonstrate that the Japanese relate quality to performance and 

continue to take advantage of this relationship. 

In the performance section, the findings of studies based on the Profit Impact of 

Market Strategies (PIMS) data base were discussed. In most of these studies, a positive 

relationship is found between product quality market share and profit. One may argue that 

a positive effect of product quality on performance does not necessarily mean a positive 
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effect of TQM practices on performance. Nevertheless, there are studies with 

documented positive outcome of TQM practices (See Table 16). 

In General Systems Company, Inc., a management consulting firm, the consultants 

compile data for clients who implement TQM practices in their firms. Firms that 

Table 16 
Benefits of TQM 

Benefits 'Studies 
Decreased Quality Costs Garvin, 1983; ̂ General Systems, Inc.; 5U.S. GAO, 

1991. 

Reduced Scrap & Rework Garvin, 1983; General Systems, Inc.; U.S. GAO, 
1991. 

Enhanced Product/Service Quality General Systems, Inc. 

Improved Reliability U.S. GAO, 1991 

Improved Timeliness of Delivery U.S. GAO, 1991 

Improved Product Lead Time U.S. GAO, 1991 

Increased Inventory Turnover Engelkemeyer, 1990; U.S. GAO, 1991. 

Decreased Employee Absenteeism Engelkemeyer, 1990 

Increased Productivity Garvin, 1983; General Systems, Inc. 

Increased Market Share General Systems, Inc.; U.S. GAO, 1991. 

Higher 4ROI General Systems, Inc. 

Increased Sales per Employee U.S. GAO, 1991 

Higher sROA U.S. GAO, 1991 

Higher 'ROS U.S. GAO, 1991 

1 There are countless theoretical articles on benefits of TQM. These studies have been cited here because 
they examined the real data. 
2 General Systems Company, Inc., a management consulting firm, compiles data for its clients who 
implement TQM practices in their firms. The results were cited in the General Accounting Office study 
(1991). 
3 U.S. GAO = United States General Accounting Office. 
4 ROI = Return of Investment 
5 ROA = Return on Assets 
6 ROS = Return on Sales 
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implement TQM consistently realize higher ROI than that of industry norms. The results 

lead to the conclusion that the implementation of TQM improves performance by 

• Enhancing product/service quality, cutting cost by decreased rework, 

inspection, warranties 

• Improving quality, and therefore, productivity 

• Increasing market share through the combined positive effect of enhanced 

quality and productivity (United States General Accounting Office, 1991). 

The General Accounting Office (GAO) studied the TQM practices and 

performance of companies which received the highest score on the written portion of the 

Baldrige Examination (United States General Accounting Office, 1991). Although the 

small sample size does not allow for rigorous statistical analysis of performance measures, 

the examination of data reveals some trends. The GAO collected 65 observations on 

operating performance of 20 companies, with 59 of the 65 observations indicating 

improvement, 4 revealing no change, and 2 becoming worse. Operating performance 

indicators include reliability, timeliness of delivery, product lead time, inventory turnover, 

costs of quality and errors or defects. Thirty-four observations on financial indicators out 

of 40 indicate an increase and 6 show decline. Measures of financial performance are 

market share, sales per employee, return on assets (ROA) and return on sales (ROS). In 

summary, as a result of the implementation of TQM systems, financial performance 

increased for 13 of the companies out of the 15 that provided data (United States General 

Accounting Office, 1991). 
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Engelkemeyer (1990) examines the link between TQM and performance. 

Although she could not gather enough data to measure financial performance, self-

reported operating performance measures enable her to assess the relationship. Firms that 

had implemented TQM techniques to a greater extent achieve higher inventory turnover 

and less employee absenteeism. 

All the findings of the studies cited support Deming's assertion about the 

competitive advantage of quality management practices. Deming illustrates clearly how 

quality increases productivity and helps firms stay in the business in Figure 4. 

Based on the literature review up to this point, the relationship between TQM and 

JIT purchasing and their effects on the performance of firms are summarized in the 

research model as presented in Figure S. Instituting TQM prior to JIT purchasing can 

facilitate the successfiil implementation of JIT purchasing, in turn, increasing firm 

performance. Based on this model the following propositions are suggested: 

Hypothesis 1: The greater the extent to which companies implement TQM and 
JIT purchasing techniques, the higher the financial, market and operating 
performance they achieve. 

Hypothesis 2a: Companies that implement JIT purchasing along with TQM 
perform better than companies that implement only JIT purchasing. When 
companies implement JIT purchasing and TQM together, they realize higher 
financial, market and operating performance than when they implement JIT 
purchasing alone. 

Hypothesis 2b: Companies that implement JIT purchasing along with TQM 
perform better than companies that implement only TQM. When companies 
implement JIT purchasing and TQM together, they realize higher financial, 
market and operating performance than when they implement TQM alone. 
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Hypothesis 3a: Companies that initiate TQMprior to JIT purchasing perform 
better than companies that implement JIT purchasing and TQM simultaneously. 
When companies implement TQM before implementing JIT purchasing, they 
realize higher financial, market and operating performance than when they 
implement JIT purchasing and TQM simultaneously. 

Hypothesis 3b: Companies that initiate TQM prior to JIT purchasing perform 
better than companies that implement JIT purchasing prior to TQM. When 
companies implement TQM prior to JIT purchasing, they realize higher financial, 
market and operating performance than when they implement JIT purchasing 
prior to TQM. 

Potential Moderators of the Relation of JIT Purchasing and TQM with Firm's 

Performance 

According to Venkatraman (1989), the underlying theory may require using 

moderating variables when the effect of an independent variable (e.g., strategy) on a 

dependent variable (e.g., performance) may vary across a third variable, a moderator (e.g., 

organizational types). The theoretical foundation of this study and previous research 

findings indicate that the effects of TQM and JIT purchasing strategies may differ across 

four moderating variables as presented in Figure 5: industry type, firm size, firm type and 

duration of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques. In the following sections, the effects of 

each moderating variable on the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM with firm's 

performance are discussed. 

Industry Type 

Results of a study by Georgantzas and Shapiro (1993) imply that administrative 

and technological innovations may affect performance differently according to the industry 

in which a firm competes. Furthermore, the usefulness of the measurement of 
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performance relative to industry is that a good performer in one industry can be 

considered a poor performer in another industry (Child, 1974). D. Schroeder (1990) 

suggests that "The proportion of firms in an industry using an innovation also affects its 

competitive role (and its effect). This is caused largely by the gradual shifts in the industry 

cost structure which reflects the widening use of a cost-saving innovation" (p. 37). 

Some industries, such as the auto industry, started to use JIT techniques earlier 

than others (Celley, Clegg, Smith, & Vonderembse, 1986; Chapman & Carter, 1990, 

Freeland, 1991). Im and Lee (1989) suggest that car and computer manufacturers are 

most active in the implementation of JIT practices. Fawcett and Birou (1993) identify 

electronics, machinery, metals and transportation industries as main users of JIT 

purchasing practices. Benson et al. (1991) indicate that the extent of entry barriers and 

the degree of external quality demands can affect the implementation of quality 

management in manufacturing organizations. 

Lanier (1991) reveals that, although performance of the functional areas increased 

after the implementation of JIT, there was no significant change in overall financial 

measurement of the firms studied. Lanier (1991) further suggests, as one possible 

explanation of this finding, that firms which implement JIT face global competition and 

may have decreased their profit margin in order to compete with global rivals. Brown, 

Soybel and Stickney (1994) support Lanier's proposition. Their study reveals that 

Japanese companies have a higher cost of goods sold percentagewise than American firms 

because Japanese companies implement a low pricing strategy to gain high market share. 
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As a matter of fact, based on his study findings, Bettis (1981) suggests that in industries 

with high entry barriers, firms realize high profits because they are able to set prices above 

the competitive level. In industries with low entry barriers, however, firms realize profits 

at the competitive level. 

Where the relation of TQM and JIT purchasing with firm's performance is 

considered, industry type seems to be a potential moderator in terms of the extent of 

global competition that an industry faces. For example, in globally competitive industries, 

such as the auto industry, companies can implement TQM and JIT techniques to improve 

their operations; nevertheless, they may not increase their prices, and in some cases, they 

may reduce their prices to gain a competitive advantage over their competitors in the 

market (see Table 17 for the summary of the studies on industry type). For this reason, 

the two techniques may not be related to financial performance. 

Hypothesis 4: Industry type moderates the relation of JITpurchasing and TQM 
to the firm's performance. In globally competitive industries, such as the 
automotive industry, JIT purchasing and TQM are not significantly related to the 
firm'sfinancial performance, but are positively related both to the firm's market 
performance as well as to the firm's operating performance. 

Firm Size 

Utterback (1974), based on past research, did not find a relationship between the 

size of a firm and its relative ability to innovate, nor did he find a relationship between the 

size of a firm and the speed of adoption of innovations. Later literature, however, 

indicates a positive relationship between organization size and innovation because large 

organizations have more resources and can afford more innovations (Damanpour, 1987; 
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Table 17 

Summary of Studies on Industry Type 

Study Results 
Industry Type Moderates the Relationship between Innovation & Performance 

Georgantzas & Shapiro, 1993 1 + 
D. Schroeder, 1990 + 

Relationship between Industry & Performance 
Child, 1974 + 
Brown, Soybel & Stickney, 1994 + 
Bettis, 1981 + 

Relationship between JIT/JIT Purchasing & Industry 
Celley et al., 1986 + 
Chapman & Carter, 1990 + 
Freeland, 1991 + 
Im&Lee, 1989 + 
Fawcett & Birou, 1993 + 

Relationship between TQM & Industry 
Benson et al., 1991 + 

Industry Type Moderates the Relationship between JIT & Performance 
Lanier (1991) + 

1"+" indicates that the study suggests the relationship or the effect. 

Kimberly & Evanisko, 1981; Moch & Morse, 1977; Young, Hougland, & Shepard, 1981). 

According to Evan and Black (1967), as organizations become larger, staff specialists can 

develop more new ideas. In other studies (Dewar & Dutton, 1986; Ettlie et al. 1984; 

Meyer & Goes, 1988), a positive relationship between organization size and innovation is 

found. Kimberly and Evanisko (1981) and Kaluzny et al. (1974), however, acknowledge 
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that the relationship between size and innovation changes according to the particular type 

of innovation. As previously noted, Utterback and Abernathy (1975) suggest that, as a 

business grows and changes, systematic variations may happen in the innovation process. 

According to Rogers (1983), small private organizations have more innovations in 

developing new technological products. Rogers (1983) states that size is usually included 

in innovation studies because it is considered as a surrogate measure for dimensions, such 

as total resources, slack resources and organizational structure, which lead to innovation. 

Also, in the literature there is evidence that there is a reciprocal relationship 

between a firm's size and strategy (Drucker, 1974). Drucker (1974) suggests that small 

firms and large firms are able to do different things according to their size. For example, 

small firms are more flexible because of their simplicity, whereas large organizations can 

invest in longer-term projects because of their resources. 

Brown and Inman (1993), as a result of reviewing the literature relating to the JIT 

implementation on small firms, conclude that whether a small firm can benefit from 

implementation of JIT or not is industry and firm specific. Ahmed et al. (1991) indicate 

that large firms are more likely to implement JIT management systems than small firms. 

Bartezzaghi, Turco and Spina (1992) imply that small and medium-sized companies can 

also implement JIT management because of its low cost. Celley et al. (1986) find that firm 

size is not an influencing factor for JIT implementation. Pointing out the difficulties in 

classifying companies by size, Voss and Robinson (1987) find that more medium-size 
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companies have implemented JIT practices than large firms. Small companies have ranked 

last. 

Some studies document that JIT delivery is considered to be a difficult element of 

JIT management to implement in small manufacturing firms because these companies may 

have limited resources (Finch, 1986; Finch & Cox, 1986). Empirical research in the 

implementation of JIT delivery in small firms reveals mixed results (see Table 18). In 

theory, JIT purchasing seems to be advantageous for small businesses; there is some 

evidence of assistance from large buyers to small companies in implementing JIT delivery 

(Sadhwani, Sarhan, & Camp, 1987). In contrast, a survey conducted by Industry Week 

reveals that some small companies complain of holding excess inventories to supply to JIT 

companies (Sheridon, 1989). 

Ettkin, Raiszadeh and Hunt (1990) find that 78 percent of the small JIT 

manufacturing companies surveyed did not have the intention of reducing the number of 

their suppliers over the next three years. The researchers conclude that small companies 

may not have a clear understanding of the JIT system. A survey by Inman and Mehra 

(1990) finds that, by implementing JIT, small firms realized a larger percentage reduction 

in delivery lot sizes than did large firms. This finding supports Manoochehri's argument 

(1988) that small firms can achieve JIT delivery if their suppliers are small and if large 

suppliers implement JIT. On the other hand, Golhar et al. (1990) find that small firms had 

difficulties in the implementation of JIT because of the lack of power over their suppliers. 

In their empirical study, Im and Lee (1989) suggest that, as JIT systems expand to 
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Table 18 

Summary of Studies on Firm Size 

Study Result 
Relationship between Innovation & Finn Size 

Utterback, 1974 
Damanpour, 1987 2+ 
Kimberly & Evanisko, 1981 + 
Moch & Morse, 1977 + 
Young, Hougland & Shepard, 1981 + 
Evan & Black, 1967 + 
Dewar & Dutton, 1986 + 
Ettlie et al., 1984 + 
Meyer & Goes, 1988 + 
Kaluzny et al., 1974 + 
Utterback & Abernathy, 1975 + 
Rogers, 1983 + 

Relationship between Strategy & Finn Size 
Drucker, 1974 

Relationship between JIT/JIT Purchasing & Firm Size 
Ahmed etal., 1991 + 
Bartezzaghi et al., 1992 — 

Celley et al., 1986 — 

Voss & Robinson, 1987 + 
Finch, 1986 + 
Finch & Cox, 1986 + 
Sadhwani, Sarhan & Camp, 1987 + 
Sheridon, 1989 + 
Ettkin, Raiszadeh & Hunt, 1990 + 
Golhar, Stamm & Smith, 1990 + 
Im & Lee, 1989 

-

Firm Size Moderates the Relationship between JIT/JIT Purchasing & Performance 
Inman & Mehra, 1990 
Manoochehri, 1988 

ljJJ Gilbert, 1990 .Blll 

Brown & Inman, 1993 *s 

Relationship between TQM & Firm Size 
Benson etal., 1991 __ 
Lasceiles & Dale, 1989 + 
Reitsperger & Daniel, 1991 + 

- indicates that the study does not suggest the relationship or the effect. 
+ indicates that the study suggests the relationship or the effect. 
R indicates that the study suggests a reciprocal relationship. 
S indicates that the effect is firm or industiy specific. This study is a literature review relating to the 
JIT implementation on small firms. 
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supplier plants, relatively small companies will also adopt JIT systems, or will be forced by 

large companies to do so. In a later study, Gilbert (1990) finds that mid-size and smaller 

manufacturers have realized benefits from using the JIT system. 

Benson et al. (1991) imply that total quality management can be implemented in 

large, medium and small organizations. Lascelles and Dale (1989) indicate that the 

effectiveness of suppliers' quality assurance activities increases as buyers' purchasing 

power increases. Reitsperger and Daniel (1991) find that larger firms in the U.S. and 

Japan believe more in the philosophy of quality is free, as opposed to the economic 

conformance level philosophy, than smaller companies. 

Hypothesis 5: Firm size moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to 
the firm's performance. The relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to each of 
financial, market and operating performance is greater in larger firms than in 
smaller firms. 

Firm Type 

In this paper, types of organizations are referred to as manufacturing and/or 

service organizations. Fry and Smith (1987) suggest that service versus manufacturing 

organizations may draw a boundary where theoretical relationships can become different. 

The distinctive characteristics of service operations include: 

• Customer's participation in the service process 

• Simultaneous production and consumption 

• Time-perishable nature of capacity 

• Dictation of site selection by the location of consumers 
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• Labor intensiveness of the operations 

• Intangibility of services, and 

• Difficulty in measuring output (Fitzsimmons & Fitzsimmons, 1994; 

Sullivan, 1982) 

Damanpour (1991) performs a meta-analysis on organizational innovation and its 

determinants and moderators and concludes that the type of organization, that is, 

manufacturing or service, has a moderating effect on innovation. Damanpour (1991) 

suggests that 

. . . in a manufacturing context, emphasis on "standardization of work processes" 

. . . facilitates innovation, whereas "direct supervision" .. . inhibits innovation. In 

a service context, the effects are in the opposite direction. These differences are 

most likely due to differences in the nature of work activities in the two contexts; 

hence, a distinction between them is needed for developing empirically 

distinguishable theories of innovation, (p. 575) 

There is evidence that JIT techniques can be applied to service firms (Billesbach & 

Schniedeijans, 1989; Inman & Mehra, 1991; Lee, 1990), but the question remains, to what 

extent? In spite of the fact that, service companies have not concentrated on supplier 

cooperation for materials because the highest service costs are in labor, Chase and 

Aquilano (1992) stress that some service companies, such as fast food restaurants, can 

benefit from implementing JIT purchasing. Another case study in a non-manufacturing 

environment reveals that the firm increased its performance as a result of the 
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implementation of JIT purchasing (Giunipero & Keiser, 1987). Inman and Mehra (1991) 

document that a large telecommunication service company experienced improved 

communication with suppliers, enhanced vendor delivery performance and reduced the 

total number of suppliers after the implementation of JIT purchasing. A government 

contractor to the Department of Energy also realized (1) decreased purchasing, 

administrative and carrying costs; (2) simplified ordering and receiving procedures; and (3) 

built long-term relationships with vendors (Inman & Mehra, 1991). 

Billesbach and Schniedeijans (1989) suggest that total quality control is one of the 

most prominent JIT techniques that can be implemented in service firms to eliminate non-

value-added activities. According to Sheehy (1988), service quality is more difficult to 

manage and control than product quality because service organizations have a 

consumptive nature. Sheehy (1988) argues that service quality is more dependent on 

employee skills than product quality; therefore, an effective service quality strategy 

requires employee involvement. In their empirical research, Benson et al. (1991) conclude 

that the actual quality management in manufacturing organizations is affected by both 

internal contextual factors (corporate support for quality, past quality performance and 

management knowledge) and external contextual factors (the extent of entry barriers and 

the degree of external quality demands). The actual quality management in service 

organizations is, however, affected only by internal factors, such as corporate support for 

quality, past quality performance and product complexity. According to Benson et al. 

(1991), this discrepancy stems from the lesser degree of competition in the service sector 
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than in the manufacturing sector. Also, the quality demands of customers are less in the 

service sector than in manufacturing. Furthermore, service organizations are less affected 

by foreign competition (Benson et al., 1991). The work by Schonberger (1992) supports 

that the implementation of TQM in service firms as being more prominent than JIT 

purchasing in service firms (see Table 19). 

Hypothesis 6: Firm type moderates the relation ofJIT purchasing and TQM with 
the firm's performance. The higher the percent of an organization's sales 
generatedfrom manufacturing, the stronger is the relationship of JIT purchasing 
and TQM with each of financial, market and operating performance. 

Duration of JIT Purchasing and TQM Techniques 

D. Schroeder (1990) argues that ongoing innovation development, emerging 

complementary technologies and widening use of innovation drive the changing 

competitive effect. Companies can be at different stages in the implementation of TQM 

and/or JIT purchasing (e.g., Ahmed et al., 1991). Therefore, the duration of the use of 

JIT purchasing and TQM techniques may affect the successful implementation of JIT 

purchasing and TQM, and their relationship to the firm's performance. 

A study by Freeland (1991) classifies organizations based on the benefits realized 

as High-JIT Purchasing Benefits Organizations and Low-JIT Benefits Organizations. 

Further analysis reveals that high-JIT purchasing benefits organizations had started to 

implement JIT in purchasing an average of 33 months before receiving the survey, 

whereas low-JIT purchasing benefits organizations had begun to institute JIT purchasing, 

on average, only 24 months before. Freeland (1991) concludes that "the longer JIT 

purchasing has been in place, the greater the reported overall benefits" (p. 44). 
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Table 19 

Summary of Studies on Firm Type 

Study Result 

1 Firm Type Moderates Innovation 
Damanpour, 1991 ' + 

3 

Firm Type Moderates the Relationship between JIT/JIT Purchasing & 
Performance 

Chase & Aquilano, 1992 * S 
Giunipero & Keiser, 1987 
Inman & Mehra, 1991 

Relationship between TQM & Firm Type 
Billesbach & Schniedeijans, 1989 
Sheehy, 1988 
Benson et al., 1991 + 

Relationship between JIT/JIT Purchasing & Firm Type 
Chase & Aquilano, 1992 + 

+ 

1"+" indicates that the study suggests the relationship or the effect. 
2 "S" indicates that the study suggests that some service companies can benefit. 

3 indicates that the study does not suggest the relationship or the effect. 

In the same study, 55 companies out of 60 started the implementation of JIT 

purchasing with a pilot program. With a range of from one to 24 months, it took eight 

months on average to put into operation the pilot program. In order to institute a 

complete JIT purchasing system, companies spent 14.4 months on average, with a range 

of from six to 24 months. 

According to Pascoe (1992), a significant relationship exists between the 

perceived effectiveness of TQM and the duration of the use of TQM. In his study, the 
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effectiveness of TQM consists of the following measures: profitability, customer 

satisfaction, sales per employee, productivity, market share and the time to develop and 

market new products. The performance ranges from slight to significant in the companies 

that implemented TQM for three years or more (see Table 20). 

Hypothesis 7: The duration of the use of JITpurchasing and TQM techniques 
within the firm moderates the relation of JITpurchasing and TQM with the firm's 
performance. The longer the duration of JITpurchasing and TQM techniques in 
an organization, the stronger is the relationship between JIT purchasing and 
TQM with each of financial, market and operating performance. 

Table 20 

Summary of Studies on Duration of JIT Purchasing and TQM Techniques 

Study Result 
Duration of Innovation Moderates the Competitive Effect of Innovation 

D. Schroeder, 1990 1 + 

Duration of JIT Purchasing Moderates the Relationship between JIT Purchasing 
& Performance 

Freeland, 1991 + 

Duration of TQM Moderates the Relationship between TQM & Performance 
Pascoe, 1992 + 

1"+" indicates that the study suggests the relationship or the effect. 

Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, a step by step literature review precedes the research model and 

hypotheses. As a result of the literature review on innovation and strategy, it is concluded 

that JIT purchasing and TQM as management innovations can be adopted by 
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organizations as strategies to gain competitive advantage over their competitors. 

According to the findings in the literature review, performance has a multidimensional 

nature. Three levels of performance measures — financial, market, and operating ~ were 

identified. Obtaining objective performance measures is difficult, but is made more 

accurate by using measures of perceived performance along with objective performance 

measures. 

Through a historical evaluation and review of JIT and JIT purchasing, the lack of 

significant empirical research is revealed. Based on a comprehensive literature review, 

seven characteristics of JIT purchasing are identified. These elements are supplier 

cooperation, materials quality, quantities purchased, transportation, top management 

support, training, and employee relations. 

A review of the historical development of TQM is also provided. The 

contributions of Deming, Juran, Feigenbaum, Crosby, and Garvin to the science of quality 

are acknowledged. TQM research seems to be in its infancy based on the analysis of 

empirical research in this field. The following nine critical elements of TQM are identified 

based on an exhaustive survey of the literature: top management support, role of quality 

department, product/service design, process management, quality reporting, training, 

employee relations, supplier cooperation, and materials quality. Training, employee 

relations, supplier cooperation, and materials quality are classified as overlapping factors 

of JIT purchasing and TQM management, establishing the relationship between TQM and 
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JIT purchasing. Further, it seems that institutionalization of TQM prior to implementation 

of JIT purchasing is necessary to succeed. 

Implementation of JIT purchasing and TQM can increase firms' performance. The 

benefits include high inventory turnover and increased product quality and productivity, 

which theoretically leads to a reduction in product costs. High product quality and 

reduced product costs will usually result in lower prices. Lower prices can lead to 

increased market share and profit. Based on this theoretical foundation, a research model 

is presented which suggests the relationship of these two techniques and their effect on 

performance. 

Based on innovation theories, and their link with strategy and performance, four 

moderating variables are identified: industry type, firm size, firm type, and duration of JIT 

purchasing and TQM techniques. It is suggested that these variables moderate the relation 

of JIT purchasing and TQM to the firm's performance. 

On the whole, a lack of robust research is evident in the relationship between JIT 

purchasing, TQM, and performance. Based on this finding and theoretical grounding, a 

research model and hypotheses are suggested. 



CHAPTER IH 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

A well-conceived design is no guarantee of the validity of research findings. 
Elegant designs nicely tailored to research problems can still result in wrong or 
distorted conclusions. Nevertheless, the chances of arriving at accurate and valid 
conclusions are better with sound designs than with unsound ones. 

Kerlinger, 1986, p. 341 

The research design and methods used to test the hypotheses in this study are 

elaborated in this seven-section chapter. Included in Target Population and Survey 

Procedure are the research domain, target population, and survey procedure issues. The 

next section, Construction of the Instrument and Measures, includes the development of 

the research instrument and the operational definitions of the variables. Following a 

description of the pilot study and its results, an analysis of measures used with the 

obtained data is presented. Because the three dependent variable performance factors 

were changed from the mix proposed in the research model and the hypotheses in Chapter 

II, the dependent variable performance factors are revised and the hypotheses are restated 

for semantic clarity. This chapter concludes with a discussion of data analysis techniques. 

Target Population and Survey Procedure 

The research questions of this study lend themselves to a cross-sectional mail 

survey methodology of the business units. There are two main reasons for using a survey 

rather than other types of research designs. First, the investigation of multiple variables in 

146 
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this study requires a large sample size to obtain reliable and valid research results. A mail 

survey is a useful research tool to reach a large number of subjects. Second, organizations 

that implement JIT purchasing and TQM are scattered throughout the United States. 

Research designs limited to a specific geographical area would not provide a sufficient 

sample size and would restrict the generalizability of the study. A mail survey, then, has 

the greatest advantage of reaching widely dispersed respondents in a relatively inexpensive 

way (Alreck & Settle, 1985). 

Because this study examines the relationship between JIT purchasing and TQM 

and their effects on firm performance, the target population is U.S. firms that implement at 

least one of these techniques. The subjects of the survey were chosen as higher level 

informants, such as business unit chief officers or managers, with such titles as president 

and executive vice president. It is believed that these high-ranking respondents would 

possess the three types of knowledge required for this study : (1) JIT purchasing, (2) 

TQM and (3) business performance. 

The definition of strategic business unit (SBU) is adapted from Buzzel and 

Wiersema (1981b): 

Each business unit is a division, product line or other profit centre [sic] within its 

parent company, selling a distinct set of products to an identifiable group of 

customers, in competition with a well-defined set of competitors, and for which 

meaningful separation can be made of revenues, operating costs, investments, and 

strategic plans (p. 29). 
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The firms and subjects are identified through a literature review and the rosters 

provided to this research by both the American Society of Quality Control (ASQC) and 

the National Association of Purchasing Management (NAPM). In this study, target 

sample size was affected by the length of the questionnaire and the necessary statistical 

power for the tests to be performed. These issues are discussed in the following 

paragraphs, respectively. 

The procedure used in this mail survey is based on the Total Design Method by 

Dillman (1978) because the surveys conducted by this method traditionally achieved a high 

response rate. According to Dillman (1978), questionnaires which are shorter than 12 

pages, or about 125 items, do not affect the response rate. The average response rate for 

questionnaires of this length is 76 percent (Dillman, 1978, p. 27). The questionnaire used 

in this study consists of 136 questions and 11 pages. The number of pages were within 

Dillman's limitations. The larger number of questions might have decreased the response 

rate. 

A researcher can commit two types of errors when testing an hypothesis. The 

Type I error with an a risk occurs when a true null statistical hypothesis is rejected, 

whereas the Type II error with a P risk is committed when the researcher fails to reject a 

false null hypothesis (Cohen, 1988; Cohen & Cohen, 1983; Cohen, S. A., 1979; Mazen, 

Graf, Kellogg, & Hemmasi, 1987a; Mazen, Hemmasi, & Lewis, 1987b; Sauley, & 

Bedeian, 1989). A synthesis of the literature indicates that researchers have concentrated 

their efforts more on controlling Type I errors than Type II errors and suggests that 
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controlling Type II errors should receive more attention (Cohen S. A., 1979; Mazen et al., 
pi 

1987a). Three parameters on which the power of a statistical test depends are the selected 

significance criterion, the reliability of the sample results and the effect size (Cohen, 1988). 

The selected significance level, usually 0.05 in business research, indicates the potential for 

a Type I error. Cohen (1988) describes the reliability of the sample as follows: 

"Depending upon the statistic in question, and the specific statistical model on which the 

test is based, reliability may or may not be directly dependent upon the unit of 

measurement, the population value, and the shape of the population distribution. 

However, it is always dependent upon the size of the sample" (p. 6). Effect size refers to 

the degree to which the research phenomenon is present. The greater the effect size, the 

easier it is to detect, and the smaller is the sample size needed to detect it (Cohen, 1988). 

Cohen (1988) sets three values of effect size: small = 0.02, medium = 0.15 and 

large = 0.35. Because there has been no available effect size from previous research, 

predicting effect size in this research is not possible. Nevertheless, a power analysis was 

performed with values of the effect size 0.02 and 0.15 (Hintze, 1993) prior to conducting 

the survey. The reason for using small and medium effect sizes for planning the sample 

size is to be on the conservative side because Cohen and Cohen (1983) note that in 

behavioral sciences effect sizes as large as 0.25 are infrequent. A complete power analysis 

is presented in Appendix C. When the effect size is equal to 0.02 and a = 0.05, to obtain 

a power of approximately 0.69, a sample size of400 is needed. With the medium effect 

size, 0.15, a sample size of 200 provides power equal to 0.99 at a = 0.05. 
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Statistical power is important in this study because of the use of moderated 

multiple regression (hierarchical regression) to detect the effects of the moderating 

variables. Based on their study, Stone-Romero, Alliger and Aguinis (1994) conclude that 

when statistical power is low, detecting moderating effects of moderating variables 

becomes difficult, especially for dichotomous moderator variables. 

By keeping all the factors discussed above in mind, it was decided to target about 

2000 subjects and to mail the questionnaires. The SIC codes of the industries from which 

target respondents should be chosen were submitted to NAPM and ASQC (the industries 

that were more likely to implement TQM and JIT purchasing (JITP) were identified 

through literature review). NAPM provided over 5000 addresses of key informants in 

these industries. ASQC also furnished 3000 addresses by randomly choosing from its 

membership roster based on the specified industries. 

In addition to the industry specification, there were several criteria in choosing 

target respondents. The first criteria was choosing a single respondent from the same 

company. The second criteria was the position of the target respondent in the 

organization; it was preferred that respondents be in higher rank. The third criteria was 

that the target respondent must be likely to have knowledge of implementation of TQM 

and/or JITP as well as knowledge of firm performance. Some of the addresses in the 

NAPM roster did not indicate the name of the organization; therefore, they were 

eliminated. If there was more than one subject from the same organization, the target 

respondent was chosen on the basis of position in the organization (the highest rank 
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among the target respondents) and the likelihood of his/her access to the information 

requested in the questionnaire. Without a doubt, not all of the organizations selected from 

the roster were identified by the literature review. Job titles of names provided by ASQC 

and NAPM, such as quality manager, continuous improvement manager and supplier and 

quality manager indicated that those organizations implement some form of TQM and/or 

JITP techniques. The names of the key respondents and organizations chosen from both 

rosters were checked against each other so that replication of target respondent would not 

occur. This procedure resulted in a target sample size of 1884. In summary, 

approximately 8000 names due to replications, incomplete addresses and review of job 

titles pruned to the 1884 targeted sample. 

Target respondents then received the questionnaires according to the Total Design 

Methodology suggested by Dillman (1978). The Total Design Methodology suggests a 

four-step procedure for mail surveys to achieve a higher response rate. According to 

Dillman's procedure, first the questionnaire is sent to respondents with a cover letter 

which describes the research project and its purpose, and assures the confidentiality of the 

replies. The second step requires sending a postcard one week after the initial mailing as a 

reminder to the nonrespondents. Three weeks after the initial mailing, a follow-up letter 

with another copy of the questionnaire is sent to subjects who have not responded. Seven 

weeks after the initial mailing, if a sufficient response rate has not been achieved, a second 

follow-up letter with the questionnaire is sent to nonrespondents (Dillman, 1978). 
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A questionnaire (see Appendix B), including a cover letter (see Appendix A) and a 

postage-paid return envelope, was sent to 1884 subjects in the beginning of March, 1995. 

The breakdown of subjects according to membership was: 1180 ASQC members and 704 

NAPM members. Due to the adequate response rate following the second (see Appendix 

C) and third steps (see Appendix D) of the Total Design Methodology, the fourth step 

was not pursued. To encourage response (Dillman, 1978), it is made known to the 

participants that a copy of the aggregated survey results, with a Total Quality Profile of 

the individual companies in relation to other companies responding to this survey, is to be 

sent to the respondents at their request at the end of the study. Some of the respondents 

who did not receive the initial questionnaire called to request a copy of the questionnaire 

upon receiving the postcard. Depending upon their choice, a copy of the questionnaire 

was mailed or faxed to them (see Figure 6 for a summary of survey procedure). A total 

of383 survey replies were received, one was unusable, thus it was eliminated, resulting in 

382 usable surveys for a 20.3 percent response rate. Of all respondents, 78.3 percent are 

ASQC members and 21.7 percent NAPM members. Approximately 60.5 percent of the 

responses were received after the initial mailing and postcards. In summary, a survey 

instrument was mailed according to the Dillman (1978) procedure to 1180 members of 

ASQC and 704 members of NAPM. This procedure resulted in a 20.3 percent response 

rate, which was adequate. 
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Validity Issues in Brief 

There are several validity issues in conducting survey research that require special 

attention. These issues include randomization of subjects, common method variance and 

nonresponse bias. Although common method variance and nonresponse bias will be 

further addressed in Chapter V relating to the results of this study, a brief discussion of 

these issues deserves some attention in this chapter in order to better elucidate the way 

this research was designed and the methods applied. 

Randomization 

Sampling design should include randomness so that a bias would not be introduced 

into the sample (Flynn et al. 1990; ScheafFer, Mendenhall, & Ott, 1990). For some 

research questions, however, sampling subjects at random may not make sense if a 

particular user group is under investigation (Flynn et al., 1990). 

In this study, the research questions target users of JIT purchasing and TQM 

techniques. Randomization of U.S. firms would result in sending questionnaires also to 

non-users of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques, which would result in a waste of 

resources. Therefore, it is deemed that a convenience sampling design rather than 

randomization is the appropriate sampling design here. A convenience sample was 

obtained as discussed in the previous section. 
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Common Method Variance 

Obtaining data from a single source on self-reports has been a concern in terms of 

validity and reliability of the research results (Avolio, Yammarino, & Bass, 1991; Mitchell, 

1985; Podsakoff & Organ, 1986). Because the same source provides two or more 

measures, if there is any defect with that source, it will distort all measures in the same 

way and in the same direction. This well-known problem is called common method 

variance (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). Common method variance manifests itself as a bogus 

correlation between variables rather than a real relationship between variables. 

Miller and Roth (1994) suggest that, in the case of using single respondents for 

practical purposes, greater care in the selection of informants can contribute to 

overcoming common method variance. Miller and Roth (1994) further argue that upper 

level informants tend to be more reliable sources than lower level counterparts and 

therefore, the probability of common method variance is decreased. 

Other researchers (Mitchell, 1985; Podsakoff & Organ, 1986) suggest using 

multiple methods and sources to overcome the common method variance problem. In 

recent years, researchers have secondary data sources (M. Young, 1989), which can be 

used in their studies. Secondary data sources, such as published financial reports, can be 

used to validate the data obtained by self-reports. Although obtaining secondary data for 

small and privately held companies may not be possible, a subset of responses with 

available secondary data can be used to validate the responses (Zahra & Das, 1993). In 
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this study whenever available, secondary data sources are employed to check self-reported 

data. 

Non-response Bias 

One of the disadvantages of a mail survey may be low response rate (Alreck & 

Settle, 1985; Kerlinger, 1986). Alreck mid Settle (1985) argue that although the reliability 

of data depends on the sample size obtained, a non-response bias can distort the reliability 

of the data, as in the case of nonrandom return of the questionnaires. This nonresponse to 

the survey may result in underrepresentation of some group and overrepresentation of 

other groups. Therefore, the researcher should investigate the conditions which may 

cause nonresponse bias (Alreck & Settle, 1985). 

In this study, there can be primarily three groups of nonrespondents. One group 

may not respond because they are misidentified as TQM and JIT purchasing users. If they 

implemented neither of the two techniques, they would not fill out the questionnaires. 

This group would not introduce any nonresponse bias to the study because this study is 

not interested in the companies which do not implement at least one of the two techniques. 

Another nonrespondent group may be the users of either one of the techniques or 

both, but, they are not experiencing success with them. Because they are not improving 

their performance, they may not be willing to disclose any information. 

A third nonrespondent group includes those who simply choose not to participate. 

If there is systematic or non-random bias among that group, the descriptive statistics will 

reveal the bias (Ward et al., 1994; Zahra & Das, 1993). Therefore, in this study, to avoid 
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reaching faulty conclusions, nonresponse bias was investigated and is reported in Chapter 

V. 

The issues in the survey method are not limited to the topics discussed, but these 

validity issues are the most cited problems that a researcher may encounter in conducting 

survey research. In the next section, construction of the instrument and measures are 

discussed. 

Construction of the Instrument and Measures 

Figure 7 summarizes the steps followed to develop the instrument and measures 

used in this study based on Churchill's (1979) work. As detailed in the literature review in 

Chapter II, the domains of constructs are identified. A comprehensive instrument to 

measure JIT purchasing was not found in an extensive review of the literature. The list of 

dissertations examined to construct the survey instrument for this study is provided after 

the references. Although no particular items directly taken from their works, they inspired 

the construction of the survey (see p. 350). Because measurement for JIT purchasing is 

needed for this study to advance knowledge in the field, most of the JIT purchasing items 

were originated by the researcher based on the literature review. The items relating to 

performance and moderating variables were also developed by the researcher. A summary 

of items relating to the constructs that were proposed in Figure 5 in Chapter II and their 

sources is presented in Table 21. 

For most of the items of the TQM construct, Saraph et al.'s (1989) survey 

instrument is useful. In their instrument, Saraph et al. (1989), however, use a discrete, 
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Table 21 
Construction of Survey Instrument 
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Variable Items Sources 
Total Quality Management (TQM) 

Role of Top Management and Quality Policy 1-13 Saraph et al., 1989 
Role of the Quality Department 14-18 Saraph et al., 1989 
Product/Service Design 27-32 Saraph et al., 1989 
Process Management/Operating Procedures 33-42 Saraph et al., 1989 
Quality Data and Reporting 43-50 Saraph et al., 1989 

Just-In-Time (JIT) Purchasing 
Quantities Purchased 64, 65 Sakakibara et al., 1993 

66,67 Researcher Originated 
Transportation 74, 75, 79, 80 Researcher Originated 

76-78 Ansari, 1984 
Top Management Commitment to JIT Purchasing 81-84 Researcher Originated 

TQM - JIT Purchasing Overlap 
Training 19-26 Saraph et al., 1989 
Supplier Cooperation 59,62, 63 Saraph et al., 1989 

60,61 Researcher Originated 
Employee Relations 51-58 Saraph et al., 1989 
Materials Quality 68-71 Saraph et al., 1989 

72 Ettlie & Reza, 1992 
73 Researcher Originated 

Performance 
Actual Performance 85-95 Researcher Developed 
Relative Perceived Performance 96-107 Researcher Developed 

Industry Type 124, 125 Researcher Developed 
Firm Size 126, 127 Researcher Developed 
Firm Type 120 Researcher Developed 
Duration of Techniques 108-119 Researcher Developed 
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Likert-type scale. In this study, instead of a Likert scale, a continuous scale is used to 

detect moderating effects (McClelland & Judd, 1993; Russell & Bobko, 1992; Russell, 

Pinto, & Bobko, 1991), as discussed later. The studies cited above demonstrated that 

when independent (McClelland & Judd, 1993) and dependent variables (Russell & Bobko, 

1992; Russell, Pinto, & Bobko, 1991) are measured with a coarse scale, such as a Likert 

scale, the ability of the moderating regression to detect the moderating effects will 

decrease. As discussed before, Stone-Romero et al. (1994) warn that with the existence 

of dichotomous moderator variables, detecting moderating effects of moderating variables 

becomes difficult. Martin (1978) shows that the Pearson product moment correlation 

changes with the use of different numbers of scaling points. His study indicated that as the 

number of scaling points decreases, the amount of information loss will increase. 

Therefore, it was decided to use a continuous scale whenever possible to increase the 

probability of reliable and valid results. The use of similar types of continuous scales for 

research (e.g., Taylor, Cosier, & Ganster, 1992) has gained acceptance in the social 

sciences. Thus, the wording of some borrowed items was changed to be in agreement 

with the continuous scale format. Table 22 summarizes variables, the type of variables, 

measurement modes and their values. 

In the beginning of the questionnaire, a question is adopted from Engelkemeyer 

(1990). The subjects are asked to indicate the organization for which they are responding 

in four categories: entire company, group, single plant, division. Other demographic 

information is also requested. See Appendix B for the full text of the questionnaire. 
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TQM Techniques 

On the basis of their literature review, Saraph et al. (1989) were able to identify 

eight critical factors in achieving effective quality management in a business unit. The 

critical factors are found to be both valid and reliable as a result of tests of reliability, 

detailed item analysis and validity assessment. Their instrument consists of 66 items. For 

the non-overlapping factors of TQM and two of the overlapping factors — training and 

employee relations — with JIT purchasing, the same items are used. 

Other overlapping factors are supplier cooperation and materials quality. Saraph 

et al. (1989) measured the factors of supplier cooperation and materials quality as one 

factor. It was thought, however, that the measurement of these factors in this study 

required a more in-depth examination in JIT purchasing than in TQM. Therefore, to 

measure supplier cooperation and materials quality, the items pertaining to these two 

factors from Saraph et al.'s questionnaire were grouped. In addition, one item was 

adapted from Ettlie and Reza (1992) and the other was originated based on the literature 

review by the researcher (see Table 21). Saraph et al. (1989) use a five-point scale which 

ranges from very high to very low. In this study, scaling was changed to continuous 

scaling. 

As mentioned before, there are other empirical studies, such as Flynn et al. (1994), 

that use different TQM measurement instruments. There are several reasons for using 

items in the instrument by Saraph et al. (1989) rather than others. The nature of this study 

is closer to that of Saraph et al. (1989) than to the other studies. The instrument by Flynn 
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et al. (1994) was constructed measuring TQM in manufacturing firms. The sample in the 

current research, however, includes service firms. The Malcolm Baldrige awards were 

given on the basis of field visits that evaluated the implementation of TQM (Garvin, 

1991). Because this present study uses a mail survey, a site visit instrument is 

incompatible with this research. Although Engelkemeyer (1990) attempted to modify and 

refine Saraph et al.'s (1989) instrument, Engelkemeyer's instrument consists of more items 

than that of Saraph et al. (1989). The use of Engelkemeyer's (1990) instrument, 

therefore, would have made administration of the survey in this study more complex. It 

was thought that the detrimental effect of this complexity would be greater than the 

possible benefits. The increase in survey instrument length (already near a critical point) 

might have reduced response rate. The potential for additional data gathered, it was 

decided, was not as great as the potential for loss of participants. The instrument of 

Saraph et al. (1989) fulfills the purpose of this research for the TQM portion of the 

inquiry. 

JIT Purchasing Techniques 

From the literature review, seven factors of JIT purchasing are identified as 

necessary for successful implementation. Four of these factors overlap with the factors of 

TQM. These overlapping factors are supplier cooperation, materials quality, training and 

employee relations. The training and employee relations questions are adopted from 

Saraph et al.'s (1989) survey. For the other two overlapping factors, the origin of the 

factors is described in the measurement of the TQM section. 
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For the non-overlapping factors, several items were borrowed from Sakakibara et 

al. (1993) and Ansari (1984). The rest of the items were originated by the researcher (see 

Table 21). In the borrowed items, when necessary, wording was changed to conform to 

the use of a continuous scale. 

Performance of Firms 

To review the literature on performance briefly, Venkatraman and Ramanujam 

(1986) identify several alternative approaches to measuring business performance based on 

sources of data and levels of performance. One of these measurement approaches is using 

primary and secondary data sources on financial and operational indicators. In the 

performance section of the literature review, levels of business performance were 

identified as financial, market and operating. Employing multiple sources of data allows 

assessment of method convergence. The convergence between perceptual and secondary 

data sources was tested in several studies (Dess & Robinson, 1984; Venkatraman & 

Ramanujam, 1987; Vickery et al., 1993) and resulted in a significant relationship between 

two data sources. According to Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986) the convergence 

should be tested in each study to rule out the possibility of bias. 

It should be noted that obtaining objective data on performance measures seems to 

be elusive in empirical research. For example, in the study by Swamidass and Newell 

(1987), most of the respondents decline to provide objective performance data. Also, in 

the case of privately-held firms and conglomerate business units, such data are unavailable 

to the public (Dess & Robinson, 1984). 
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In this research, business performance at multiple levels is measured by collecting 

three types of performance data and by using two methods. Measurement of performance 

level and data sources are discussed in the following sections. 

Levels of Performance 

Based on the literature review, performance measures are identified at three levels: 

financial, market and operating. Financial performance measures are return on investment 

(ROI), sales growth and profit growth. Market performance measures are market share 

and market share growth. Selected operations measures are product/service quality, cost 

of scrap and rework, purchase material turnover, total inventory turnover, delivery lead 

time of purchased materials, delivery lead time of finished products/services to customer, 

and productivity. The reason ROI is chosen over other profitability measures is that the 

relationship that will be found in this study among ROI, market share and product/service 

quality can be compared with previous studies. Furthermore, previous research shows a 

high correlation between ROI and other profitability measures, such as return on sales and 

return on equity (Prescott et al., 1986). The literature also suggests that ROI, as a valid 

performance measure, can be available more readily in business units (Jacobson, 1987; 

Jahera & Lloyd, 1992). Thus, ROI is an appropriate profitability measure for this study. 

Sources of Data 

In the questionnaire, the subjects are asked to report actual performance measures 

for the last completed fiscal year. In this first set of questions, cost of scrap and rework is 

considered as a surrogate measure of product/service quality. In the second set of 
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questions, subjects are asked to rate performance measures of their organizations from 

worse than competition to better than competition on a continuous scale relative to their 

competitors in the same industry for the last completed fiscal year. The values of the end 

poles of a continuum to measure relative perceived performance are adapted from 

Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1987). In this study, however, the word much is 

eliminated from their much worse and much better response possibilities because it can 

lead to some bias. In other words, the respondents may not like to rate themselves as 

much worse and they may be prone to rate themselves much better. In the questionnaire, 

actual performance and relative perceived performance are measured for one year because 

it is the common period of time for firms which have been using JIT purchasing and TQM 

techniques. In other words, if a firm is asked to report its performance as an average of 

five years, then, if the firm has implemented the techniques for only one or two years, the 

measurement of performance would not be accurate. This possibility is one of the reasons 

that the duration of techniques is included in the model as a moderating variable. 

After receiving the responses to the questionnaire, collecting the third type of data 

—objective secondary data — is attempted. Secondary data are useful for several reasons. 

Archival data can be used to validate the data on self-reported objective and perceived 

performance. Because this researcher found a two-year lag in publication of industry 

ratios, the convergence of self-reported relative performance and objective self-reported 

data can be examined only when secondary objective industrial data becomes available. 
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In summary, in this research, multiple measures are used to assess firm 

performance. Measurement of moderating variables in this study is described in the next 

section. 

Moderating Variables 

Moderating variables affect the degree and form of the relationship between 

independent and dependent variables (Arnold, 1982), Saunders (19S6) developed a 

method for testing moderating effects or interactions and called it moderated multiple 

regression. In the literature, moderated multiple regression is also referred to as 

hierarchical regression (e.g., Aldag & Stearns, 1988; Dean & Snell, 1991). The 

following four moderating variables are measured in this study: industry type, firm size, 

firm type, and duration of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques. 

Industry Type 

In order to sort the companies belonging to an industry that faces either high or 

low foreign competition, it is necessary to obtain firms' primary SIC codes. Through an 

extensive literature review, the industries in which the implementation of JIT and TQM are 

more common than others were identified (Ahmed et al., 1991; Billesbach et al., 1991; 

Crawford, et al. 1988; Dion et al., 1992a, 1992b; Edosomwan & Ballakur, 1988; Freeland, 

1991; Gilbert, 1990; Giunipero & Law, 1990; Im & Lee; Lanier, 1991; Sakakibara et al. 

1993; Saraph et al., 1989). The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes of these 

industries are identified through the Standard Industrial Classification Manual (Executive 

Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget, 1987). In the instrument used 
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in this study, one question asks respondents to check a 2-digit SIC code (representing the 

products/services their organization produces) from a list of 24 possibilities (see Appendix 

B, question 124 in the instrument). Products may, however, significantly differ within the 

industry based solely on the 2-digit SIC codes. Therefore, the next question asks the 

respondents to list the 4-digit SIC code of the industry in which their organization's 

products compete, or to give a detailed description of their organization's product(s) (see 

question 125 in the instrument). Because the respondents were known by the researcher 

(as the cover letter shows, the identification of respondents is confidential, but not 

anonymous), the SIC codes reported were checked by employing secondary data sources. 

Firm Size 

There are numerous measures of firm size. Size has been measured by the number 

of employees (Collins, Hage, & Hull, 1988; Lincoln, Hanada, & McBride, 1986), the 

natural logarithm of the number of employees (Ettlie, 1983; Kimberly & Evanisko, 1981; 

Moch & Morse, 1977; Young et al., 1981), net assets (Keats & Hitt, 1988; Pugh, 

Hickson, Hinings, & Turner, 1969), the reciprocal of the natural logarithm of assets 

(Bettis, 1981) and annual sales (Gilbert, 1990; Im & Lee, 1989; Keats & Hitt, 1988). The 

research in the relationship between organization size and innovation (based on theories 

discussed in Chapter II, in this study, TQM and JIT purchasing are viewed as management 

innovations) suggests a curvilinear relationship, because as size increases, innovation 

increases, but at a decreasing rate (Ettlie, 1983; Kimberly & Evanisko, 1981; Moch & 

Morse, 1977). 
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In the literature, there lacks agreement on the way to group firms into different 

sizes. Bartezzaghi et al. (1992) classify firms based on the following: large = more than 

500 employees, medium = 250-500 employees, small = 100-250 employees. Parthasarthy 

and Sethi (1993) define an employee number of200 or more as a small-to-medium size 

firm and over 500 as a large size firm. Dollinger and Golden (1992) classify a 

manufacturing business with under 500 employees as a small business. 

It is important to construct response categories on a solid basis rather than 

arbitrary judgment (Spector, 1976). The number of employees or annual sales in the 

classification of firms into different sizes changes from industry to industry, even within 2-

digit SIC groups. For example, in SIC 2611, Pulp Mills, a small business is defined with 

up to 750 employees, whereas, in SIC 2652, Setup Paperboard Boxes, a small business is 

defined with up to 500 employees (The Office of the Federal Register, 1994). Therefore, 

in this study, the Code of Federal Regulations (The Office of the Federal Register, 1994) 

was used to determine the intervals in the scales relating firm size. The Code of Federal 

Regulations (The Office of the Federal Register, 1994) provides the size standards for 

small businesses by 4-digit SIC codes either in the number of employees or annual sales in 

millions of dollars. Based on this data, intervals in the scales of two measures of firm size 

- the number of employees and annual sales dollars - were developed (see questions 126 

and 127 in the instrument). 
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Firm Type 

The type of organization refers to service and manufacturing organizations. 

Making a clear-cut distinction, however, between manufacturing and service firms is 

difficult because most organizations provide some service with the product (e.g., delivery 

or after-the-sale service) or some products with the service (e.g. fast-food restaurants) 

(Fitzsimmons & Fitzsimmons, 1994). Indeed, in 1995, the Fortune 500 list of the largest 

firms in the U.S. was constructed as a single list including both industrial and service 

businesses. It is asserted that distinctions between manufacturing and service have 

become blurry because most companies earn their revenues from both manufacturing and 

service activities in today's economy (Stewart, 1995). Thus, in this study, the 

organizations are not classified strictly as service or manufacturing firms. The subjects are 

asked to report the percentage of their organizations' sales generated from each: 

manufacturing and service (see question 120 in the instrument). 

Duration of JIT Purchasing and TQM Techniques 

To measure the length of time of the implementation of JIT purchasing and TQM, 

a scale is developed (see section 14 in the instrument). The subjects are asked to report 

the specific years and/or months in which their organizations have experienced or used 

each of the 12 presented TQM and JIT purchasing techniques. Therefore, these 

techniques are measured in months. Furthermore, a choice of never is included to 

eliminate bias response. In the next section, an integral part of the questionnaire 

construction, that is, pilot testing (Flynn et al., 1990), is addressed. 
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Pilot Testing 

Although it may be costly and time consuming, conducting a pilot study has 

several advantages (Flynn et al., 1990; Sproull, 1988). In conducting a pilot test, the 

instrument is administered to a small sample size that is similar to the actual sample. A 

pilot study provides an opportunity to get feedback about the research method and the 

questionnaire before the actual testing. The researchers), therefore, can obtain 

information about appropriateness of variables, measures and data collection methods. 

Furthermore, an investigation of the validity and reliability of the instrument becomes 

possible with the data collected in the pilot study (Sproull, 1988). Moreover, with the 

pilot testing, unclear concepts and questions can be identified and the instruments can be 

made more user-friendly (Flynn et al., 1990). In the following sections, the procedure for 

the pilot study and its results are discussed. 

Procedure of Pilot Study 

The pilot test for this study was conducted at a joint APICS-NAPM dinner 

meeting in a large Southwestern city on November 10, 1994. Because the sample of the 

pilot study should be similar to the actual sample, it was concluded that the members of 

APICS and NAPM at the dinner meeting, in other words, participants in this professional 

development activity, were similar to the actual target sample. The participants were 

briefed about the research project and the purpose of the pilot study. In the briefing, the 

members present were told that the purpose of the pilot study was to improve and test the 

instrument and to critique the cover letter for the study. It was emphasized that their 
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comments and suggestions were important in order to improve the questionnaire. 

Because the instrument is long, self-addressed and stamped envelopes were provided for 

returning the surveys to the researcher. To induce a better response rate, respondents 

were promised a copy of the aggregated results along with a Total Quality Profile of their 

companies. A total of 121 questionnaires was handed out. The number of questionnaires 

returned was 11, which is a response rate of 9.1 percent. There may be several reasons 

for the low response rate. Further interviews revealed that some of the guests had 

believed that they should have returned the questionnaire only if they had found anything 

in the survey to criticize. Furthermore, for the pilot study, the four step procedure of 

Total Design Methodology to induce the response rate was not followed. 

Although the sample size is small, the data obtained in the pilot study were used to 

perform some statistical analysis. The analyses performed and the findings from the pilot 

study are discussed in the next section. 

Results of the Pilot Study 

As discussed in this chapter previously, in the pilot study, a 9.1 percent response 

rate was obtained. Based on the feedback, several changes in the questions were made to 

clarify and increase the understanding of respondents for the actual study although no 

substantial change was needed in the instrument. Moreover, in interviews with the board 

members of NAPM, some members noted that other than being long, they could see 

nothing that should be greatly changed in the questionnaire. Because the scope of this 

study is extensive, shortening the questionnaire was not desirable. 
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Because the pilot sample response size is small, the statistical tests performed are 

limited to the Cronbach's a and some correlations. The values of Cronbach's a are 

obtained for each factor by using the SAS program. Table 23 summarizes Cronbach's a 

for each factor. 

The values of Cronbach's a for non-overlapping factors of TQM are as large as or 

larger than 0.86 with the exception of the factor of Role of the Quality Department. 

When items 15 and 16 are, however, eliminated, the value of the a increases to 0.75, 

which is an acceptable a value (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). 

For the nonoverlapping factors of JIT purchasing, the factor of top management 

commitment achieves the highest value of Cronbach's a, 0.97. The value of a s for the 

factors, Quantities Purchased and Transportation, are 0.81 and 0.80, respectively. For 

four overlapping factors of JIT purchasing and TQM, values of Cronbach's a range from 

0.93 to 0.96, which indicate very strong reliabilities. 

In the pilot study, some of the respondents did not report actual performance 

values; thus, was impossible to test the reliabilities. The factors of perceived performance, 

however, achieve relatively high values of Cronbach's a. Values of a for financial, 

marketand operating performance are 0.73, 0.90 and 0.89, respectively. Sales growth, 

however, correlates higher with the market performance measures than with the other two 

financial performance measures. 

If sales growth is dropped from financial performance measures, the value of a of 

the financial performance construct increases to 0.85. With the inclusion of sales growth 
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Table 23 

Cronbach's Alpha of the Factors Found in the Pilot Study1 

Variable Items Cronbach's Alpha 
(a) 

Total Quality Management (TQM) 
Role of Top Management and Quality 1-13 0.97 
Policy 
Role of the Quality Department 14-18 0.43 

14, 17, 18 0.75 
Product/Service Design 27-32 0.92 
Process Management/Operating 33-42 0.86 
Procedures 
Quality Data and Reporting 43-50 0.99 

Just-In-Time (JIT) Purchasing 
Quantities Purchased 64-67 0.81 
Transportation 74-80 0.80 
Top Management Commitment to JIT 81-84 0.97 
Purchasing 

TQM - JIT Purchasing Overlap 
Training 19-26 0.96 
Supplier Cooperation 59-63 0.93 
Employee Relations 51-58 0.95 
Materials Quality 68-73 0.95 

Relative Perceived Performance 
Financial 96-98 0.73 

96, 98 0.85 
Market 99, 100 0.90 

97, 99, 0.93 
100 

Operating 101-107 0.89 

' Value of a equal to 0.70 or higher are acceptable at the early stages of research (Nunnally & Bernstein, 
1994). 
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in marketing performance measures, the a of market performance construct increases to 

0.93. Because the sample size is small in the pilot study, robust inferences are not 

possible. This issue, however, receives careful and further attention when analyzing actual 

data. For example, sales growth can be an overlapping factor of financial and market 

performance for some strategies. 

The relationship between two measures of firm size, that is, number of employees 

and annual sales, is analyzed. The two measures show a high correlation, a value of 0.94. 

This correlation indicates a high convergence between the two measures. 

In sum, the results of the analysis with the data obtained in the pilot test show that 

the instrument is reliable; in other words, measures yield consistent results. Because the 

sample size is small, results should be accepted with caution. For this reason, although the 

reliability of one factor — role of quality department — is increased by omitting two items, 

it was decided to administer the questionnaire as it is in the actual data gathering. Because 

elimination of two items would not make a substantial change in the length of the 

questionnaire, refining the questionnaire later based on a large sample would be 

methodologically more sound. Carmines and Zeller (1979) assert that: 

It is always preferable to construct too many items rather than too few; inadequate 

items can always be eliminated, but one is rarely in a position to add "good" items 

at a later stage in the research when the original pool of such items is inadequate 

(p. 21). 
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As noted previously, feedback received from pilot study indicated that no 

substantial changes were needed in the questionnaire. Nevertheless, some minor changes 

were made to facilitate and clarify the responses to the questions about productivity and 

SIC codes in the actual survey. Analyses of measures with the data obtained in the actual 

study are presented in the next section. 

Analysis of Measures 

In the following sub-sections, analysis of each variable is presented. Prior to data 

analysis, a close examination of each variable and construct is necessary. Further, a 

transformation of data on some variables is made. Although the TQM instrument has 

been validated before, reliability and validity tests were performed because the 

questionnaire sample was not from the same target population as the original, questions 

were altered or added, and a different type of scale was applied (Nunnally, 1978). 

Furthermore, reliability and validity tests were conducted for the perceived performance 

construct and JIT purchasing. 

Industry Type 

Most of the respondents did not provide four-digit SIC codes. Therefore, the 

secondary data sources were used to determine their four-digit primary SIC codes. The 

sources used include Million Dollar Directory, Dun's Business Rankings, Directory of 

Corporate Affiliations, Standard & Poor's Register of Corporations, Directors and 

Executives, and Directory of Texas Manufacturers. Multiple findings were checked 
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against each other to assure their reliability. Furthermore, the findings from secondary 

data sources were compared to respondent's descriptions on their divisions' products by 

using the Standard Industrial Classification Manual. 

The amount of foreign competition in each industry was measured by using an 

index developed by G. Miles, Snow and Sharfman (1993). A foreign competition index in 

an industry was calculated by the ratio of imports in dollars to total new shipments in 

dollars (domestic and foreign) (U.S. Industrial Outlook, 1994). If the ratio in an industry 

was higher than 10 percent, that industry was considered to be high in foreign 

competition; and if the ratio was lower than 10 percent that industry was considered low 

in foreign competition. For service companies, it was impossible to use this ratio. Both 

literature review and expert opinion were consulted instead to decide which service 

industries in the sample face high foreign competition. Judgment based on literature 

review was corroborated by expert opinion. When literature review could not be used for 

the extent of foreign competition, expert opinion was applied as sole criterion. Financial 

institutions were categorized high in foreign competition and the rest of service companies 

were identified as low in foreign competition. 

Firm Size 

A correlation analysis was performed to examine the relationship between two 

measures of firm size: number of employees and annual sales. The two measures show a 

high correlation, a value of 0.82, which indicates a high convergence between the two 

measures. Because the count of missing values for the number of employees (9) was 
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fewer than the count of missing values for annual sales dollars (50), it was decided to use 

number of employees as a measurement of firm size. The responses for number of 

employees were transformed into the natural logarithm for two reasons: (1) the 

expectation is a curvilinear relationship between innovation and firm size (Ettlie, 1983; 

Kimberly & Evanisko, 1981; Moch & Morse, 1977), and (2) number of employees was 

measured in this study by using an ordinal scale. Ordinal measures do not usually have a 

linear relationship with other measures and should be transformed into linearity before 

analysis (Cohen & Cohen, 1983). 

Firm Type 

Firm type was measured as percentage of sales generated from manufacturing. 

Although respondents reported the percentage of their sales generated from service, this 

measure was not used because it would be redundant in that these two measures sum up 

to 100 percent. Each response was checked for summation to 100 percent. Missing 

values for firm type were calculated by taking the mean of other responses in the same 

primary industry. 

Because percentiles are ordinal scales, as mentioned previously, they may not 

relate to other variables linearly (Cohen & Cohen, 1983). Therefore, a logit 

transformation was performed for values in percentages. 
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Duration of Techniques 

Because the responses in time since implementation ranged from 0 (never) to 2400 

months, in order to simplify data analysis, the values of duration of techniques were 

converted. As will be discussed in detail in the section of validation of the instrument, role 

of the quality department was dropped from the scale. The scores for the remainder of the 

11 techniques were summed and divided by 11 for each response. The logic behind this 

calculation is as follows: some companies have not implemented all of the 12 techniques. 

For example, some companies implemented only TQM, some companies implemented 

only two of TQM techniques and one of JIT purchasing techniques and so on. If the 

summation value were divided by only the number of the techniques a firm had 

implemented, it was not possible to show any difference in terms of duration between a 

firm that implemented only two of these techniques and a firm that experienced all of the 

12 techniques. As implied in the literature (e.g. White, 1990), a curvilinear relation exists 

between duration of techniques and benefits of these techniques; therefore, the natural 

logarithm of the average duration of techniques was calculated in order to approximate 

linearity. 

To control the effect of TQM and JIT purchasing techniques separately, it was 

necessary to identify the companies that implemented only TQM, only JITP or both of 

these techniques. In addition to this distinction, it was also necessary to control the effect 

of the sequence of implementation of these techniques. Therefore, two sets of dummy 

variables were created as described below: 
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First Dummy Variable Set: Combination 

Dummy 1 (Zl), 1 = TQM techniques alone were implemented; 

0 = other 

Dummy 2 (Z2), 1 = JITP techniques alone were implemented; 

0 = other 

Another dummy variable for the companies which implement both TQM and JITP 

was not created because it would be wholly redundant (Cohen & Cohen, 1983). To 

capture the firms which implement both TQM and JIT purchasing techniques, (0, 0) would 

suffice. 

The same logic was followed in coding the second set of dummy variables. Again, 

no dummy variable was created for the firms which implement TQM and JITP 

simultaneously because other (0) would identify those firms. 

Second Dummy Variable Set: Sequential 

Dummy 3 (Z3), 1 = TQM techniques were implemented first; 

0 = other. 

Dummy 4 (Z4), 1 = JITP techniques were implemented first; 

0 = other. 

Although the majority of respondents answered the questions on moderating 

variables, only 65 out of 382 reported all objective performance measures of their 

organizations. In factor analysis, the observation that has even one missing value from the 

data set is procedurally eliminated. Thus, it was decided that objective performance 
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measures should not be used in data analysis because their inclusion would drastically 

reduce the sample size (a loss of 317 responses). Instead, perceived performance data, as 

reported by the respondents, are used. In the following section, reliability of scales that 

underlie the constructs and factor analyses of TQM, JIT purchasing and perceived 

performance are presented. 

Reliability and Factor Analysis 

There are several procedures to estimate reliability. These methods include the 

alternate form method, the test-retest method, and coefficient alpha (a) (Crocker & 

Algina, 1986). Coefficient a, presented by Cronbach (1951), is widely used and provides 

a good estimate of reliability (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994; Peter, 1979) in methods which 

require a single test administration (Crocker & Algina, 1986). Nunnally & Bernstein 

(1994) suggests that values of a equal to 0.70 or higher are acceptable in the early stages 

of research. They also argue that trying to increase reliabilities to greater than 0.80 for 

basic research may be a waste of time and financial resources. 

As Cortina (1993) documents, a measures the internal consistency of the items, 

not homogeneity (in other words, the unidimensionality of the items). In this study, to 

establish the unidimensionality of factors which belong to a particular construct, a factor 

analysis was performed (Cortina, 1993; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). In performing the 

factor analysis, the ratio of the sample size to the number of items is important in order to 

have stable factor loadings. Item loadings may vary across different samples derived from 

the same population as this ratio gets lower. As supported by literature (Crocker & 
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Algina, 1986; Nunnally, 1978), at least ten subjects for each item are needed to eliminate 

the possibility of getting factors by chance. Furthermore, the scree test was employed to 

determine the number of factors (Loehlin, 1992). The scree test uses plotting successive 

eigenvalues on a graph. A number-of-factors decision is made "based on the point at 

which the curve of decreasing eigenvalues changes from a rapid, decelerating decline to a 

flat gradual slope" (Loehlin, 1992, p. 150). 

First, Cronbach's a was calculated for each scale for TQM, JIT purchasing and 

performance constructs (see Table 24). One item, question 32 in the product/service 

design scale, was dropped because it reduced the a value of the scale. Two items, 

question 51 and 52 in the employee relations scale were dropped because their 

contribution to the value of a was nonsignificant. In the transportation scale, three items, 

question 74, 78 and 79 were also dropped because they reduced the value of Cronbach's 

a for that scale. All 12 scales for TQM and JIT purchasing had acceptable reliability 

levels (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). Reliability coefficients were within the same range 

as the ones that were obtained in the pilot study. The same procedure was applied to 

perceived performance items for each scale. None of the items in this construct was 

eliminated. 

One hundred and five companies reported that they did not have a quality 

department, and thus they did not respond to questions 14 through 18. Of these 105 

companies, 15 companies had eliminated their quality department. Therefore, the 
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Table 24 

Cronbach's Alpha of the Factors Found in the Actual Study 

Variable Items 

Just-In-Time (JIT) Purchasing 
Quantities Purchased 64-67 
Transportation 75-77,80 
Top Management Commitment to JIT Purchasing 81-84 

TQM - JIT Purchasing Overlap 
Training 
Supplier Value-added 
Employee Relations 

Relative Perceived Performance 
Financial and Market Performance 
Time-based Quality Performance 
Material Productivity Performance 

19-26 
59-63, 68-73 
53-58 

96-100 
101-103, 106, 107 
104, 105 

Final Cronbach's 
Alpha (a) 

Total Quality Management (TQM) 
Role of Top Management and Quality Policy 1-13 
Role of the Quality Department 14-18 
Product/Service Design 27-31 
Inspection 33,36-38 
Process Management 35,39-41 
Quality Data and Reporting 43-50 

0.96 
0.87 
0.94 
0.73 
0.78 
0.93 

0.75 
0.83 
0.94 

0.93 
0.92 
0.91 

0.88 
0.82 
0.91 

questions relating to a quality department were eliminated from principal component and 

factor analysis and the reliability and validity of this construct was assessed separately. 

On the remaining 61 items pertaining to TQM, a principal component analysis was 

performed as a first step in the factor analysis. Missing values were computed by 

employing the multivariate-normal method. P. L. Roth (1994) suggests that regression is 

suitable for imputing missing data in random patterns. For this data set, the amount of 

missing data was 2.2 percent. All statistical analyses were performed by using Number 
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Cruncher Statistical System (NCSS) (Hintze, 1992, 1995). Almost all items loaded 

significantly on the first factor. The first extracted factor explains 41.4 percent of the 

variation in the construct. Saraph et al.(1989) established the construct validity of the 

instrument by factor analyzing the measurement items for each of the eight critical factors. 

In this study, a factor analysis was performed by using a varimax rotation on the remaining 

61 questions. The examination of eigenvalues and scree test revealed 8 factors. A 

separate factor analysis was performed for the quality department, resulting in the 

unidimensional scale. The proposed supplier cooperation and materials quality as two 

separate scales formed one factor. Process management and operating procedures 

emerged as two factors, showing the same pattern as Saraph et al. (1989) found in their 

study. As a result of examining the loadings and communalities, items 34 and 42 were 

dropped from these scales. In their study, Saraph et al. (1989) recommended that "In 

future studies, consideration should be given to splitting the process management items 

into two separate constructs" (p. 824). This study confirms two separate scales, naming 

them as inspection and process management. The other items formed the expected 

factors. Cronbach's a for each final scale was recalculated. Final reliabilities for each 

scale and item loadings in each scale are presented in Table 24 and Table 25, respectively. 

For TQM, the ratio of the sample size to the number of items was approximately 6.3:1. 

For the JIT purchasing construct, the same procedure was followed. First, on the 

remaining 37 items, a principal component analysis was performed. Missing values were 

computed by using the multivariate-normal method. The missing value for the JIT 
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Table 25 

Summary of Factor Analysis for Each Scale for TQM 

Scale Item Loading Range for the Factor Eigenvalue 
Role of Top Management and Quality Policy 0.64 to 0.78 6.69 
Role of the Quality Department 0.69 to 0.79 2.86 
Product/Service Design 0.61 to 0.72 2.29 
Inspection 0.47 to 0.68 1.61 
Process Management 0.41 to 0.67 1.08 
Quality Data and Reporting 0.42 to 0.82 3.59 
Training 0.46 to 0.73 3.06 
Supplier Value-added 0.50 to 0.73 4.49 
Employee Relations 0.42 to 0.66 1.95 

purchasing data set was equal to 3.7 percent. Like the TQM construct, almost all items 

loaded significantly on the first factor. The first extracted factor explains 38.01 percent of 

the variation in the construct. A factor analysis by using a varimax rotation and 

subsequent analysis of eigenvalues and scree test collectively suggest six factors. Again, 

for the JIT purchasing construct, supplier cooperation and materials quality formed one 

factor. The other items formed the proposed factors. The reliabilities for each scale and 

item loadings in each scale are presented in Table 24 and Table 26, respectively. The ratio 

of the sample size to the number of items for the JIT purchasing construct was 10.3:1. 

Table 26 

Summary of Factor Analysis for Each Scale for JIT Purchasing 

Item Loading Range for the Factor Eigenvalue 
Quantities Purchased 0L45 to 0.65 ~ 1 2 2 
Transportation 0.44 to 0.84 1.81 
Top Management Commitment to JIT Purchasing 0.71 to 0.84 2.46 
Training 0.58 to 0.82 412 
Supplier Value-added 0.48 to 0.74 4 21 
Employee Relations 0.63 to 0.76 2 80 
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In the case of the performance construct, unrotated principal component analysis 

revealed the presence of three factors as a result of examining loadings and the scree test. 

No missing value imputation was employed for the performance variables because they are 

dependent variables. A factor analysis with a varimax solution was performed on 12 

perceived performance items. Although three factors emerged, they were not the same as 

the proposed scales. ROI, sales growth, profit growth, market share, and market share 

growth formed one factor, named financial and market performance. Product/service 

quality, productivity, cost of scrap and rework, delivery lead time of purchased materials, 

and delivery lead time of finished products/services to customer formed another factor that 

was named time-based quality performance. Purchased material turnover and total 

inventory turnover formed the third factor, named material productivity performance. 

For each scale, Cronbach a was recalculated. The reliability values and item loadings for 

each factor are presented in Table 24 and Table 27, respectively. For the performance 

construct, the sample size to item ratio was 18.7:1. 

Table 27 

Summary of Factor Analysis for Each Scale for Perceived Performance 

Scale Item Loading Range for the Factor Eigenvalue 
Financial and Market Performance 0.58 to 0.89 2.86 
Time-based Quality Performance 0.56 to 0.68 1.50 
Material Productivity Performance 0.84 to 0.85 1.43 

According to Gerbing and Anderson (1988), the resulting scales in exploratory 

factor analysis should be evaluated and refined by a confirmatory factor analysis. In this 
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study, confirmatory factor analyses were performed for the scales that were different from 

the proposed ones (see Table 28): product/service design (one item was dropped), 

inspection, process management (inspection and process management were proposed as 

one scale: process management/operating procedures), employee relations (two items 

were dropped), supplier value added (it was proposed as two scales: supplier cooperation 

and materials quality), transportation (three items were dropped) and performance 

construct (the items were loaded differently than proposed). Confirmatory factor analyses 

were performed by employing EzPATH software (Steiger, 1989). In each case, obtained 

scales showed a better fit to the data than the proposed scales. The values of point and 

confidence intervals of Population Gamma Index for each scale/construct are presented in 

Table 28. Population Gamma Index (Ti) can be considered a weighted population 

coefficient of determination for the multivariate model and approximates the Joreskog-

Sorbom Goodness of Fit Index (GFI). The point values of 7 / ranges from 0 to 1, the 

closer the point value to 1, the better the model fit the data. If extremely wide confidence 

intervals for 7~) are found, insufficient statistical power is suggested. In other words, the 

narrower the confidence interval is for /"} the higher precision the estimate is (Steiger, 

1989). For example, for the proposed transportation scale, first, a confirmatory factor 

analysis was performed with respective items, modeling one factor. The second time, one 

factor model was run with only four items. The /} increased from 0.8646 to 0.9806. The 

confidence interval for r , decreased from 0.0588 to 0.0355 which is narrower, and 

therefore, improved. 
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Table 28 

Comparison of Confirmatory and Exploratory Factor Analysts for Differed 

Scales/Constructs 

Scale/Construct Items Population Gamma 
Index ( /y 

Confidence Interval for 
r, 

Product/Service Design 
Proposed1 

Obtained2 

27-32 
27-31 

0.9111 
0.9348 

0.8830 - 0.9364 
0.9068 - 0.9587 

Process Management/Operating 
Procedures (Proposed) 
Inspection (Obtained) 
Process Management (Obtained) 

33-42 
33, 36-38 
35, 39-41 

0.8509 

0.9450 

0.8257 - 0.8751 

0.9234 - 0,9638 

Employee Relations 
Proposed 
Obtained 

51-58 
53-58 

0.8120 
0.9330 

0.7841 -0.8393 
0.9077 - 0.9550 

Supplier Cooperation (Proposed) 
Materials Quality (Proposed) 
Supplier Value-added (Obtained) 

59-63 
68-73 
59-63, 68-73 

0.8398 
0.8480 

0.8153 - 0.8635 
0.8237-0.8714 

Transportation 
Proposed 
Obtained 

74-80 
75-77, 80 

0.8646 
0.9806 

0.8344 - 0.8932 
0.9591 -0.9946 

Performance (Proposed) 
Financial 
Market 
Operating 

Performance (Obtained) 
Financial and Market 
Time-based Quality 

Material Productivity 

96-98 
99, 100 
101 - 107 

96-100 
101-103, 106, 
107 
104, 105 

0.7210 

0.8151 

0.6914 - 0.7509 

0.7852 - 0.8444 

Proposed indicates the scale that was suggested in the instrument. 
2 Obtained indicates the scale that was found as a result of exploratory factor analysis. 
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Factor analyses resulted in a resorting of the underlying factors in the dependent 

variable as proposed in the hypotheses in Chapter II. The new factors are named financial 

and market, time-based quality and material productivity performance. As a result of this 

work, it is necessary to restate the hypotheses for semantic clarity. The restated 

hypotheses are used in Chapter IV for analysis. 

Restated Hypotheses 

Because three perceived performance factors found were different from the ones 

proposed in the research model, the hypotheses are rewritten and denoted with "R" in 

order to clarify and prevent the confusion that may be caused from the semantical 

differences in factor names and factor inclusions. The change in the mix of sets in the 

dependent variable makes it necessary to alter Hypothesis 4 to reflect the correct predicted 

direction. 

In Hypothesis 4, it was proposed that, in globally competitive industries, JIT 

purchasing and TQM are not significantly related to the firm's financial performance, but 

are positively related both to the firm's market performance as well as to the firm's 

operating performance. Nevertheless, financial and market performance emerged as a 

single factor with the data obtained in the actual study. One possible explanation of this 

factor is that financial and market performance go hand in hand in the firms that implement 

TQM and/or JIT purchasing. The findings of the studies (Buzzell et al., 1975; Buzzell & 

Wiersama, 1981a, 1981b; Jacobson & Aaker, 1987; Phillips et al., 1983; Szymanski et al., 

1993) in the marketing literature indicated a positive relationship between market share 
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and profitability. Thus, Hypothesis 4 is restated, predicting that in globally competitive 

industries, JIT purchasing and TQM are positively related to the firm's financial and 

market performance. The summary of restated hypotheses are presented in Table 29. 

Data Analysis Techniques 

Frequency distributions and descriptive statistics are calculated for the variables 

used in the model. For the same variables, also, the assumptions of multivariate analysis 

are tested. Correlations analysis is used to examine the correlations among research 

variables. 

The general statistical analysis used to test the moderating effects is hierarchical 

regression analysis (Aldag & Stearns, 1988; Dean & Snell, 1991). Cohen and Cohen 

(1983) recommend a set correlation system for the test of the relation of multiple 

independent variables to multiple dependent variables. Set correlation is a flexible data-

analytic method that can be used to control statistically irrelevant or spurious sources of 

variance. In general terms, set correlation fits into the framework of the multivariate 

general linear regression model. The method yields a partialling of the variance 

attributable to the latent variable set. Following the initial partialling, each variance 

ascribed to a set is then decomposed by the same procedure. In other words, the 

procedure is run again within the latent variable set to ascribe the partialled, unique 

variance to each of the manifest variables composing the latent set (Cohen & Cohen, 

1983; Cohen, 1989). In set correlation, the test of the model is achieved by using 

canonical correlations. If the model is significant, the researcher is entitled to perform the 
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Table 29 

Summary of Restated Hypotheses 

m Hypothesis Relationship 

H1R The greater the extent to which companies implement TQM and JIT purchasing 
techniques, the higher the financial and market, time-based quality and material 
productivity performance they achieve. 

+ 

H2aR Companies that implement JIT purchasing along with TQM perform better than 
companies that implement only JIT purchasing. When companies implement JIT 
purchasing and TQM together, they realize higher financial and market, time-based 
quality and material productivity performance than when they implement JIT 
purchasing alone. 

+ 

H2bR Companies that implement JIT purchasing along with TQM perform better than 
companies that implement only TQM. When companies implement JIT purchasing 
and TQM together, they realize higher financial and market, time-based quality and 
material productivity performance than when they implement TQM alone. 

+ 

H3aR Companies that initiate TQM prior to JIT purchasing perform better than companies 
that implement JIT purchasing and TQM simultaneously. When companies 
implement TQM before implementing JIT purchasing, they realize higher financial 
and market, time-based quality and material productivity performance than when 
they implement JIT purchasing and TQM simultaneously. 

+ 

H3bR Companies that initiate TQM prior to JIT purchasing perform better than companies 
that implement JIT purchasing prior to TQM. When companies implement TQM 
prior to JIT purchasing, they realize higher financial and market, time-based quality 
and material productivity performance than when they implement JIT purchasing 
prior to TQM. 

+ 

H4R Industry type moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to the firm's 
performance. In globally competitive industries, such as the automotive industry, JIT 
purchasing and TQM are positively related to the firm's financial and market, time-
based quality and material productivity performance. 

+ 

HSR Firm size moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to the firm's 
performance. The relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to each of financial and 
market, time-based quality and material productivity performance is greater in larger 
firms than in smaller firms. 

+ 

H6R Firm type moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM with the firm's 
performance. The higher the percent of an organization's sales generated from 
manufacturing, the stronger is the relationship of JIT purchasing and TQM with each 
of financial and market, time-based quality and material productivity performance. 

+ 

H7R The duration of the use of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques within the firm 
moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM with the firm's performance. The 
longer the duration of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques in an organization, the 
stronger is the relationship between JIT purchasing and TQM with each of financial 
and market, time-based quality and material productivity performance. 

+ 
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univariate (one dependent variable) multiple regression. In this study, a modification of 

set correlation is performed. First, the research model is tested by employing canonical 

correlation analysis. If the model is significant, the hierarchical regression analyses of sets 

with each dependent variable are performed. 

Multidimensional constructs are tested in research mainly in two ways: (1) 

combining distinct scales into a single predictive index, and (2) examining each dimension 

separately. The benefit of using a composite index is to simplify the data analysis and the 

conceptual explanation of findings. The weakness of this method is the information loss 

by combining scales (Carver, 1989). Carver, however, asserts that 

If a multidimensional index (reflecting a latent construct) relates to a diverse range 

of behaviors better than does any one component dimension (as ought to be the 

case in principle), loss of information from relying solely on the composite index in 

one's research seems less important (1989, p. 580). 

In this study, use of a composite score is preferred over examining each scale 

separately. As mentioned before, almost all variables of TQM were loaded on the first 

factor as a result of unrotated principal component analysis, and the first factor explained 

41.4 percent of the total variation. Also, nearly all variables of JIT purchasing were 

loaded on the first factor as a result of unrotated principal component analysis and the first 

factor explained 38.01 percent of the total variation. Hair, Anderson, Tatham, and Black 

(1995) suggest that "the component factor model is appropriate when the analyst is 

primarily concerned about the prediction or the minimum number of factors needed to 
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account for the maximum portion of the variance represented in the original set of 

variables" (p. 376). If each scale were used to predict, the number of regression analyses 

would increase immensely and inflate the chance of Type I error. Moreover, according to 

research (Carmines & Zeller, 1979; Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Grablowski 1979), a set 

of items measures a single phenomenon under the following conditions: (1) the first factor 

explains a large proportion of variance (e.g., 40 percent), (2) the remaining variance is 

explained in fairly equal proportions in a gradual decrease by succeeding components, (3) 

all or most of the items have substantial loadings on the first component (i.e., 0.30), and 

(4) all or most of the items have higher loadings on the first component than on 

subsequent components. 

Based on the literature, the purpose of the study, and the purpose of eliminating 

Type I error risk, the use of a composite score for each - TQM and JIT purchasing (JITP) 

-- was deemed appropriate for this study. As Cohen and Cohen (1983) judiciously stated: 

"Insofar as variables and hypotheses are concerned, an important general principle in 

research inference is succinctly stated: 'less is more' - more statistical test validity, more 

power, and more clarity in the meaning of results" (p. 171). 

One composite factor score for each observation was obtained for the first factor 

by using unrotated principal component analysis. Because 105 companies did not have a 

quality department, the items relating to the quality department were eliminated from 

further analysis for all responses. The value of Cronbach's a for 59 items was 0.97 and 
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for 37 items was 0.95 for the TQM and JITP constructs, respectively. Furthermore, for 

each scale of perceived performance, factor scores were obtained. 

Before closing this chapter, one point deserves more attention. The purpose of 

this study is to examine the relationship between TQM, JITP and performance as opposed 

to the relationship between each scale of TQM, JITP and performance. The scales 

confirmed here can be used as reliable and structural valid instruments for studies that 

intend to examine the dimensions of TQM and/or JITP with various dependent variables 

(validity issues are discussed further in Chapter V). For example, if a study is undertaken 

which investigates the relation between the type of leadership behavior and top 

management commitment to improve quality in the organizations that have implemented 

TQM, the role of top management and quality policy construct can be used as a reliable 

and valid measurement by researchers for that study. 

In summary, complete descriptive analysis, factor analysis, and correlation analysis 

are performed. Then canonical correlation analysis and hierarchical regression analyses of 

sets are run in order to fully and properly analyze the data. 

Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, the research design and methods employed to test the hypotheses 

are presented. A cross-sectional mail survey is used with the target population of U.S. 

firms in the contiguous 48 states that have implemented both JIT purchasing and TQM 

techniques or at least one of these techniques. The measures of TQM, JIT purchasing, 

performance, and moderating variables — industry type, firm size, firm type, and duration 
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of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques — were developed and/or borrowed from other 

studies. The instrument was pilot-tested at a joint Dallas area meeting of the NAPM and 

APICS. Because of the small pilot sample size, the statistical tests performed are limited 

to the Cronbach's a and some correlations. The results of the analysis indicate that the 

instrument is reliable. 

The issues in conducting survey research that require special attention — 

randomization, common method variance and nonresponse bias — were briefly discussed 

with relation to this study. Attention to common method variance and non-response bias 

was paid during the construction of the instrument. 

The target firms and subjects were identified through a literature review and the 

rosters of the ASQC and NAPM. After a pilot study and power analysis, it was decided 

to target a sample size of 1884 business units. Target respondents received the 

questionnaires according to the Total Design Methodology. As a result of an initial 

mailing and two follow-up mailings, a response rate of 20.3 percent was obtained. 

The analyses of measures used with the data obtained through cross-sectional 

survey methods are also presented in this chapter. Reliability and factor analysis of the 

TQM, JIT purchasing and perceived performance constructs were established with the 

necessary statistical tests, such as Cronbach's alpha, and exploratory and confirmatory 

factor analyses. Nine underlying factors of the TQM construct emerged: role of top 

management and quality policy, role of the quality department, training, product/service 

design, inspection, process management, quality data and reporting, employee relations, 
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and supplier value-added. The following six factors emerged for JIT purchasing: 

quantities purchased, transportation, top management commitment to JIT purchasing, 

training, employee relations, and supplier value-added. Although three factors emerged 

for the perceived performance construct, they were not the same as the proposed scales 

used in hypotheses generated in Chapter II. These new factors were named financial and 

market performance, time-based quality performance, and material productivity 

performance. Restated hypotheses using these new factors were generated and presented 

in Table 29. 

A discussion of data analyses techniques — mainly, the canonical correlation 

analysis and the hierarchical regression analysis of sets concludes the chapter. A separate 

composite score was obtained for TQM and JIT purchasing constructs that is used later 

for further analysis of data and the testing the hypotheses. Factor scores were obtained 

for each performance factor. In the next chapter, results of data analyses to test the 

restated hypotheses are presented. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSES 

No survey, no matter how creatively conceived, artfully designed, and expertly 
conducted, will ever substitute adequately for common sense, goodjudgment, 
background, and experience. 

Alreck and Settle, 1985, p. 35 

In this chapter, the results of implementing the research design and methods are 

presented. First, descriptive statistics for the variables used in the model and assumptions 

of multivariate tests are discussed. The research model is first tested by employing 

canonical correlation analysis. For each performance construct, separate hierarchical 

regression analyses of sets are performed. Direct, indirect, and total effects are presented. 

Descriptive Statistics and Assumptions of Multivariate Tests 

In this section, descriptive statistics and assumptions of multivariate tests are 

presented. Descriptive statistics are supplied for the variables used in the research model. 

Assumptions of multivariate tests, involving normality, linearity and homoscedasticity are 

tested. In addition, the sample is tested for outliers. 

Descriptive Statistics 

Because missing values are neither calculated nor substituted for the performance 

measures, the final sample to test the research model is reduced to 214. In Table 30, 

percentages of dummy coded variables are presented. There was a singular organization 

198 
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Table 30 

Frequency Distributions of the Dummy Coded Variables in Research Model 

Variable Count Percent 

Foreign Competition Index (FI) 
0 = Low foreign competition 
1 = High foreign competition 

105 
109 

49.07 
50.93 

Z1 (Combination Variable) 
0 = Other 
1 = Only TQM techniques were implemented 

158 
56 

73.83 
26.17 

Z2 (Combination Variable) 
0 = Other 
1 = Only JITP techniques were implemented 

213 
1 

99.53 
0.47 

Z3 (Sequential Variable) 
0 = Other 
1 = TQM techniques were implemented first 

166 
48 

77.57 
22.43 

Z4 (Sequential Variable) 
0 = Other 
1 = JITP techniques were implemented first 

207 
7 

96.73 
3.27 

that implemented only JIT purchasing techniques. Furthermore, only seven companies 

implemented JIT purchasing prior to TQM. Descriptive statistics for other variables in the 

model are supplied in Table 31 and Table 32. The values of TQM, JIT purchasing and the 

three performance factors are derived from their factor scores. 

Assumptions of Multivariate Tests 

As a rule, the assumptions of multivariate analysis are tested twice. The 

assumptions are tested first for individual variables and second, for the multivariate model 
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Table 31 

Frequency Distribution of Finn Size 

Number of Employees Count Percent 

1-100 65 30.37 

101-250 50 23.36 

251-500 27 12.62 

501-750 15 7.01 

751-1000 13 6.07 

1001-1500 15 7.01 

1501-2000 9 4.21 

>2000 20 9.35 

Total 214 100.00 

because two or more univariate normal variables are not necessarily multivariate normal. 

The assumptions of multivariate analysis include normality, linearity and homoscedasticity 

of the variables (Hair et al., 1995). 

Each variable in the research model is tested for univariate normality. As 

discussed in Chapter III, firm type, firm size, and duration of techniques are transformed 

into either natural logarithms or logits to assure a linear relationship of each variable in the 

research model. An examination of the univariate normality tests for the continuos 

variables in the research model reveals that financial and market performance was not 
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normally distributed; thus, it was converted to a positive number and then transformed to 

the natural logarithm to bring the data into line with model assumptions. The results of 

the univariate tests for continuous variables are presented in Table 33. Skewness is a 

measure of the symmetry of a distribution, whereas kurtosis is a measure of the 

peakedness or flatness of a distribution. If a skewness value falls outside the range of -1 

to +1 it indicates a significantly skewed distribution (Hair et al., 1995). The omnibus test 

combines skewness and kurtosis into one test of normality (Hintze, 1992, 1995). Firm 

type is significantly left skewed. Although skewness and kurtosis tests for average 

Table 32 

Descriptive Statistics for the Continuous Variables in Research Model1 

Variable Min. Max. Mean SD 

Firm Type 0 100 81.79 32.76 

Firm Size (Ordinal data) 1 8 3.2 0.16 

Average Duration of TQM and JITP 
Techniques (in months) 

1.55 1118.18 62.78 89.02 

TQM -2.39 2.37 0.07 0.998 

JITP -2.21 2.74 0.08 1.007 

Financial and Market Performance 
(PP1) 

-4.62 2.10 0.015 1.067 

Time-based Quality Performance (PP2) -4.01 2.66 0.0022 1.149 

Material Quality Performance (PP3) -3.13 2.73 0.0097 1.088 

'The values of TQM, JITP and the three performance factors are derived from their factor scores. 
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duration of TQM and JIT purchasing techniques are not significant, the omnibus test 

demonstrates a significance. The distribution of TQM is relatively flat. The omnibus test 

for TQM, however, is not significant, indicating a normal distribution. Also, scatter plots 

are used to detect any nonnormality and nonlinearity. None of the variables indicate 

significant violation of normality and linearity. 

The test for outliers indicates a presence of an outlier. A close examination of the 

outlier revealed that the outlier is the observation that implemented only JIT purchasing. 

Hair et al. (1995) advise that if the outlier is a valid observation in the population it should 

Table 33 

Univariate Normality Tests for the Continuous Variables in Research Model 

Variable Skew z p value Kurtz z p value Om-K2 p value 

Firm Type -0.97 -5.14 0.000* 3.15 0.68 0.499 26.83 0.000* 

Average Duration 
of TQM and JITP 

-0.40 -2.40 0.016 3.72 1.94 0.053 9.52 0.009* 

TQM 0.05 0.31 0.755 2.32 -2.88 0.004* 8.41 0.015 

JITP -0.02 -0.10 0.920 2.53 - 1.63 0.103 2.68 0.262 

PP1 -0.30 -1.84 0.066 3.30 1.07 0.285 4.51 0.105 

PP2 -0.37 -2.23 0.026 3.39 1.28 0.201 6.59 0.037 

PP3 0.17 1.05 0.292 3.07 0.43 0.665 1.30 0.522 

* Indicates that p value is significant at 0.01 level. 
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be retained in the analysis to warrant generalizability to the entire population. In the light 

of their recommendation, the observation is retained in the analysis. 

Correlations between individual variables are presented as a correlation matrix in 

Table 34. Significant correlations to some extent among independent variables are 

expected because of definitions of these variables. These significant correlations would 

not impose problems because hierarchical regression analysis of sets is a useful tool when 

there are significant correlations between independent variables. Furthermore, when the 

multivariate model is tested, variance inflation factors (VIF) are examined. V1F measures 

the degree to which an independent variable is explained by the other independent 

variables in the model. A VIF value greater than 10 indicates significant multicollinearity 

between the independent variables (Hair et a!., 1995; Kleinbaum, Kupper, & Muller, 

1988). Finally, each model as a whole in the hierarchical analysis of sets is inspected for 

the assumptions of multiple regression and each meets the assumptions. All model 

variables resulted in VIF values of less than 10, indicating no multicollinearity problem. 

Test of the Research Model 

The research model is first tested by employing canonical correlation analysis. In 

order to perform separate hierarchical analyses of sets with each dependent variable, a test 

of the model with all three of the dependent variables is required. Based on the set 

correlation data-analytic method suggested by Cohen (1983, 1989), the significance is 

tested by canonical correlation. Canonical correlation analysis is a multivariate statistical 

model that assesses the relationship between sets of dependent and independent variables. 
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By employing canonical analysis, a number of independent canonical functions that 

maximize the correlation between the linear composites of sets of dependent and 

independent variables are developed. Sets of variables, dependent and independent 

inclusive, yield a maximum number of canonical functions which is equal to the number of 

variables in the smallest data set. Additionally, the first pair of canonical variates gives the 

highest possible intercorrelation between two sets of variables (Hair et al., 1995). 

The independent variable set include the following variables: foreign competition 

index (FI), logit of percentage of manufacturing (LOGITM), and natural logarithm of firm 

size (number of employees, LOGEMP). These variables are entered first into the model in 

order to control their effects on three measures of performance. The dependent variable 

set consists of three performance factors: financial and market performance (PP1), time-

based quality performance (PP2), and material productivity performance (PP3). The 

model is significant as indicated by the first p value (0.0031) in Table 35. 

Upon obtaining a significant model, in the second step, the natural logarithm of 

average duration of techniques (LOGDAVG) is entered into the canonical analysis, again 

in order to control its effect on three measures of performance. In this step, the effect of 

the first set of independent variables (FI, LOGITM, LOGEMP) is partialled out. Again in 

step 2, the model indicates a significant fit as presented in Table 35 (p value = 0.0007). 

The third set, two dummy variables (Zl, Z2) pertaining to the combination of 

techniques enters the canonical analysis, resulting in a significant fit (p value = 0.0495). 
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Table 35 

Canonical Correlation Analyses Relating to TQM, JITP and Performance Measures 

Steps and Entered Independent Canonical Canonical Canonical R2 F Statistic p value Wilks' 
Variable(s) at Each Step Function Correlation Lambda 

Step 1: FI, LOGITM, LOGEMP 
1 0.2458 0.0604 2.811 0.0031 0.8881 
2 0.2111 0.0446 2.985 0.0189 0.9452 
3 0.1034 0.0107 2.267 0.1321 0.9893 

Step 2: LOGDAVG 
1 0.2799 0.0784 5.867 0.0007 0.9216 

Step 3: Z1,Z2 
1 0.2128 0.0453 2.125 0.0495 0.9406 

0.1217 0.0148 1.548 0.2152 0.9852 
Step 4: Z3,Z4 

1 0.1589 0.0253 1.075 0.3767 0.9690 
0.0770 0.0059 0.608 0.5456 0.9941 

Step 5: TQM, JITP 
1 0.3684 0.1357 6.483 0.0001 0.8313 

0.1954 0.0382 4.008 0.0196 0.9618 
Step 6: TQM X FI 

1 0.1524 0.0232 1.586 0.1940 0.9768 
Step 7: TQM X LOGITM 

1 0.0952 0.0091 0.609 0.6099 0.9910 
Step 8: TQM X LOGEMP 

1 0.0579 0.0034 0.224 0.8793 0.9966 
Step 9: TQM X LOGDAVG 

1 0.0924 0.0085 0.574 0.6330 0.9915 
Step 10: JITP X FI 

1 0.1813 0.0329 2.265 0.0822 0.9672 
Step 11: JITP X LOGITM 

1 0.1376 0.0189 1.281 0.2822 0.9811 
Step 12: JITP X LOGEMP 

1 0.1061 0.0113 0.755 0.5204 0.9887 
Step 13: JITP X LOGDAVG 

1 0.1464 0.0214 1.452 0.2288 0.9786 
Step 14: TQM X JITP 

1 0.1570 0.0247 1.676 0.1733 0.9754 

N = 214 

The fourth set (Z3, Z4) relating to sequence of techniques is then introduced to the model. 

The model fails to indicate a significant fit (p value = 0.3767, see Table 35). 

At the fifth step, the composite factor score of TQM and JITP is introduced into 

the canonical analysis, and the prior sets of variables are partialled out. As it is presented 
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in Table 35, the model for the main effect of TQM and JITP on performance indicates a 

highly significant fit (p value < 0.0001). 

After completing the test for the main effects, the interaction terms enter the 

model. First, the interaction term TQM X FI, total quality management by foreign 

competition index, is introduced, partialling out previous independent variable sets. The 

model is not significant (p value = 0.1940); therefore, this interaction term is dropped 

from the model. Next, the interaction term, TQM X LOGITM is introduced, again 

partialling out previous independent variable sets. The model is not significant (p value = 

0.6099); thus, this interaction term also is dropped from the model. None of the proposed 

moderating variables significantly interacts with TQM. The interaction term, JITP X FI is 

marginally significant with a p value 0.0822 (see Table 35). Because this interaction term 

is significant it is retained in the model and the same procedure is repeated for the rest of 

the interaction terms, JITP X LOGIT M, JITP X LOGEMP and JITP X LOGDAVG. 

None of the models reveals a significant fit for these interaction terms (see Table 35). 

Thus the only significant interaction term worth further investigation is JITP X FI, just-in-

time purchasing by foreign competition index. Because none of the models with other 

interaction terms is found significant as a result of canonical correlation analysis, the 

hierarchical regression analyses with these variables are not pursued. 

As a result of this canonical analysis, it is concluded that firm size, firm type and 

duration of implementation of both techniques do not moderate the relation between TQM 
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and JITP and, in turn, their relation to the three measures of firm performance. Thus, the 

Hypotheses 5R, 6R, and 7R are not supported. 

Procedure of Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Sets 

To study the effect of TQM and JIT purchasing on each performance factor, 

separate hierarchical regression analyses are performed by entering independent variable 

sets into the equation in the same order as in the canonical procedure. Hierarchical 

analysis can be performed both with structural and functional sets and with subsets of sets 

(Cohen & Cohen, 1983). 

The theoretical model developed determines the order of entry of independent 

variables into the procedure which partials, through the use of residuals, the common 

variance from both the dependent variable set and the independent variable sets as they 

successively enter the analysis. The procedure results in unique increments of Y variance 

accounted for by each independent variable set. Thus, the total, direct, and indirect effects 

are made clear as each new variable is entered from the theoretical research model (Cohen 

& Cohen, 1983). The standard F test is used to test significance at the a level for the 

contribution to Y variance of each set or partialled set. The increase in the Y variance is 

tested by using the formula given by Cohen and Cohen (1983, p. 146). If the F statistic 

for a particular set is not significant, the individual variables in the set cannot be tested for 

significance. This rule underlines the main point of the hierarchical regression analysis of 

sets procedure that is the protection against large Type I error rates. If the overall set F 

statistic is significant, the individual variables in that set are tested for the statistical 
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significance by performing a t test. The partial coefficient of an independent variable in the 

final equation is used to test the direct effect of that variable. The spurious components of 

the zero-order b's may be obtained by subtracting the total effects from them. The partial 

V s for variables in the set just entered are their total effects. For example, the total effect 

of foreign competition in an industry on financial and market performance is - 0.0516 unit 

decrease per unit increase on foreign competition in that industry (see Table 36b). In 

other words, as foreign competition increases by one unit, performance drops by about 5 

percent. The indirect effect of each variable via the set just entered may be found by 

subtracting its direct effect in that equation from its total effect in the previous equation. 

For example, in the hierarchical analysis of financial and market performance, the indirect 

effect of foreign competition in an industry via average duration of TQM and JITP 

techniques is its total effect in the first equation, - 0.0516, minus its direct effect in the 

second equation, - 0.0517, which is equal to 0.0001. 

The results of hierarchical analysis of financial and market performance (PP1) are 

presented in Table 36a and 36b. The values of partial coefficients (b), coefficient of 

determination (R2), test statistic (F) for the model with their corresponding probability for 

the significance (p values) are presented in Table 36a. Also for the addition of each set of 

variables, the values of the change in R2, and F test for the increment in B2 with its 

corresponding p value are calculated and presented in Table 36a. The partialled 

coefficients of individual variables in each set are interpreted only when the F test for the 

increment is significant for that particular set in order to prevent Type I error. The 
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summary of the spurious, indirect, direct and total effects of variables on financial and 

market performance is supplied in Table 36b. Although decisions relating to the 

significance of the variables/sets are made based on total effects, the examination of direct, 

indirect and superious effects is useful to observe the behavior of variables. For example, 

large size indirect effects indicate high multicollinearity between the variables. Table 37a 

and Table 37b are constructed in the same way for the hierarchical analysis of time-based 

quality performance (PP2). Table 38a and Table 38b for the hierarchical analysis of 

material productivity performance (PP3) are presented next. Summary tables of the 

results of the restated hypotheses for each performance factor are displayed in Chapter V. 

Financial and Market Performance (PP1) 

As a result of the first step in the hierarchical regression, the model for the 

relationship between the three controlled variables (foreign competition index, firm type 

and firm size) and financial and market performance (PP1) is confirmed to be significant 

(see Table 36a and 36b). Neither the total effect of foreign competition in an industry nor 

the total effect of firm type on financial and market performance is significant. The total 

effect of firm size on the PP1, however, is significant. A higher PP1 is realized in larger 

firms than in small firms. The fourth controlled variable, average duration of TQM and 

JITP, does not have any significant total effect on PP1. There is almost no increment in 

thePPl variance. 

When the third set of variables, combination of techniques, is entered into the 

equation, again the F test for an increment in PP1 variance is found not significant. 
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Table 36a 
Results of Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Sets: TQM, JIT Purchasing and 

Financial and Market Performance 

Steps and Variables b p value R2 AR2 F p value AF p value 
Step 1 

FI -0.0516 0.1502 0.0022 
LOGITM 0.0041 0.1177 0.0084 
LOGEMP 0.0841 0.0058 0.0376 2.73 0.0448 

Step 2 
FI -0.0517 0.1505 0.0022 
LOGIIM 0.0041 0.1178 0.0084 
LOGEMP 0.0843 0.0059 0.0376 
LOGDAVG -0.0019 0.4693 0.0376 0.0000 2.04 0.0899 0.00 0.9390 

Step 3 
FI -0.0491 0.1647 0.0022 
LOGITM 0.0044 0.1033 0.0084 
LOGEMP 0.0828 0.0074 0.0376 
LOGDAVG -0.0090 0.3720 0.0376 
Z1 -0.0396 0.2574 0.0394 
72 -0.0785 0.4167 0.0397 0.0021 1.42 0.2066 0.22 0.8027 

Step 4 
f i -0.0478 0.1714 0.0022 
l o g u m 0.0041 0.1213 0.0084 
LOGEMP 0.0829 0.0075 0.0376 
LOGDAVG -0.0147 0.2992 0.0376 
Z1 -0.0228 0.3608 0.0394 
Z2 -0.0721 0.4236 0.0397 
13 0.0727 0.1284 0.0461 
74 -0.0329 0.4083 0.0463 0.0067 1.24 0.2747 0.72 0.4880 

Step 5 
n -0.0453 0.1791 0.0022 
LOGITM 0.0034 0.1678 0.0084 
LOGEMP 0.1058 0.0009 0.0376 
LOGDAVG -0.0376 0.1959 0.0376 
Z1 -0.0123 0.4281 0.0394 
72 -0.3692 0.1632 0.0397 
Z3 0.0523 0.2031 0.0461 
Z4 0.0555 0.3471 0.0463 
TQM 0.1771 0.0033 0.0868 
JITP -0.1043 0.0590 0.0976 0.0513 2.20 0.0194 5.77 0.0037 

Step 6 
FI -0.0520 0.1438 0.0022 
LOGITM 0.0033 0.1684 0.0084 
LOGEMP 0.0947 0.0027 0.0376 
LOGDAVG -0.0403 0.0808 0.0376 
Z1 -0.0139 0.4177 0.0394 
72 -0.4095 0.1361 0.0397 
Z3 0.0532 0.1969 0.0461 
Z4 0.0563 0.3436 0.0463 
TQM 0.1770 0.0030 0.0868 
JITP -0.1524 0.0141 0.0976 
JITPXFI 0.1091 0.0123 0.1196 0.0220 . 2.49 0.0059 5.05 0.0246 
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Table 36b 
Direct, Indirect, and Spurious Effects on Financial and Market Performance 

Zero-order b Spurious Direct Indirect Total 
Equation 1 

n -0.0336 0.0180 -0.0516 
LOGITM 0.0035 -0.0006 0.0041 
LOGEMP 0.0821 -0.0020 0.0841 

Equation 2 via duration 
FI -0.0517 0.0001 
LOGITM 0.0041 0.0000 
LOGEMP 0.0843 0.0002 
LOGDAVG 0.0040 0.0059 -0.0019 

Equation 3 via combination 
FI -0.0491 -0.0026 
LOGITM 0.0044 -0.0003 
LOGEMP 0.0828 0.0015 
LOGDAVG -0.0090 0.0071 
Z1 -0.0451 -0.0055 -0.0396 
Z2 0.0568 0.1353 -0.0785 

Equation 4 via sequential 
FT -0.0478 -0.0013 
LOGITM 0.0041 0.0003 
LOGEMP 0.0829 -0.0001 
LOGDAVG -0.0147 0.0057 
Z1 -0.0228 -0.0168 
Z2 -0.0721 -0.0064 
73 0.0851 0.0124 0.0727 
7A -0.0199 0.0130 -0.0329 

Equation 5 via TQM and JITP 
FI -0.0453 - 0.0025 
LOGITM 0.0034 0.0007 
LOGEMP 0.1058 -0.0229 
LOGDAVG -0.0376 0.0229 
Z1 -0.0123 -0.0105 
72 -0.3692 0.2971 
Z3 0.0523 0.0204 
Z4 0.0555 -0.0884 
TQM 0.0626 -0.1145 0.1771 
JITP 0.0432 0.1475 -0.1043 

Equation 6 via JITPXFI 
FI -0.0520 0.0067 
LOGITM 0.0033 0.0001 
LOGEMP 0.0947 0.0111 
LOGDAVG -0.0403 0.0027 
Z1 -0.0139 0.0016 
72 - 0.4095 0.0403 
Z3 0.0532 -0.0009 
Z4 0.0563 -0.0008 
TQM 0.1770 0.0001 
JITP -0.1524 0.0481 
JITPXFI 0.1106 0.0015 0.1091 
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Because the F test was not significant at that point in the equation hierarchy, none of the 

variables in this set is tested for the total effects on PP1. This means that the combination 

of TQM and JIT purchasing techniques do not relate significantly with PP1. This result 

does not support Hypotheses 2aR and 2bR for PP1. 

The next set includes the dummy variables relating to the sequence of TQM and 

JIT purchasing techniques. Again, the findings are nonsignificant, indicating that the 

implementation sequence of TQM and JIT purchasing techniques does not change the 

variance in PP1. Because the F test for the increment was not significant, the difference 

between partialled coefficients was not tested. If it were significant, the difference 

between coefficients of companies that initiate TQM prior to JITP or that initiate JITP 

prior to TQM would be tested. Thus, this result failed to support Hypotheses 3aR and 

3bRforPPl. 

Including the set of TQM and JIT purchasing into the analysis results in a 

significant change in R2, supporting Hypothesis 1R for PP1. The total effects of both 

TQM and JIT purchasing are significant. Total effect of JIT purchasing, however, has an 

inverse sign contrary to the zero-order coefficient, indicating the presence of suppression. 

When the correlation between each independent variable and dependent variable is less 

than the correlation between two independent variables, there is suppression. As 

presented in Table 34, the correlations between TQM and PP1 (0.1727) and JITP and PP1 

(0.1202) are smaller than the correlation between TQM and JIT purchasing (0.9151). 

Here, the partialled coefficients of each independent variable are larger in value than the 
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zero-order coefficients and one of the partialled coefficients may become negative, as it is 

the case of JIT purchasing in this analysis. Suppression indicates that the relationship 

between the independent variable set is pushing down (suppressing) the relationship with 

the dependent variable. The relationship would otherwise be larger or even of opposite 

sign if they were not correlated. To include the suppressor in the regression removes the 

unwanted variance in the other independent variable, thereby, enhancing the relationship 

between the other independent variable and the dependent variable. Small suppression 

effects are more common in complex models (Cohen & Cohen, 1983). 

The last set entering the equation — the interaction term for JITP X FI — results in 

a significant change in PP1 variance. The significant total effect and significant change in 

F value indicate that the relation between JITP and financial and market performance is 

higher in the industries which face high foreign competition. Thus, Hypothesis 4R is 

supported. 

Time-based Quality Performance (PP2) 

For the hierarchical analysis of time-based quality performance, again the first set 

of independent variables include foreign competition, firm type, and firm size. The model 

is not significant, indicating no significant variation in time-based quality performance 

(PP2) (see Table 37a and 37b). 

When the duration of the techniques is introduced into the equation, the R2 

increases significantly. For this increment, the significant F test and significant total effect 
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Table 37a 
Results of Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Sets: TQM, JIT Purchasing and 

Time-Based Quality Performance 

FI -0.0826 0.3017 0.0009 
LOGITM 0.0129 0.1195 0.0075 
LOGEMP -0.2154 0.0215 0.0265 

Step 2 
FI -0.0712 0.3218 0.0009 
LOGITM 0.0093 0.1923 0.0075 
LOGEMP -0.2375 0.0106 0.0265 
LOGDAVG 0.3033 0.0000 0.0932 

Step 3 
FI -0.0566 0.3568 0.0009 
LOGITM 0.0113 0.1472 0.0075 
LOGEMP -0.2566 0.0069 0.0265 
LOGDAVG 0.2599 0.0010 0.0932 
Z1 -0.2968 0.0555 0.1045 
Z2 0.1356 0.4528 0.1046 

Step 4 
FI -0.0502 0.3727 0.0009 
LOGITM 0.0101 0.1764 0.0075 
LOGEMP -0.2587 0.0066 0.0265 
LOGDAVG 0.2533 0.0016 0.0932 
Z1 -0.2305 0.1202 0.1045 
22 0.1953 0.4324 0.1046 
Z3 0.1925 0.1637 0.1082 
Z4 0.2577 0.2768 0.1097 

Step 5 
FI -0.0253 0.4330 0.0009 
LOGITM 0.0116 0.1362 0.0075 
LOGEMP -0.2035 0.0242 0.0265 
LOGDAVG 0.1369 0.0603 0.0932 
Z1 0.0308 0.4404 0.1045 
Z2 -0.3881 0.3670 0.1046 
Z3 0.1629 0.1971 0.1082 
Z4 0.4005 0.1752 0.1097 
TQM 0.0307 0.4384 0.1632 
JITP 0.3189 0.0577 0.1733 

Step 6 
n . -0.0191 0.4493 0.0009 
LOGITM 0.0116 0.1358 0.0075 
LOGEMP -0.1933 0.0320 0.0265 
LOGDAVG 0.1394 0.0575 0.0932 
Z1 0.0323 0.4376 0.1045 
72 -0.3512 0.3795 0.1046 
Z3 0.1622 0.1986 0.1082 
Z4 0.3998 0.1759 0.1097 
TQM 0.0307 0.4384 0.1632 
JITP 0.3630 0.0443 0.1733 
JITPXFI -0.0999 0.2515 0.1751 

AR 

0.0667 

F p value AF p value 

1.90 0.1298 

5.37 0.0004 15.38 0.0001 

0.0114 4.03 0.0008 1.31 0.2721 

0.0051 3.16 0.0022 0.59 0.5553 

0.0636 4.25 0.0001 7.80 0.0005 

0.0018 3.90 0.0001 0.45 0.5023 
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Table 37b 
Direct, Indirect, and Spurious Effects on Time-Based Quality Performance 

Zero-order b Spurious Direct Indirect Total 
Equation 1 

FT -0.0687 0.0139 -0.0826 
LOGITM 0.0118 -0.0011 0.0129 
LOGEMP -0.2184 -0.0030 -0.2154 

Equation 2 via duration 
N -0.0712 -0.0114 
LOGUM 0.0093 0.0036 
LOGEMP -0.2375 0.0221 
LOGDAVG 0.2996 -0.0037 0.3033 

Equation 3 via combination 
FI -0.0566 -0.0146 
LOGITM 0.0113 -0.0020 
LOGEMP -0.2566 0.0191 
LOGDAVG 0.2599 0.0434 
Z1 - 0.4300 -0.1332 - 0.2968 
72 - 0.7003 -0.8359 0.1356 

Equation 4 via sequential 
N -0.0502 -0.0064 
LCXJIIM 0.0101 0.0012 
LCXJEMP -0.2587 0.0021 
LOGDAVG 0.2533 0.0066 
Z1 -0.2305 - 0.0663 
Z2 0.1953 -0.0597 
Z3 0.4101 0.2176 0.1925 
Z4 0.1487 -0.1090 0.2577 

Equation 5 via TQM and JITP 
FI -0.0253 -0.0249 
LOGITM 0.0116 -0.0015 
LOGEMP -0.2035 -0.0552 
LOGDAVG 0.1369 0.1164 
Z1 0.0308 -0.2613 
Z2 -0.3881 0.5834 
Z3 0.1629 0.0296 
Z4 0.4005 -0.1428 
TQM 0.3925 0.3618 0.0307 
JITP 0.4115 0.0926 0.3189 

Equation 6 via JITPXFI 
FI -0.0191 -0.0062 
LOGITM 0.0116 0.0000 
LOGEMP -0.1933 -0.0102 
LOGDAVG 0.1394 -0.0025 
Z1 0.0323 -0.0015 
22 -0.3512 - 0.0369 
Z3 0.1622 0.0007 
Z4 0.3998 0.0007 
TQM 0.0307 0.0000 
JITP 0.3630 -0.0441 . 
JITPXFI 0.3357 0.4356 - 0.0999 
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mean that the longer the companies have used TQM and JITP techniques, the higher is 

their quality-based performance (see Table 37a and 37b). 

At the third step, the dummy variables for the combination of both techniques are 

introduced into the equation. The combination variables as a set do not have any 

significant effect on time-based quality performance. Therefore, Hypotheses 2aR and 2bR 

are not supported for PP2. 

The inclusion of combination variables in the equation do not result in any 

significant change in R2, consequently in F value, indicating no significant effect on PP2. 

Once again, the results do not support Hypotheses 3aR and 3bR. The sequence of the 

implementation of TQM and JITP do not change the PP2 variance in any way. 

When TQM and JITP are introduced into the model, the R2 increases significantly. 

The significant model and the significant F value for the increment supports Hypothesis 

1R for PP2 that the greater the extent to which companies implement TQM and JITP 

techniques, the higher the time-based quality performance they achieve. When the total 

effects of TQM and JITP are analyzed, the total effect of TQM was not significant and the 

total effect of JITP was marginally and positively significant on PP2. The low effect size 

of TQM can be explained by the large size of its spurious effect. This means that the 

information carried with regard to PP2 by TQM is redundant with that carried by JITP. 

This spurious effect can also be confirmed by the formula that was presented in Cohen and 

Cohen (1983): tpp2tqm = rpp2jrrprTQMjrrp. When the values were replaced into the formula, 
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it was obtained that 0.3411 = 0.3606 X 0.9151 (0.3300), confirming spurious effect of 

TQM. 

The last step includes the interaction term J1TP X FI in the equation and results in 

no significant change in the F value and R2. This result does not support Hypothesis 4R 

for PP2. 

Material Productivity Performance (PP3) 

In the case of material productivity performance (PP3), the model at the first step 

in the hierarchical regression produces a significant result (see Table 38a and 38b). 

Although total effects of foreign competition and firm size on material productivity 

performance are not significant, the total effect of firm type on PP3 is highly and inversely 

significant (see Table 38b). 

The inclusion of the fourth controlled variable, duration of both TQM and JITP 

techniques, indicates no significant change in R2. Also, its total effect on PP3 is not 

significant which means that the duration of techniques does not change the variance in 

PP3. 

When the set for the dummy variables relating to the combination of TQM and 

JITP is introduced into the model, the model indicates a significant fit (see Table 38a). 

Also, the change in F and the total effect of companies implementing only JITP techniques 

are significant. Although the result is significant, it contradicts Hypothesis 2aR. This 

conclusion, however, should be cautioned because there is only one company that 
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Table 38a 
Results of Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Sets: TQM, JIT Purchasing and Material 

Productivity Performance 

Steps and Variables b p value R2 

Step 1 
FI -0.1827 0.1088 0.0144 
LOGITM -0.0314 0.0011 0.0565 
LOGEMP 0.0276 0.3905 0.0569 

Step 2 
FI -0.1796 0.1126 0.0144 
LOGUM -0.0323 0.0008 0.0565 
LOGEMP 0.0216 0.4138 0.0569 
LOGDAVG 0.0815 0.1370 0.0623 

Step 3 
FI -0.2018 0.0836 0.0144 
LOGITM -0.0345 0.0004 0.0565 
LOGEMP -0.0135 0.4456 0.0569 
LOGDAVG 0.1258 0.0574 0.0623 
Z1 0.0108 0.4757 0.0626 
72 3.2919 0.0012 0.1026 

Step 4 
FI -0.2133 0.0713 0.0144 
LOGITM -0.0325 0.0007 0.0565 
LOGEMP -0.0083 0.4664 0.0569 
LOGDAVG 0.1262 0.0593 0.0623 
Z1 -0.0984 0.2971 0.0626 
72 3.1711 0.0017 0.1026 
Z3 -0.2546 0.0844 0.1085 
Z4 - 0.6784 0.0488 0.1203 

Step 5 
FI -0.1976 0.0852 0.0144 
LOGITM -0.0302 0.0015 0.0565 
LOGEMP 0.0009 0.4964 0.0569 
LOGDAVG 0.0692 0.2075 0.0623 
Z1 0.0893 0.3258 0.0626 
72 3.1548 0.0021 0.1026 
Z3 - 0.2476 0.0893 0.1085 
7A -0.6975 0.0455 0.1203 
TQM -0.2369 0.1067 0.1286 
JITP 0.4017 0.0197 0.1464 

Step 6 
FI -0.1868 0.0976 0.0144 
LOGITM -0.0301 0.0015 0.0565 
LOGEMP 0.0188 0.4257 0.0569 
LOGDAVG 0.0736 0.1930 0.0623 
Z1 0.0920 0.3208 0.0626 
72 3.2195 0.0017 0.1026 
Z3 - 0.2489 0.0879 0.1085 
Z4 - 0.6988 0.0450 0.1203 
TQM -0.2369 0.1064 0.1286 
JITP 0.4790 0.0096 0.1464 
JTTPXFI -0.1751 0.1107 0.1527 

AR F p value AF p value 

4.22 0.0063 

0.0054 3.47 0.0091 1.20 0.2733 

0.0403 3.94 0.0009 4.65 0.0106 

0.0176 3.50 0.0008 2.06 0.1301 

0.0262 3.48 0.0003 3.12 0.0463 

0.0063 3.31 0.0003 1.50 0.2207 
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Table 38b 
Direct, Indirect, and Spurious Effects on Material Productivity Performance 

Zero-order b Spurious Direct Indirect Total 
Equation 1 

FT -0.2605 -0.0778 -0.1827 
LOGUM -0.0336 -0.0022 -0.0314 
LOGEMP 0.0190 -0.0086 0.0276 

Equation 2 via duration 
FI -0.1796 -0.0031 
LOGUM -0.0323 0.0009 
LOGEMP 0.0216 -0.0060 
LOGDAVG 0.0621 -0.0194 0.0815 

Equation 3 via combination 
n -0.2018 0.0222 
LOGUM -0.0345 0.0022 
LOGEMP -0.0135 0.0351 
LOGDAVG 0.1258 -0.0443 
Z1 -0.1737 -0.1845 0.0108 
72 2.6383 0.0000 2.6383 

Equation 4 via sequential 
FI -0.2133 0.0115 
LOGITM -0.0325 - 0.0020 
LOGEMP -0.0083 -0.0052 
LOGDAVG 0.1262 -0.0004 
Z1 -0.0984 0.1092 
Z2 3.1711 -0.5328 
13 -0.1615 0.0931 -0.2546 
Z4 -0.6593 0.0191 -0.6784 

Equation 5 via TQM and JITP 
FI -0.1976 -0.0157 
LOGUM -0.0302 -0.0023 
LOGEMP 0.0009 -0.0092 
LOGDAVG 0.0692 0.0570 
Z1 0.0893 -0.1877 
72 3.1548 0.0163 
Z3 -0.2476 -0.0070 
Z4 -0.6975 0.0191 
TQM 0.1638 0.4007 -0.2369 
JITP 0.2076 -0.1941 0.4017 

Equation 6 via JITPXFI 
n -0.1868 -0.0108 
LOGUM -0.0301 -0.0001 
LOGEMP 0.0188 - 0.0179 
LOGDAVG 0.0736 -0.0044 
Z1 0.0920 -0.0027 
Z2 3.2195 -0.0647 
Z3 -0.2489 0.0013 
Z4 - 0.6988 0.0013 
TQM -0.2369 0.0000 
JUT 0.4790 -0.0773 
JITPXFI 0.1172 0.2923 -0.1751 
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implemented only JIT purchasing. Nevertheless, Hypotheses 2aR and 2bR are not 

supported. 

The inclusion of the set for the dummy variables relating to the sequence of both 

techniques does not produce any significant change in F (see Table 38a). Therefore, the 

results do not support Hypotheses 3aR and 3bR. 

Introduction of the set including TQM and JITP variables produces a significant 

increase in R2 with a significant change in the F statistic. These results indicate and 

support Hypothesis 1R that the greater the extent to which companies have implemented 

TQM and JIT, the higher material productivity they achieve. Note that the negative sign 

of the total effect of TQM, which is contrary to the zero-order coefficient, reveals the 

presence of suppression. 

As a last step, the interaction term JITP X FI is introduced into the equation. The 

inclusion of this variable to the model does not produce a significant change in F. This 

result means that the relation between JITP and material productivity does not 

significantly change with the amount of foreign competition in an industry. 

Post Hoc Power Analysis 

In the light of Mazen et al.'s (1987a, 1987b) suggestion that investigators should 

report both Type I and Type II risk, the statistical power of both nonsignificant and 

significant results is calculated for each step of the canonical correlation analysis. In 

addition, required sample size to achieve a power of 0.80 at a = 0.05 is also computed for 

the low power (power < 0.80) cases. For these cases, the effect size found as a result of 
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canonical correlation is used. The number of canonical R2s is equal to the number of 

variables in the smallest data set for the canonical correlation analysis procedure. In order 

to obtain the effect size for each step, the formulas presented in Cohen (1988, p. 469-473) 

are employed. The results are presented in Table 39. 

For the significant effect of the three controlled variables — foreign competition 

index, firm type and firm size — the statistical power is 0.96. For the other controlled 

variable — average duration of techniques — the statistical power equaled 0.95. For the 

main effects of TQM and JITP on performance, the significant finding reflects a power 

exceeding 0.99. In all these cases, the statistical power was higher than the adequate 

power level of 0.80 suggested by Cohen and Cohen (1983). 

The other significant finding, the effect of combination variables (Zl, Z2) on firm 

performance, is obtained at a power level of 0.78, which is in close range to the suggested 

power of 0.80. The marginal significant effect of the interaction term ~ JITP by foreign 

competition index — had a power of 0.58 that was lower than the standard power level 

(see step 10, Table 39). This means that the sample size would have needed to be larger 

to be more assured of the interpretation of this effect. 

For the nonsignificant effects of other interaction terms, the statistical power 

values range from less than 0.19 to 0.45. Apparently, for the effect size obtained in this 

study, the required sample size must be larger than 214 that are used here. For example, 

to achieve a power level of 0.80 for very small effects of the interaction terms - TQM by 

firm type, TQM by firm size, TQM by average duration of techniques, and JITP by firm 
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size, the sample size required ranges from 976 to 3246. The required sample sizes at 

power levels of 0.80 for the interaction terms — TQM by foreign competition, JITP by 

firm type, JITP by average duration of techniques and TQM by JITP — are close to or 

more than 500 (see Table 39). 

Results of the post-hoc analysis on statistical power confirm the significant 

findings. Less than adequate power on the interaction terms indicate that the 

nonsignificant findings should be interpreted cautiously to reduce the risk of making a 

Table 39 

Post Hoc Power Analyses1 

Steps and Entered Independent Variable(s) Power Required Sample Size for 
at Each Step a = 0.05 Power = 0.80, a = 0.05 

Step 1: FI, LOGITM, LOGEMP 0.96 
Step 2: LOGDAVG 0.95 
Step 3: Z1,Z2 0.78 230 
Step 4: Z3,Z4 0.44 446 
Step 5: TQM, JITP >0.99 
Step 6: TQM X FI 0.43 472 
Step 7: TQM X LOGITM 0.19 1219 
Step 8: TQM X LOGEMP <0.19 3246 
Step 9: TQM X LOGDAVG 0.19 1290 
Step 10: JITP X FI 0.58 335 
Step 11: JITPX LOGITM 0.36 581 
Step 12: JITP X LOGEMP 0.22 976 
Step 13: JITP X LOGDAVG 0.39 514 
Step 14: TQM X JITP 0.45 448 

1 Required sample size for power = 0.80 was calculated based on the effect size of the variable(s) found in 
this study. Because Cohen and Cohen (1983) consider power = 0.80 acceptable, the required sample size 
was not calculated for the cases when power found in the actual study was equal to or greater than 0.80. 
The power levels and required sample size result from interpolation using tables in Cohen (1988). 
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Type II error. Low statistical power is discussed in more detail in the validity of the 

findings section in the next chapter. 

Chapter Summary 

Results of the data analysis are presented in this chapter. First, descriptive 

statistics and assumptions of multivariate tests are discussed. Analyses of the research 

model for the assumptions of the multivariate model indicate no significant violations. 

Second, canonical correlation analyses are performed to test the research model. 

Firm type, firm size, and duration of techniques do not significantly moderate the relation 

between TQM, JIT purchasing and performance. Therefore, these variables are dropped 

from the model and are not investigated further. Hypotheses 5R, 6R, and 7R are not 

supported. 

Third, a separate hierarchical regression analysis of sets is run for each of the three 

performance factors: financial and market performance, time-based quality performance 

and material productivity performance. Direct, indirect, and total effects are calculated 

and discussed. Hypothesis 1R is supported for each performance measure. A significant 

correlation is found between the extent of TQM and JITP implementation and firm 

performance. Hypotheses 2aR and 2bR, combination hypotheses, are not supported for 

any performance measures. The results relating to sequential variables also do not support 

Hypotheses 3aR and 3bR. 
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Hypothesis 4R, industry type as a moderating variable, is supported in part. The 

relation between JITP and financial and market performance is higher in industries that 

face high foreign competition than in the industries that face low foreign competition. 

Finally, a post hoc power analysis is performed to determine statistical power of 

both significant and nonsignificant results. The statistical power in this study is adequate 

to confirm the significance of the support for the main effects. In the next chapter, the 

interpretation of the results presented here is addressed. Furthermore, summary tables of 

the hypotheses are constructed. 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS OF FINDINGS 

The barnyard rooster Chanticleer had a theory. He crowed every morning, 
putting forth all his energy, flapped his wings. The sun came up. The connexion 
[sic] was clear: His crowing caused the sun to come up. There was no question 
about his importance. 
There came a snag. He forgot one morning to crow. The sun came up anyhow. 
Crestfallen, he saw his theory in need of revision. 
Without his theory, he would have had nothing to revise, nothing to learn. 

Deming, 1993, p. 105 

The results of the hypotheses ~ proposed in Chapter II, restated in Chapter III, 

and analyzed in Chapter IV ~ are discussed. Interpretations of these findings are offered. 

In the next section, validity of findings are assessed in four parts: statistical conclusion 

validity, internal validity, construct validity and external validity. Following proposed 

research variables and revised research model, implications of the study for both theorists 

and practitioners are presented. Finally, future research implications, in terms of research 

method and research scope, are suggested. 

Discussion of Results of Hypotheses Tests 

Each hypothesis from Chapter III is denoted with an "R" (restated from Chapter II 

hypotheses) and is addressed in sequence in order to discuss the findings presented in 

Chapter IV. Three tables (Tables 40, 41, 42) are used to summarize the results of the 

hypotheses tests. 

226 
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Table 40 

Results of Restated Hypotheses on Financial and Market Performance 

m Hypothesis Result 

H1R The greater the extent to which companies implement TQM and JIT purchasing 
techniques, the higher the financial and market performance they achieve. 

S1 

H2aR Companies that implement JIT purchasing along with TQM perform better than 
companies that implement only JIT purchasing. When companies implement JIT 
purchasing and TQM together, they realize higher financial and market performance 
than when they implement JIT purchasing alone. 

N2 

H2bR Companies that implement JIT purchasing along with TQM perform better than 
companies that implement only TQM. When companies implement JIT purchasing 
and TQM together, they realize higher financial and market performance than when 
they implement TQM alone. 

N 

H3aR Companies that initiate TQM prior to JIT purchasing perform better than companies 
that implement JIT purchasing and TQM simultaneously. When companies 
implement TQM before implementing JIT purchasing, they realize higher financial 
and market performance than when they implement JIT purchasing and TQM 
simultaneously. 

N 

H3bR Companies that iniate TQM prior to JIT purchasing perform better than companies 
that implement JIT purchasing prior to TQM. When companies implement TQM 
prior to JIT purchasing, they realize higher financial and market performance than 
when they implement JIT purchasing prior to TQM. 

N 

H4R Industry type moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to the firm's 
performance. In globally competitive industries, such as the automotive industry, JIT 
purchasing and TQM are positively related to the firm's financial and market 
performance. 

S 

HSR Firm size moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to the firm's 
performance. The relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to financial and market 
performance is greater in larger firms than in smaller firms. 

N 

H6R Firm type moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM with the firm's 
performance. The higher the percent of an organization's sales generated from 
manufacturing, the stronger is the relationship of JIT purchasing and TQM with 
financial and market performance. 

N 

H7R The duration of the use of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques within the firm 
moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM with the firm's performance. The 
longer the duration of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques in an organization, the 
stronger is the relationship between JIT purchasing and TQM with financial and 
market performance. 

N 

1 S = Supported 
2 N = Not Supported 
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Table 41 

Results of Restated Hypotheses on Time-Based Quality Performance 

EM Hypothesis Result 

H1R The greater the extent to which companies implement TQM and JIT purchasing 
techniques, the higher the time-based quality performance they achieve. 

S1 

H2aR Companies that implement JIT purchasing along with TQM perform better than 
companies that implement only JIT purchasing. When companies implement JIT 
purchasing and TQM together, they realize higher time-based quality performance 
than when they implement JIT purchasing alone. 

N2 

H2bR Companies that implement JIT purchasing along with TQM perform better than 
companies that implement only TQM. When companies implement JIT purchasing 
and TQM together, they realize higher time-based quality performance than when 
they implement TQM alone. 

N 

H3aR Companies that initiate TQM prior to JIT purchasing perform better than companies 
that implement JIT purchasing and TQM simultaneously. When companies 
implement TQM before implementing JIT purchasing, they realize higher time-based 
quality performance than when they implement JIT purchasing and TQM 
simultaneously. 

N 

H3bR Companies that initiate TQM prior to JIT purchasing perform better than companies 
that implement JIT purchasing prior to TQM. When companies implement TQM 
prior to JIT purchasing, they realize higher time-based quality performance than 
when they implement JIT purchasing prior to TQM. 

N 

H4R Industry type moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to the firm's 
performance, hi globally competitive industries, such as the automotive industry, JIT 
purchasing and TQM are positively related to the firm's time-based quality 
performance. 

N 

H5R Firm size moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to the firm's 
performance. The relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to time-based quality 
performance is greater in larger firms than in smaller firms. 

N 

H6R Firm type moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM with the firm's 
performance. The higher the percent of an organization's sales generated from 
manufacturing, the stronger is the relationship of JIT purchasing and TQM with 
time-based quality performance. 

N 

H7R The duration of the use of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques within the firm 
moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM with the firm's performance. The 
longer the duration of JTT purchasing and TQM techniques in an organization, the 
stronger is the relationship between JIT purchasing and TQM with time-based 
quality performance. 

N 

1 S = Supported 
2 N = Not Supported 
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Table 42 

Results of Restated Hypotheses on Materials Productivity Performance 

H# Hypothesis Result 

H1R The greater the extent to which companies implement TQM and JIT purchasing 
techniques, the higher the material productivity performance they achieve. 

Sl 

H2aR Companies that implement JIT purchasing along with TQM perform better than 
companies that implement only JIT purchasing. When companies implement JIT 
purchasing and TQM together, they realize higher material productivity performance 
than when they implement JIT purchasing alone. 

N2 

H2bR Companies that implement JIT purchasing along with TQM perform better than 
companies that implement only TQM. When companies implement JIT purchasing 
and TQM together, they realize higher material productivity performance than when 
they implement TQM alone. 

N 

H3aR Companies that initiate TQM prior to JIT purchasing perform better than companies 
that implement JIT purchasing and TQM simultaneously. When companies 
implement TQM before implementing JIT purchasing, they realize higher material 
productivity performance than when they implement JIT purchasing and TQM 
simultaneously. 

N 

H3bR Companies that initiate TQM prior to JIT purchasing perform better than companies 
that implement JIT purchasing prior to TQM. When companies implement TQM 
prior to JIT purchasing, they realize higher material productivity performance than 
when they implement JIT purchasing prior to TQM. 

N 

H4R Industry type moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to the firm's 
performance. In globally competitive industries, such as the automotive industry, JIT 
purchasing and TQM are positively related to the firm's material productivity 
performance.. 

N 

H5R Firm size moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to the firm's 
performance. The relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to material productivity 
performance is greater in larger firms than in smaller firms. 

N 

H6R Firm type moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM with the firm's 
performance. The higher the percent of an organization's sales generated from 
manufacturing, the stronger is the relationship of JIT purchasing and TQM with 
material productivity performance. 

N 

H7R The duration of the use of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques within the firm 
moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM with the firm's performance. The 
longer the duration of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques in an organization, the 
stronger is the relationship between JIT purchasing and TQM with material 
productivity performance. 

N 

S = Supported 
2 N = Not Supported 
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managers, plant managers and direct laborers. The number of respondents ranged from 41 

to 613 depending on the scale. The researchers eliminated the items in the scales with a 

value of a less than 0.70 in order to increase the internal consistency of those scales. 

Furthermore, they dropped the scales which ended up with an a value of less than 0.60. 

Validity analysis in terms of content validity, construct validity and criterion-related 

validity, was performed on the questionnaire. The final instrument consists of 11 scales 

with 7 factors, including 48 items. 

As a part of her research, Engelkemeyer (1990) developed an instrument to 

measure TQM practices by adding 56 items to the 78 items originally proposed by Saraph 

et al. (1989). The sample consists of 246 electronic circuit firms. As a result of validity 

and reliability analyses, she identifies six factors underlying TQM practices (see Table 

12a). The reason for the difference in the number of factors may stem from the nature of 

the sample. The sample in Enkelkemeyer's study is identified with a six digit standard 

industrial code, which implies a homogenous sample. On the other hand, the sample 

studied by Saraph et al. (1989) includes not only manufacturing companies in different 

industries, but also service firms in different industries. 

The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award also provides a framework to 

assess TQM practices. Although practitioners can use Baldrige criteria to improve their 

operations, to date and to this writer's knowledge, researchers have not used the criteria 

in their research to measure TQM practices. The Malcolm Baldrige Award was originated 

in 1987 by Ronald Reagan to recognize the businesses which strive for excellence in their 
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operations. The awards are given in three categories: manufacturing, service and small 

business; only two businesses in each category can be awarded per year (Garvin, 1991). 

The Malcolm Baldrige Award criteria consists of seven categories with a 1000-point 

scoring system (Dean & Evans, 1994) (see Table 12a). 

In summary, the 16 elements of TQM practices identified in this study based on the 

literature cover all the factors or categories found in the four studies here discussed. The 

instrument developed by Saraph et al. (1989) can be used to assess TQM practices in both 

service and manufacturing firms. Flynn et al.'s (1994) questionnaire is more suitable to 

evaluate implementation of TQM practices in manufacturing firms. Engelkemeyer's 

(1990) instrument can be used to measure TQM practices in electronic circuit firms. The 

scoring system of the Malcolm Baldrige Award is appropriate in field studies for more in-

depth research. 

Empirical Studies on TQM Practices 

As revealed in Table 13, empirical research in TQM is sparse and premature. 

Studies by Ebrahimpour and Cullen (1993), Ebrahimpour and Johnson (1992), Garvin 

(1983, 1986) and Reitsperger and Daniel (1991) focus on the comparison of quality 

practices in the U.S. and Japan. With the exception of the study by Garvin (1983, 1986), 

the other studies were performed in the beginning of 1990s. While finding the answer to 

the question of why empirical research in TQM is progressing so slowly is a topic for 

another study, it is apparent that theory-building efforts based on empirical research in 

TQM are desperately needed. 
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The good news is that although the samples are usually small and restricted to 

specific industries, the statistical tools used to analyze data are sophisticated as opposed to 

descriptive statistics. Nevertheless, a detailed analysis and discussion of reliability and 

validity issues are missing from most of the studies. The findings of these studies are 

discussed in the next sections. 

The Relationship between JIT Purchasing and TQM, and the Effects on Performance: A 

Research Model and Proposed Hypotheses 

This section contains two major parts, including the research model. In the first 

part, the relationship between JIT purchasing and TQM, and their effects on firm 

performance are discussed, leading to research hypotheses. Potential moderators of the 

relation of TQM and JIT purchasing on firm performance are identified; and the related 

hypotheses are proposed in the second part. 

Relationship between JIT Purchasing and TQM, and the Effects on Performance 

As presented in Figure 3, several factors, such as training, employee involvement, 

supplier cooperation and emphasis on purchased material quality, are the overlapping 

factors for the successful implementation of both JIT purchasing and TQM. Furthermore, 

top management support is required for both techniques to be implemented successfully. 

Nevertheless it should be noted that upper management support for TQM implementation 

does not necessarily mean their endorsement for the implementation of JIT purchasing or 

vice versa. 
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The relationship between JIT and TQM has been discussed in several studies (see 

Table 14). L. B. Crosby (1984) suggests that an improvement of quality must be achieved 

in order to implement the JIT system. Also, Grieco and Gozzo (1985) argue that the 

benefits of JIT can only be realized when the JIT system is implemented in conjunction 

with TQM. The implementation of JIT with TQM reduces the material costs of 

Table 14 

Summary of Studies Suggesting Implementation of TQM Prior to JIT Purchasing 

Study Domain 

L. B. Crosby, 1984 Conceptual 

Griezo & Gozzo, 1985 Conceptual 

Stoddard & Rhea, 1985 Conceptual 

A. S. Sohal et al„ 1993 Field Study 

Hall, 1983 Conceptual 

Reitsperger & Daniel, 1991 Survey 

Lascelles & Dale, 1989 Survey 

Crawford et al., 1988 Mail Survey 

Richardson, 1993 Survey and Telephone Interviews 

components and improves the quality of the same component. Furthermore, Stoddard and 

Rhea (1985) argue that, to achieve JIT objectives, quality must be increased and waste 

must be reduced. A. S. Sohal et al. (1993) perceive two benefits from implementing TQM 

prior to JIT. One advantage is that JIT can achieve waste reduction by attaining a high 

level of quality. The other advantage is that the implementation of TQM prepares the 
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proper environment which will accommodate JIT implementation (A. S. Sohal et al., 

1993). 

The reasoning behind these arguments is that defective materials and parts cause 

interruptions in production because materials are purchased in small lots and exact 

quantities. Do these arguments imply that firms can start to implement TQM and JIT 

purchasing at the same time? Hall (1983) answers this question: "It is not possible to 

require of your suppliers what you will not do yourself. . . Stabilize your schedule and 

improve your operations before becoming highly demanding of suppliers" (p. 8). 

Reitsperger and Daniel (1991) state that the achievement of zero defects prior to JIT is 

necessary to succeed because buffer inventories are eliminated with the implementation of 

JIT. In fact, the results of a study by Lascelles and Dale (1989) imply that suppliers must 

be convinced that their customers are serious about quality in order to change supplier 

attitudes. As a result of their study, Crawford et al. (1988) conclude that firms should 

focus on total quality control and total preventive maintenance in the early stages of the 

JIT implementation process. JIT implementors in their study frequently comment that "it 

is necessary to consistently meet schedules in-house prior to attempting to involve vendors 

in the JIT process" (Crawford et al., 1988, p. 1567). 

Richardson (1993) indicate that U.S. firms perceive product quality as pivotal to 

competition in their industry. Quality from suppliers plays a vital part in enhancing 

product quality and reducing cost. Therefore, these findings indicate that the 
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institutionalization of TQM prior to the implementation of JIT purchasing facilitates the 

successful implementation of JIT purchasing. 

Benefits of JIT Purchasing 

The benefits of JIT purchasing can be classified into two groups: (1) tangible and 

(2) intangible (see Table 15. Ansari & Modarress, 1987; Ansari & Modarress, 1990; 

Gilbert, 1990; Hahn, Pinto, & Bragg, 1983; Manoochehri, 1984; Schonberger, 1982?; 

Schonberger & Gilbert, 1983). The most important tangible benefits include: 

Table 15 

Benefits of JIT Purchasing 

Benefits Studies 
Increase in Purchase Material Turnover 

Increase in Ability to Meet Delivery 
Promises 

Reduction in Delivery Lead Time 

Reduction in Scrap Cost 

Achievement in Encouraging Suppliers to 
Meet Quality Requirements 

Improved Product Quality 

Improved Productivity 

Increase in Sales 

Improved Competitive Position 

Ansari & Modarress, 1987, 1990; Chapman 
& Carter, 1990; Freeland, 1991; Gilbert, 
1990. 

Ansari & Modarress, 1987, 1990; Freeland, 

1991. 

Ansari & Modarress, 1987, 1990. 

Ansari & Modarress, 1987, 1990. 
Ansari & Modarress, 1987, 1990; Freeland, 
1991. 

Ansari & Modarress, 1987, 1988, 1990; 
Dion et al. 1992b; Grieco & Gozzo, 1985; 
O'Neal, 1987; Schonberger & Ansari, 
1984. 

Ansari & Modarress, 1990; Hayes, 1981; 
Manoochehri, 1985; O'Neal, 1987. 

Dion et al., 1992a 

Fawcett & Birou, 1993 
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1. Increase in purchase material turnover. According to a study by Ansari and 

Modarress (1987, 1990), with the implementation of JIT purchasing, purchase material 

turnover was increased by 97 percent. Another study reveals that, in the plants studied, 

raw material inventory was decreased by an average of 53.6 percent after JIT 

implementation (Gilbert, 1990). Freeland (1991) reports that reduced level of safety 

stocks has been the highest benefit achieved as a result of JIT implementation. The study 

by Chapman and Carter (1990) indicates that successful customer/supplier cooperation 

can result in inventory reduction benefits for both parties. 

2. Increase in ability to meet delivery promises. Under JIT purchasing, suppliers 

met delivery promises 82.7 percent of the time, which represents an increase of 23 percent 

(Ansari & Modarress, 1987, 1990). A study by Freeland (1991) reveals that the suppliers' 

ability to meet delivery promises increased to 93.8 percent from 74.7 percent. 

3. Reduction in delivery lead time. With the implementation of JIT purchasing, 

delivery lead time is reduced by 17 percent (Ansari & Modarress, 1987, 1990). 

4. Reduction in scrap cost. JIT purchasing has a considerable positive effect on 

scrap cost. In their studies, Ansari and Modarress (1987, 1990) identify a 40 percent 

reduction in scrap cost after the implementation of JIT purchasing. 

The tangible benefits of JIT purchasing lead to its intangible benefits. The most 

important intangible benefits are: 

1. Achievement in encouraging suppliers to meet quality requirements. A 31 

percent improvement in suppliers' meeting quality requirements was accomplished as a 
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result of encouragement by manufacturers (Ansari & Modarress, 1987, 1990). Also, other 

studies on JIT purchasing report an increase in part quality after the implementation of JIT 

purchasing (Freeland, 1991). 

2. Improved product quality. Based on a study by O'Neal (1987), 86 percent of 

companies reported improved product quality as a result of JIT implementation. 

According to Ansari and Modarress (1987, 1990), companies estimated a 43 percent 

increase in product quality. In their survey, Dion et al. (1992b) find that 70 percent of 

buyers have reported higher quality. 

Schonberger and Ansari (1984) suggest that seven activities of JIT purchasing can 

improve product quality: 

1. Purchasing in small lot sizes, 

2. Reducing the number of suppliers, 

3. Evaluating and selecting suppliers, 

4. Inspecting quality at the supply source, 

5. Allowing suppliers freedom in product/design specifications, 

6. Bidding based on value analysis and 

7. Reducing paperwork. 

In their empirical study, Ansari and Modarress (1988, 1990) confirm the first six 

activities of JIT purchasing mentioned above as the first important factor in the 

improvement of product quality and productivity, regardless of the company's size, or the 

type of product, process or manufacturing. Packaging and paperwork were ranked the 
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second and third most important factors, respectively. These eight activities are discussed 

in the following sections. 

L Purchasing in small lot sizes: Smaller lot sizes facilitate the inspection of lots 

and the correction of defects (Ansari & Modarress, 1988, 1990). Smaller lot sizes also 

affect suppliers' quality and productivity. By producing parts regularly, instead of in large 

batches, suppliers improve product quality and reduce inventory levels and scrap, which 

leads to increased productivity (Schonberger & Ansari, 1984). 

2. Reducing the number of suppliers: Doing business with fewer suppliers has an 

effect on improving quality and productivity in several ways. First, the relationship 

between a buyer and supplier becomes stronger. Therefore, the supplier shows greater 

commitment to product design and quality. Second, when the supplier is involved in the 

early stages of product design, quality problems will be solved more easily. Finally, it is 

more convenient for the buyer's technical people to pay frequent visits to the site of a 

single supplier, rather than having to visit several suppliers, in order to solve quality 

problems (Ansari & Modarress, 1988, 1990, Schonberger & Ansari, 1984). 

3. Evaluating and selecting suppliers: The three most important factors for 

selecting and evaluating suppliers are product quality, long-term mutual relationship and 

cooperation, and delivery performance (Ansari & Modarress, 1988, 1990). A buyer 

usually holds a regularly scheduled review of quality performance with each supplier in the 

buyer's plant (Schonberger & Ansari, 1984). Long-term relationships encourage suppliers 

to meet the buyer's quality standards because suppliers believe their survival depends on 
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the buyer's success. The criterion for delivery performance is the supplier's ability to 

deliver high quality products on-time frequently in small and exact quantities (Ansari & 

Modarress, 1988, 1990; Grieco & Gozzo, 1985). Therefore, employing delivery 

performance as an evaluation and selection criterion for suppliers also enforces 

improvement in quality and productivity. 

4. Inspecting quality at the supply source: The responsibility for incoming parts 

inspection moves to the suppliers. Suppliers are certified to ensure the delivery of high 

quality products when the buyer has formed a long-term relationship with a supplier and 

has received reliable quality materials consistently. Suppliers are motivated to deliver high 

quality materials; otherwise, they know that their contracts will be terminated (Ansari & 

Modarress, 1988,1990; Schonberger & Ansari, 1984). 

5. Allowing suppliers freedom in product/design specifications: Under JIT 

purchasing, suppliers have increased freedom in designing products, solving quality 

problems and making recommendations. Performance specifications are limited and 

design specifications are loose. This freedom allows suppliers to become more involved in 

design development and to use their technical knowledge throughout the whole process. 

This involvement results in producing the part without drastic changes in tooling. Also, 

this early participation increases the quality of parts produced because of early 

cooperation between the supplier and buyer, decreasing the cost of tooling and bidding 

(Ansari & Modarress, 1988, 1990; Grieco & Gozzo, 1985; Schonberger & Ansari, 1984). 
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6. Bidding based on value analysis: Bidding is based on the supplier's ability to 

provide consistently high quality materials and parts with no incoming inspection, to 

deliver on time, to sell at a fair price and to work in a cooperative manner to solve 

problems (Ansari & Modarress, 1988, 1990). Value analysis is a procedure for examining 

product designs in order to enhance value or cut cost (Schonberger, 1982a). If the price is 

high, the buyer helps the supplier to identify where high costs are incurred so that the 

supplier can reduce the costs (Schonberger & Ansari, 1984). 

7. Packaging: Under JIT purchasing, materials and parts are usually delivered in 

new standard containers, which hold small and exact quantities of every part number. This 

kind of packaging prevents mistakes by facilitating identification of part numbers, reduces 

potential damages to the parts and minimizes waste, thereby increasing quality and 

productivity (Ansari & Modarress, 1988, 1990). 

8. Reducing paperwork: Compared to traditional purchasing, activities in JIT 

purchasing involve a less formal system mainly because of long-term contracts which 

reduce the amount of paperwork. A decrease in the amount of paperwork enables 

purchasing people to spend more time on design and quality improvements (Ansari & 

Modarress, 1988, 1990; Schonberger & Ansari, 1984). 

In summary, these eight activities of JIT purchasing are instrumental to improve 

product quality (the second intangible benefit). In the following section, the third 

intangible benefit of JIT purchasing — increased productivity — is briefly discussed. 
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3. Increased productivity. There is no doubt that improvement in quality reduces 

waste, scrap and warranty costs, and that quality improvement leads to an increase in 

productivity. Studies suggest that a two percent decrease in defects increases productivity 

by ten percent (Ansari & Modarress, 1990; Hayes, 1981; Manoochehri, 1985). Among 

surveyed companies by O'Neal (1987), 79 percent of companies experienced increases in 

their productivity after JIT implementation; half of these companies reported exceptional 

improvements. 

Dion et al. (1992b) report that there has been no change in material handling costs 

for JIT purchased materials. Also, only 25 percent of buyers found that the prices of JIT 

purchased materials are lower than those of traditionally purchased materials. Although 

the research results do not indicate a perceived increase in profit from the products 

produced with JIT materials, 37 percent of firms reported an increase in their sales as a 

result of JIT purchasing (Dion et al. 1992a). 

In their study, Fawcett and Birou (1993) find that improvement in the overall 

competitive position of the firm was the most positive effect of JIT purchasing. Based on 

the findings, the researchers suggest that this increase in competitive position stems from 

enhanced quality, productivity and supplier response time as a result of JIT purchasing 

implementation. A closer examination of benefits of TQM reveals how the benefits of 

these two techniques ~ JIT purchasing and TQM — reinforce each other. 
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Hypothesis 1R 

According to Hypothesis 1R, it is expected that a positive relationship exists 

between the extent to which companies implement TQM and JITP with firm performance. 

The degree of TQM and JITP implementation was directly and significantly related to 

each performance factor — financial and market, time-based quality and material 

productivity. Market and financial performance indicators are return on investment (ROI), 

sales growth, profit growth, market share and market share growth. Six measures of time-

based quality performance are product/service quality, productivity, cost of scrap and 

rework as a percent of sales, and delivery lead time of purchased materials and of finished 

products/services to customer. Material productivity performance indicators are purchase 

material turnover and total inventory turnover. 

This hypothesis is based on the premise that implementation of TQM and JITP 

techniques results in enhanced service/product quality, increased inventory turnover and 

improved productivity, and in turn, decreased unit costs. These improvements would 

provide a competitive edge to companies to gain market share and increase their profits by 

differentiating their products. 

The first restated hypothesis is, therefore, supported for each performance factor. 

In the companies that implement TQM and JITP, the biggest change that occurred among 

three performance factors was time-based quality performance, then financial and market 

performance, then material productivity. 
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According to the results, companies achieve better quality, productivity and 

delivery lead time as they increase the extent of TQM and JITP implementation. Also, the 

intensity of TQM and JITP practices is positively associated with purchase material and 

total inventory turnover. Although a causal relationship among performance factors was 

not part of the hypotheses here, the findings in this research support the idea that these 

improvements might result in increased financial and market performance. Further, the 

results of this study corroborate the recent literature (Huson & Nanda, 1995) that, after 

implementation of JIT, sampled companies increased their earning per share and inventory 

turnover and achieved better operating margins than the industry average. 

Hypotheses 2aR and 2bR 

Based on the Hypotheses 2aR and 2bR, it is expected that companies that 

implement JITP along with TQM perform better than companies implementing only JITP 

or vice versa. These hypotheses are not supported. The results indicate that companies 

implementing only JITP may have realized higher material productivity performance than 

the companies implementing only TQM techniques or both TQM and JITP techniques. 

One possible explanation of this finding is that increased turnover was cited more often as 

a benefit of JITP than that of TQM. The interpretations of results, however, should be 

made cautiously because there is but one company that implemented only JIT purchasing. 

No significant results were found for financial and market performance or time-based 

quality performance. 
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This result contradicted the findings of the recent literature. Flynn, Sakakibara, 

and Schroeder (1995a) note the infrastructure practices of TQM and JIT, that is, the 

overlapping techniques of both TQM and JIT. JIT performance is measured as average 

cycle time whereas quality performance is measured as managers' perceptions about their 

own and their customers perceptions of quality of their products relative to competitors' 

products. According to the results, infrastructure variables improved the average cycle 

time. Including unique JIT variables (techniques) resulted in significant improvement in 

average cycle time; in contrast, addition of unique TQM practices did not result in a 

significant increase in average cycle time. In terms of quality performance, while 

infrastructure variables demonstrate significant increases in quality performance, unique 

TQM and JIT practices do not significantly increase quality performance. Flynn et al. 

(1995a) conclude that the combination of TQM and JIT result in further performance 

gains although separate implementations of TQM and JIT also increase performance. 

Because JITP is one of the techniques of JIT, based on Flynn et al.'s (1995a) findings, one 

may expect companies that implement both TQM and JITP realize more significant 

increases in performance than the companies implementing only TQM or only JITP. 

One likely explanation for not finding the hypothesized results is that the 

proportion of firms that use only TQM or only JITP was insufficient to detect all but an 

extremely large effect. There were 56 companies that implemented only TQM, but there 

was one company that implemented only JITP. It may be that the variation in the sample 
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size was not enough to detect the true relationship between combination variables and firm 

performance. 

In summary, these two hypotheses need to be tested in future studies that use 

experimental design methods. In a mail survey, it cannot be predicted which organizations 

will respond to the questionnaire. By using experimental design and contacting 

organizations beforehand, companies can be identified as only JITP users, only TQM users 

and both TQM and JITP users. Although this method may limit the sample size, it would 

shed some light into the relation of these techniques in terms of their combination to firm 

performance. 

Hypotheses 3aR and 3bR 

According to Hypotheses 3aR and 3bR, it was expected that by implementing 

TQM prior to JITP, companies perform better than those that implement JITP and TQM 

simultaneously or than those that implement JITP prior to TQM. The results did not 

support Hypotheses 3aR and 3bR for any performance factors. Financial and market, 

time-based quality, and material productivity performance did not significantly change 

depending on the sequence of the initiation of JITP and TQM techniques. 

There can be at least two reasons for these nonsignificant findings. First, in the 

sample, there were only 7 companies that iniated JITP prior to TQM as opposed to 48 

companies that initiated TQM prior to JITP. The variance of sample size between the 

sequence of the implementation may not allow the detection of true relationships. The 

second reason can be the spurious effect of TQM found in the analysis. To reiterate, the 
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large spurious effect of TQM indicates that information carried with regard to firm 

performance by TQM is redundant with that carried by JITP. In other words, there may 

not actually be any significant change in firm performance depending on whether TQM or 

JITP is initiated first. Both techniques may improve firm performance separately. 

Simultaneous implementation of both techniques may change performance 

nonsignificantly. 

In summary, these related hypotheses should be tested with a sample consisting of 

equal numbers of companies that initiated first TQM, first JITP and simultaneously. With 

the returned questionnaires used in this study, deriving accurate conclusions based on the 

findings is not possible. There simply were insufficient numbers of responses for the 

category having initiated JITP first. 

Control and Moderating Variables: Hypotheses 4R through 7R 

As confirmed by the results of the hierarchical regression, the variables measured 

in this study were not redundant. Although the moderating effects of firm size, firm type 

and duration of techniques were not significant, they produced significant direct effects on 

at least one of the measures of performance. Therefore, controlling their effects was 

necessary. As was expected, firm size was positively related to financial and market 

performance; duration of techniques was positively related to time-based quality 

performance; firm type was negatively related to material productivity performance. The 

foreign competition index did not produce significant direct effect on any performance 
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factors, however, its interaction with JITP was positively related to financial and market 

performance. 

Because no direct relationships were hypothesized between moderating variables 

and performance factors, the interpretation of these significant direct effects are not 

attempted. The interaction effects that are part of the restated hypotheses and that relate 

to these moderating variables are discussed in the following sections in more detail. 

Hypothesis 4R 

As Hypothesis 4R suggests, in globally competitive industries, such as the 

automotive industry, JIT purchasing and TQM are positively related to each of financial 

and market, time-based quality and material productivity performance. Research results 

partially support Hypothesis 4R. The relation between JITP and financial and market 

performance is higher in the industries that face high foreign competition than in the 

industries that face low foreign competition. The relation between JITP and other 

performance factors — time-based quality performance and material productivity 

performance — did not vary significantly by the amount of competition that a firm faces in 

its own industry. Furthermore, degree of foreign competition did not produce any change 

in the relationship between TQM and three performance factors. 

One possible explanation of the nonsignificant interaction effect of TQM by 

foreign competition index (FI) may be that quality management practices are becoming 

necessaiy in the survival of organizations. Companies need to have some types of quality 

management practices to survive in the market place or otherwise they will be out of 
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business whether their main industry faces low or high foreign competition. Customers 

now are more aware of quality of the products and services and are more demanding than 

in the past. Indeed, based on their research findings, Flynn, Schroeder and Sakakibara 

(1995b) suggest that, conformance to standards had been pivotal in competitive advantage 

in the past, whereas now it is imperative even to be in the market. To increase 

competitive advantage, companies may compete in other dimensions of quality, such as 

features and aesthetics (Flynn et al. 1995b). 

When quality becomes a necessary but not sufficient factor in competitive 

advantage, the companies need to implement other techniques to increase operating 

efficiency. Some companies that implemented JITP techniques may be also implementing 

other JIT techniques. Benefits of other JIT techniques, such as reduced set-up times and 

group technology were well documented in the literature. Operating and cost efficiencies 

achieved with these techniques may have been reflected in improved financial and market 

performance. Whether companies that have implemented JITP had other JIT techniques 

in use already was not investigated. 

Hypothesis 5R 

According to Hypothesis 5R, the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM to the firm's 

performance is moderated by firm size. Further, it is hypothesized that the relation of JIT 

purchasing and TQM to various types of performance is greater in larger firms than in 

smaller firms. The results do not support Hypothesis 5R. 
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The recent literature on the relation of firm size to quality practices is also mixed. 

Sjoblom (1995) reports that smaller plants use more statistical techniques and structured 

quality systems than larger plants. Furthermore, plant size is not significantly related to 

the availability of resources for quality. Madu, Kuei and Lin (1995) examine managers' 

perceptions of key factors in improving organizational performance in different types of 

organizations that practice TQM. Managers' perceptions of the practice of quality may 

differ depending on firm size. 

The implication of Madu et al.'s (1995) findings to this study may be that firm size 

influences adoption decisions of TQM and JITP by a firm rather than moderating the 

relation of TQM and JITP to firm's performance. In other words, managers in small firms 

may perceive that implementation of TQM and JITP is more financially demanding than 

they could afford. For example, financial limitations of small firms (Inman & Mehra, 

1990) may preclude the use of outside consultants to implement TQM and JITP systems. 

Nevertheless, once TQM and JITP practices are initiated in small firms, the performance 

may be improved as much as in larger firms. Indeed, because small firms have fewer 

employees, workers tend to be cross-trained in order to reduce the cost of absenteeism 

and turnover. Furthermore, small firms tend to have simpler organizational structures than 

larger firms. In addition, they are more flexible in responding to market demands. Also, 

effective implementation of TQM and JITP requires some changes in the culture 

(Crawford et al., 1988; Van Donk & Sanders, 1993); the resistance to change can be less 

in smaller organizations. These advantages of small firms may outweigh their financial 
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limitations and may indicate the decreased importance of size relative to the practices 

studied. For these reasons, firm size could not be confirmed as a moderating variable. 

Hypothesis 6R 

As implied by Hypothesis 6R, the relation of JITP and TQM with the firm's 

performance is moderated by firm type. Further, the higher the percent of an 

organization's sales generated from manufacturing, the stronger is the relationship of JIT 

purchasing and TQM with various types of performance. From the results displayed in 

Chapter 4, firm type did not significantly moderate the relation of JITP and TQM with any 

of financial and market, time-based quality and material productivity performance; thus, 

Hypothesis 6R is not supported. 

Both manufacturing and service companies can realize benefits from the 

implementation of TQM and JITP. Managers in service companies may not perceive that 

JITP is applicable to their work environment, however, this perception may not necessarily 

be true. With the implementation of JITP, supplier value-added activities, teamwork, and 

small quantities purchased may result in the same benefits to service companies as to 

manufacturing firms by reducing waste and improving the communication of the 

purchasing function with other departments in the organization. 

The sample in this study is skewed toward manufacturing firms. There was 

insufficient variation in percent of sales generated by manufacturing in the sample which 

may be the reason for not detecting the interaction effect of firm type. Simply, firm type is 

not confirmed as a moderating variable. 
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Hypothesis 7R 

As expected by Hypothesis 7R, the duration of the use of JIT purchasing and 

TQM techniques within the firm moderates the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM with 

the firm's performance. The longer the duration of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques 

in an organization, therefore, the stronger is the relationship between JIT purchasing and 

TQM with various types of performance. As the results indicate, however, there is no 

significant moderating effect of the duration of techniques on the relation of TQM and 

JITP with three performance factors; thus, Hypothesis 7R is not supported. 

Based on their theoretical work, Reed, Lemak, and Montgomery (1996) propose 

that for the organizations with a customer orientation that implement TQM, there is no 

time lag (no time lag means not more than one year) between the implementation of TQM 

and the realization of benefits or costs. Customer focused organizations anticipate 

customer needs and achieve product design efficiency. Ideally, the principal idea behind 

TQM is that customers and customer satisfaction are the primary focus of all quality 

improvement activities in an organization (Ahire, Landeros, & Golhar, 1995). Reed et 

al.'s (1996) proposition that there is no lag greater than one year between implementation 

and realization of costs and benefits may be one possible explanation of why duration of 

TQM and JITP did not moderate the relation of these techniques to firm's performance. 

In other words, the benefits of the techniques on performance may be realized more 

quickly than this research measured. 
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Validity of Findings 

Cook and Campbell (1979) extensively discuss the validity issues in quasi-

experimental designs. They identify four types of validity: (1) statistical conclusion 

validity, (2) internal validity, (3) construct validity and (4) external validity. In each 

validity type, the authors give a list of threats. A number of research scholars also have 

examined various validity issues in their work (e.g., Bagozzi, Yi, & Phillips, 1991; 

Crocker & Algina, 1986; Mitchell, 1985; Neale & Liebert, 1986; Nunnally & Bernstein, 

1994; Venkatraman & Grant, 1986). 

Although the concepts included in validity issues are the same, the grouping and 

the naming of these issues differ across studies. For example, as Nunnally and Bernstein 

(1994) point out, predictive validity has been cited as empirical validity, statistical validity 

and criterion related validity; construct validity has been referred to as trait validity and 

factorial validity. An integration of validity terms discussed in the literature is needed for 

scholars to clarify the issues discussed here. An in-depth literature review of validity types 

is beyond the purpose of this study. Nevertheless, as presented in Table 43, the types of 

validity, their definitions and threats to these validity types are discussed based on the 

reviewed validity studies. The issues addressed here are relevant to this study, and more 

generally, to correlational research. As Mitchell (1985) asserts, some of the threats to 

various validity types reviewed in Cook and Campbell (1979) apply to experimental 

studies and are not relevant to the domain of correlational research. 
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Statistical Conclusion Validity 

The concern in statistical conclusion validity is with the factors, such as reliability, 

that might affect the statistical analysis. Based on this influence, one may make incorrect 

inferences (Cook & Campbell, 1979, Mitchell, 1985). The major threats to this type of 

validity that apply to this study include low statistical power, violated assumptions of 

statistical tests, reliability of measures, non-response bias, and Type I error (Cook and 

Campbell (1979) name this Type I error as the fishing and the error rate problem). 

Low Statistical Power 

In Chapters III and IV, the importance of adequate statistical power for this study 

was stressed. Prior to the actual survey, a power analysis was performed to determine the 

required sample size to achieve an acceptable power level. Furthermore, a post hoc power 

analysis was conducted to calculate Type II error risk for both nonsignificant and 

significant findings. For primary effects, there was more than adequate power. 

Furthermore, for the effects of the controlled variables, power was close to the perfect 

value. The nonsignificant effects found for Z3 and Z4 and for interaction terms reflected 

lower power value than desired. A sample size from 976 to 3246 was required for the 

very small effects of the interaction terms — TQM by firm type, by firm size, by average 

duration of techniques (effect sizes for these interaction terms were < 0.01) and JITP by 

firm size (effect size = 0.0114). By increasing the sample size, although significant effects 

can be found, it may not be feasible for such negligible effects. Because these four 
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interaction terms had trivial effects sizes, the reason for not finding significant effects may 

not be the low power. 

Arnold (1982) points out that unreliability in the independent variables does not 

increase the chance of Type I error; however, it increases the probability of Type II error. 

The independent variables studied in this research were reliable as established by 

Cronbach's a. In the light of the literature that supports use of continuous scales, most of 

the moderating variables were measured by continuous scales. Firm type, firm size and 

duration of techniques were measured with ordinal scales. The foreign competition index 

was a dummy variable and the effect was detected. Strong reliability values may indicate 

that the reasons for not finding any significant interaction effects are not related to 

measurement error. Low statistical power, therefore, may not stem from unreliable 

independent variable measures. 

For the interaction terms TQM by foreign competition, JITP by firm type and by 

average duration of techniques and TQM by JIT, required sample sizes were close to or 

more than 500. The effect sizes for these interactions ranged from 0.0193 to 0.0252, 

being close to small effect size. Therefore, finding nonsignificant effects of these 

interaction variables may be due to low power level. 

Mazen et al. (1987b) argue that 

we must equally stress, however, that a small effect size does not mean invaluable 

research. Indeed, not seeking as little as 1 percent effect size may cause important 
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and practical developments in the field to be ignored. Moreover, some large effect 

size phenomena may be too obvious, or even trivial, to justify scientific interest 

(p. 408). 

Cohen (1988) confirms this idea. Although effect size was low on some 

interactions, that does not mean, therefore, that the idea is unimportant to the factors 

being studied or to the model. Simply, the expected results could not be confirmed. 

Assumptions of Statistical Tests 

To interpret correctly the results of statistical tests, it is important that certain 

assumptions be met. The assumptions of multivariate analysis include normality, linearity, 

and homoscedasticity of the variables. These assumptions were tested first for individual 

variables and then, for the multivariate model. In both cases, none of the variables or 

models indicated significant violation of assumptions. Thus, violated assumptions of 

statistical tests are not a threat to the statistical conclusion validity in this study. 

Reliability of Measures 

Measures having low reliabilities could lead to incorrect inferences. In this study, 

reliability of the measures is estimated by using Cronbach's alpha (a). As discussed in 

Chapter III, for newly developed constructs, reliabilities of 0.70 or higher are sufficient 

(Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). Nunnally and Bernstein (1994) assert that increasing 

reliabilities higher than 0.80 is a waste of resources for basic social science research. 

The values of Cronbach' a for most of the scales ranged from 0.82 to 0.96. Each 

performance scale had an a value greater than 0.82. The a values of the scales of 
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inspection, process management and quantities purchased were greater than 0.70 which 

are acceptable in early stages of research. In addition, these scales do not cause any 

threats to the statistical conclusions because composite scores are used for both TQM and 

JITP constructs. The values of Cronbach's a for TQM and JITP were 0.97 and 0.95, 

respectively. Reliability of measures is not a threat to the statistical conclusion validity in 

this study. 

Non-response Bias 

The response rate obtained in this study was 20.3 percent and is reasonable for this 

length of questionnaire. Recent studies conducted by other researchers (Madu, Kuei, & 

Lin, 1995; Vickery et al., 1993) also reported similar response rates. Nevertheless, there 

may be some differences between respondents and nonrespondents that may affect the 

distribution of the scores (Mitchell, 1985). Thus, it is important to conduct a post hoc 

analysis to assess whether some kind of non-response bias occurred. 

By testing the difference between early and late respondents on the variables of 

interest, an estimate is made of non-response bias. If it is present, its direction can also be 

estimated. This way of measuring non-response bias in the literature is based on the 

assumption that the nonrespondents are similar to the late respondents. This method is 

called the extrapolation method of estimating non-response bias (Armstrong & Overtone, 

1977). The extrapolation method has become a widely used technique to estimate non-

response bias by researchers who sent multiple waves of mailing in order to collect data 

(e.g., Noble, 1995). 
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To test the non-response bias in this study, two sample t-test procedures are 

performed for TQM, JITP, and three perceived performance factors on early and late 

respondents. None of the t-test results indicate a significant difference on these variables 

between the two response waves (see Table 44). 

Table 44 

Test Results of Non-response Bias for Independent and Dependent Variables 

Variable t value p value 

TQM - 0.5293 0.5966 

JITP 0.5004 0.6168 

PP1 - 1.6681 0.0953 

PP2 0.0046 0.9963 

PP3 - 0.6766 0.4986 

The second test of non-response bias involves the demographics of the firms — 

number of employees, annual sales dollars and ownership of the organization. Chi-square 

tests were employed to find whether there is a significant difference between early and late 

respondents on the three demographic variables. Results indicated that no significant 

differences on demographics existed between the two waves of response (see Table 45). 

Fifty-nine target respondents either returned the blank questionnaires in the self-

addressed, postage paid envelope or contacted the researcher by phone to express why 

they chose not to participate in the study. Thus, this feedback received from these non-

respondents also shed some light on the reasons for non-response to the questionnaire. 
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Table 45 

Test Results of Non-response Bias for Demographics of Firms 

Variable Chi-Square Statistic p value 

Number of Employees 4.8136 0.6827 

Annual Sales Dollars 7.8073 0.2526 

Ownership of Organization 3.1518 0.2068 

Those reasons given in decreasing order for choosing not to participate in this study 

include: 

1. Lack of time to fill out the questionnaire 

2. Length of the questionnaire 

3. Sensitivity and confidentiality of the questions (especially performance 

section) 

4. Misidentification of target subjects —not TQM and/or JITP users 

5. Key informant was no longer working there or the business became 

inactive. 

The results of statistical tests and qualitative data indicate that non-respondents did 

not differ significantly from respondents. Thus, it is believed that the results of this study 

would not have changed significantly if non-respondents had chosen to answer. 
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In summary, testing two types of non-response bias proved negative, indicating 

that it is not a problem in this study. In the next section, another threat to statistical 

conclusion validity — Type I error — is addressed. 

Type I Error 

If a large number of variables are used for the statistical tests, some significant 

results may be found by chance (Cook & Campbell, 1979, Mitchell, 1985). In this study, 

this problem is handled in part by using a composite score for each TQM and JITP. 

Cohen and Cohen (1983, p. 169-170) demonstrated by a formula that the probability of 

finding an effect by chance is a function of the established significance level, the number of 

dependent variables and the number of independent variables. 

As discussed in Chapter III, although reliability and factor analysis are performed 

for TQM and JITP the separate scales are not used in canonical correlation analysis and 

hierarchical regression analysis of sets. Instead, by taking advantage of the large 

proportion of variance explained by the first factor found in separate principal component 

analyses of TQM and JITP, a composite score is obtained for each construct to be used in 

the statistical analyses. The interaction terms of each scale by a moderating variable 

would have resulted in a huge number of variables which would have increased the chance 

of Type I error. It is likely, given the Cohen and Cohen formula for Type I error, that 

some of these interaction terms may significantly correlate with performance by chance 

when actually they do not. For that reason, sets are also used to contain the number of 

variables. By obtaining separate scores of TQM and JITP constructs and using sets for 
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the independent variables, the number of variables is decreased, thereby reducing the 

chances of Type I error. 

Internal Validity 

In correlational research, internal validity is concerned with a conceptually 

different third variable or some spurious event that is the reason for the significant 

correlation between independent and dependent variables rather than the hypothesized 

reason. A third variable that may be related to either the independent or dependent 

variable(s) or both but that is not a surrogate conceptually for either of these variables is 

the principal threat to internal validity (Mitchell, 1985). 

A careful and thorough review of the literature to search for possible variables 

helped eliminate that potential validity concern. As noted previously, the direct effects of 

moderating variables were controlled by entering them into the equation before TQM and 

JITP. Moderating variables produced significant direct effects on at least one of the 

performance factors; thus, this order of procedure appears to be correct. In conclusion, 

although one may never completely rule out the threats to internal validity, it is unlikely 

that a different third variable is a threat to internal validity in this study. 

Construct Validity 

The extent that measures represent a construct is the idea behind construct validity 

(Mitchell, 1985). There are five components to construct validity: content validity, 

structural validity, discriminant validity, convergent validity, and criterion related validity. 
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In the following sections, each component is defined and assessed in the context of this 

study. 

Content Validity 

Content validity is concerned with the specific domain of content as reflected by 

the degree of empirical measurement (Hoskisson, Hitt, Johnson, & Moesel, 1993, 

Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). There are no empirical tests to assess content validity. A 

tightly carried-out plan and procedures may ensure content validity. If most potential 

users of the test or the people in positions of responsibility agree that the procedure 

implemented results in a reasonably representative collection of the words in the 

instrument, it has a high degree of content validity. In other words, two crucial standards 

for securing content validity are (1) reasonable methods of instrument construction and (2) 

a representative set of items (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). 

In this study, Churchill's seminal work (1979) was followed as the procedure to 

construct the instrument (see Chapter III, for a detailed discussion on this subject). First, 

domains of the constructs were identified from a comprehensive literature review. Most 

of the items and related scales in this instrument are adopted from different questionnaires 

used in previous studies related to these constructs. The content validity of these scales 

was established in those studies. The other items were originated by the researcher based 

on the literature review and evaluated by other academicians. Furthermore, the feedback 

obtained during the pilot study helped ensure that the items are representative of the 

constructs. Also, some target respondents in the actual study commented that the 
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instrument has good structure and content. Considering all the issues discussed in this 

section, therefore, it is argued that the measures used in this study satisfy the conditions 

for ensuring content validity. 

Structural Validity 

The concern in structural validity is assuring that internal structures for sets of 

variables indeed do measure a construct. Structural validity can be established by 

performing principal component and/or factor analysis. Factor analysis is a method for 

finding clusters of related variables (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994) and is discussed in 

Chapter III. Structural validity is the validity misunderstood most often by researchers 

who use only factor analysis to establish construct validity of their measures. Although 

low reliability is a threat to statistical conclusion validity, it is also a concern in establishing 

structural validity. The structures (factors) found should also possess sufficient reliability. 

Therefore adequate reliability of factors is a necessary but not sufficient condition for 

structural validity. 

In this study, both exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses for each construct 

were used to establish structural validity. The resulting scales in exploratory factor 

analysis that were different from the proposed ones were assessed by a confirmatory 

analysis. In each case, obtained scales showed a better fit to the data than the proposed 

scales, establishing structural validity (see Reliability and Factor Analysis section in 

Chapter III for details). 
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The nonsignificant correlations among three performance factors indicated that 

performance factors were adequately discriminated (see Table 34). As noted previously, 

for TQM and JITP, the first factors that were found as a result of separate unrotated 

principal component analysis were used. Because there were high factor loadings on the 

first component for each TQM and JITP, it is believed that there is adequate structural 

validity. 

Convergent Validity 

The extent to which multiple attempts to measure the same constructs are in 

agreement is the issue in convergent validity (Bagozzi et al., 1991; Hoskisson et al., 

1993). An instrument has convergent validity if the correlations between measures of the 

same construct using different methods are high (Crocker & Algina, 1986). In the rest of 

this section, convergent validity of measures used in this study are discussed. 

As reported previously, firm size was measured by number of employees and 

annual sales dollars. The correlation between these two measures was 0.82 (p value < 

0.0001), indicating high convergence. Furthermore, secondary objective data on number 

of employees and annual sales of dollars of firms were collected by using secondary data 

sources. The sources used include Million Dollar Directory, Dun's Business Rankings, 

Directory of Corporate Affiliations, and Standard & Poor's Register of Corporations, 

Directors and Executives. Multiple findings were checked against each other to assure 

their validity. Because the level of analysis was business units, it was not possible to find 

the related secondary data for each respondent. Business unit data is not required to be 
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publicly reported by the U.S. government. Nevertheless, the number of employees of 174 

respondents and annual sales dollars of 153 respondents were identified by archival data. 

The values were converted to the Likert scale format by using the same intervals as in the 

questionnaire (see questions 126 and 127). For number of employees, the correlation 

between self-reported and secondary objective measures was 0.91 (p value < 0.0001). 

The correlation between self-reported and secondary objective measures of annual sales 

dollars was 0.87 (p value < 0.0001). Thus, these two measures indicate high convergent 

validity. 

To assess the convergent validity of firm type, SIC codes of firms were used. To 

review, firm type was measured by percent of sales generated from manufacturing (see 

question 120). As discussed in Chapter III, most of the respondents did not report four 

digit SIC codes of the industry in which their firms' products compete (see question 125), 

but these data were collected by using the secondary data sources. If a firm generates a 

high percent of sales from manufacturing, its primary four-digit SIC code was assumed to 

be manufacturing. Thus, the SIC codes were converted to a dummy variable as follows: 

0 = primary SIC code for the firm that indicates service industry, 1 = primary SIC code for 

the firm that indicates manufacturing industry. The correlation between percent of sales 

generated from manufacturing (self-reported data) and dummy variable for SIC codes 

(secondary objective data) was 0.91 (p value < 0.0001), again indicating high 

convergence. 
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For the sample size used in this study, it was impossible given time and resources 

constraints to collect detailed information on the extent of implementation of TQM and 

JITP by another method to corroborate the data from the questionnaire used for this 

research. Therefore, the convergent validity of TQM and JITP was not established. On a 

cognitive level, because the measures that could be corroborated were within strong p 

value ranges, there are no reasons for this issue to be suspect. 

Discriminant Validity 

The concern with discriminant validity is the degree to which measures of different 

constructs are discrete (Bagozzi et al., 1991; Hoskisson et al., 1993). An instrument has 

discriminant validity if the correlations between measures of different constructs using the 

same or different methods of measurement are lower than the reliability or convergent 

validity coefficients (Crocker & Algina, 1986). 

Recall, TQM and JITP constructs overlap on some factors as established by 

literature review and measured this way. Therefore, although they measure different 

concepts they are related and their correlation coefficient is expected to be high. 

Nevertheless, their discriminant validity is established if the correlation between them is 

lower than their reliability (Cronbach's a). The correlation coefficient of TQM and JITP 

was 0.92, the Cronbach's a of TQM was 0.97 and the Cronbach's a of JITP was 0.95, 

indicating adequate discriminant validity of TQM and JITP constructs. 

Furthermore, firm size should not be related to firm type as well as foreign 

competition index because there are no known theories that support the relation. Thus, 
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the correlation coefficients of firm size and firm type, and firm size and foreign 

competition index were examined (see Table 34 in Chapter IV). None of the correlation 

coefficients was significant, indicating high discriminant validity of the firm size measure. 

A significant correlation between firm type and foreign competition index was expected 

because manufacturing companies, in general, face foreign competition more than service 

companies do. If measures of foreign competition index and firm type have discriminant 

validity; the correlation coefficient of foreign competition index and firm type must be 

lower than the convergence coefficient of firm type. The correlation coefficient of foreign 

competition index and firm type was 0.18 (p value = 0.0087) and the convergence 

coefficient of firm type was 0.91 (p value = 0.0000). Therefore, it was concluded that 

these two measures have discriminant validity. 

Criterion-related Validity 

Criterion-related validity is based on the extent to which predictions from a 

theoretical framework are supported (Venkatraman & Grant, 1986). Based on the 

predictions made by theories, a criterion variable that is supposed to correlate highly with 

the predictor test scores is identified (Crocker & Algina, 1986; Nunnally & Bernstein, 

1994). The amount of validity is indicated by the size of the correlation between the 

predictor test and scores on the criterion variable (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). 

This study investigated the relationship between TQM, JITP and performance. In 

other words, based on theories, this research proposed that TQM and JITP are positively 

and significantly related to firm performance. The results of statistical analyses 
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(Hypothesis 1R) supported this proposition, and at the same time, established criterion-

related validity. 

In addition, two correlation analyses were performed to establish criterion related 

validity. By definition, the extent of implementation of TQM should be directly related to 

the quality of products or services. Again by definition, the degree of the implementation 

of JITP should be directly related to purchase material turnover. The correlation between 

TQM and product/service quality is 0.39 (p value < 0.0001) and the correlation between 

JITP and purchase material turnover is 0.32 (p value < 0.0001). These correlations are 

strong evidence that criterion-related validity is adequate. 

In correlational research, the main threats to construct validity are incomplete 

explication of constructs and common method variance. To measure perceived 

performance and the extent of implementation of TQM and JITP, multiple items for each 

scale were used. Further, the content validity as well as structural validity of the 

constructs was established. Therefore, it is concluded that incomplete definition of 

constructs is not a potential threat to construct validity in this research. 

Common Method Variance 

Common method variance is a well-known threat to construct validity in the 

studies where data are obtained by self-reports. The sources of common method variance 

include social desirability, halo effect, and selective memory (Howard, 1994; Spector, 

1994). Prior to conducting the actual study, a researcher should plan how to overcome 
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common method variance. In addition, the researcher should conduct a post hoc analysis 

to investigate the possibility of the presence of common method variance in his/her data. 

There are several issues that should be paid attention prior to the actual study to 

mitigate common method variance; they include key informant selection and using multiple 

methods of measuring the same construct. Following data collection, one may assess the 

presence of common method variance by performing statistical procedures and by 

collecting data relating to self-reported measures from other sources and converging them. 

Common method variance is briefly addressed in Chapter III. In this study, upper level 

key informants were selected as target subjects; and multiple methods were used especially 

to collect performance data. Post hoc analysis of common method variance — an 

evaluation of key informants, Harman's one factor test, and multiple methods and sources 

— is discussed in the next sections. 

Key informants. One of the ways to mitigate common method variance where a 

single source is used is the careful selection of key informants. As confirmed by the 

literature (Campbell, 1955; Huber & Power, 1985; Phillips, 1981; Seidler, 1974), upper 

level informants tend to be more reliable sources of information than their lower level 

counterparts. As early as 1955, Campbell, based on his empirical research, obtained 

identical results both from informants who had access to all information studied and from 

a large respondent-style survey. Nevertheless, Phillips (1981) argues that reliability of 

upper level informants may vary depending on the issues studied. Phillips (1981) suggests 

that responses for objective questions related to observable phenomena should be less 
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subject to distorting influences. The main assumption behind relying more on an upper-

level informant than a lower-level one is the easier access of upper-level informants to the 

information (Huber & Power, 1985; Seidler, 1974). 

In Table 46 and Table 47, the frequency distribution of respondents in the final 

analysis (sample size = 214) by level and by function of their positions in their 

organizations is presented. The majority of respondents hold upper level positions. 

Furthermore, the functions of most of the respondents are related to quality practices. In 

Table 46 

Frequency Distribution of Respondents by Level of their Positions in Organization 

Levels of Position Count Percent 

President/CEO/Owner 19 8.9 

Vice President 35 16.4 

Director 13 6.1 

Administrator 5 2.3 

Manager 104 48.6 

Coordinator 14 6.5 

Senior Assistant 
Manager/Vice President 

6 2.8 

Other position indicated 6 2.8 

No indication given 12 5.6 

Total 2141 100.0 

1 Number of respondents in the final sample available to test the research model. 
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Table 47 

Frequency Distribution of Respondents by Function of their Positions in Organization 

Function of Positions Count Percent 

General Management 51 23.8 

Total Quality Management 8 3.7 

ISO 6 2.8 

Quality 50 23.4 

Quality Assurance/Control 34 15.9 

Purchasing/Procurement 9 4.2 

Materials Management 5 2.3 

Quality/Purchasing 6 2.8 

Operations/Engineering/ 
Technical 

28 13.1 

Other position indicated 14 6.5 

No indication given 3 1.4 

Total 214 99.9 

organizations that implement TQM and JITP, it is not uncommon to have more open 

communication than in traditional organizations. Furthermore, to measure effectiveness of 

TQM and JITP practices, managers likely pay more attention to performance measures. 

Therefore, it is concluded that the respondents possess the knowledge required to answer 

the questions. 
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According to Huber and Power (1985), the motivation of the upper-level key 

informants to collaborate with the researcher can vastly influence accuracy of responses. 

One of the ways of achieving cooperation is assuring the confidentiality of responses. The 

second approach involves explaining the usefulness of the study to the manager and the 

organization. In this study, the confidentiality of responses was ensured in the cover 

letters (see Appendix A and Appendix D). Furthermore, in the cover letters, the 

importance of the study to the firms operating in the U.S. and to the U.S. firms in world 

competitiveness was discussed. In addition, the research results and total quality profile 

of the organization in relation to other companies responding to this survey was offered as 

a token of the researcher's appreciation. Out of 382 total initial respondents, 300 

requested the results of the study. It is not unrealistic to assume that they tried to answer 

accurately to understand practices and performance of their firms for benchmarking 

purposes. 

Harmon's One Factor Test One statistical procedure to detect common method 

variance is Harman's one factor test. According to this procedure, an unrotated factor 

analysis is performed on all of the variables studied. If a single factor emerges or one 

general factor explains most of the covariance in the independent and dependent variables, 

it is concluded that a significant common method variance is present (Podsakoff & Organ, 

1986). Podsakoff and Organ (1986) caution about one disadvantage of this procedure, 

that is, as the number of variables in the factor analysis increases, the probability of finding 

more than one factor increases. Nevertheless, several studies (Greene & Organ, 1973; 
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PodsakofF, Todor, Grover, & Huber, 1984; C. A. Schriesheim, 1979, J. F. Schriesheim, 

1980) used this procedure to test the presence of common method variance (PodsakofF & 

Organ, 1986). These studies were individually reviewed by this researcher. 

In this study, Harman's one factor test was performed in order to detect the 

presence of common method variance. The number of items that include main 

independent and dependent variables is 88. By conducting a factor analysis on 88 

variables, chances of obtaining more than one factor would be high. Therefore, variables 

in each scale of TQM and JITP constructs were factor analyzed with variables in each 

scale of the performance construct. For example, an unrotated factor analysis was 

performed on the variables (items) in the scale of Top Management and Quality Policy for 

TQM and the variables (items) in financial and market performance for the perceived 

performance construct. Then another unrotated factor analysis was run for the variables in 

this scale for TQM and the variables in the scale for time-based quality performance. 

Later on, the same variables for TQM and the variables in material productivity 

performance were factor analyzed. This procedure was repeated for each scale of TQM 

and JITP with each scale of perceived performance. If a significant common method 

variance were present, the variables in each scale of TQM and JITP and the variables in 

each perceived performance scale should form a single factor or a general factor should 

account for most of the covariance in the variables. For each case, the results of the 

unrotated factor analysis indicated the presence of two factors. In conclusion, the results 

of Harman's one factor test indicate no significant presence of common method variance. 
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Multiple Methods and Sources. In this study, an attempt is made to collect 

objective self-reported data on performance. One of the purposes of this attempt was to 

validate objective self-reported data with secondary objective data on performance 

measures. The basic assumption made by this researcher was that if the correlation 

between objective self-reported and secondary data is significant, then the respondents 

answered the questions objectively. Another purpose of collecting objective self-reported 

data was correlating them with perceived performance measures. Because perceived 

performance measures were responded based on the industry classification in which the 

surveyed firm is normally placed, industrial financial ratios are needed for this analysis. A 

two-year publishing lag for industrial financial ratios exists which precludes this procedure 

from being implemented. 

The main problem of investigating performance at the business unit level is 

obtaining objective performance measures. In the literature, the reluctance on the part of 

managers in the organizations to share objective data with researchers was widely 

reported (e.g., Choi & Liker, 1995; Swamidass & Newell, 1987). The same problem was 

also observed in this study. Only 65 of 382 respondents reported all performance 

measures requested. Furthermore, it is difficult to find secondary data on financial 

performance because archival data are reported at the corporate level rather than the 

business unit level and are not available for small and private businesses. An extensive 

library search of financial performance on the organizations studied resulted in obtaining 

only sales growth data for 18 respondents. The correlation between self-reported sales 
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growth and archival sales growth was 0.81 (p < 0.0001). Although the correlation 

indicated a high convergence of these two measures, it is not possible to make a confident 

inference from the small archival sample size. Nevertheless, an attempt was made to 

address the issue. 

Using secondary financial data sources has its own problems too. As early as 1974 

(Rosenberg & Houglet), the discrepancies between data bases on financial data were 

discussed in the literature. Rosenberg and Houglet (1974) found differences in monthly 

stock prices between Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and COMPUSTAT 

data bases. San Miguel (1977) compared the R&D data in COMPUSTAT and 10-K 

reports and found significant differences between the two data sources. Recent studies 

(Guenthner & Rosman, 1994; Ong & Jensen, 1994) also pointed out similar problems 

about data bases. Guenthner and Rosman (1994) detected significant discrepancies 

between SIC codes assigned to companies by CRSP and COMPUSTAT. Ong and Jensen 

(1994) examined SIC codes on Value Line and COMPUSTAT data bases. The results of 

studies by these researchers indicate significant differences between these two data bases. 

Kern and Morris (1994) investigated the differences in financial data between Value Line 

and COMPUSTAT. According to their research results, significant differences between 

these data sources exist in financial data such as total assets and sales. 

This researcher also observed differences in financial data among the secondary 

data sources. Therefore, when secondary objective data on number of employees and 

annual sales of firms were collected, multiple findings were checked against each other. If 
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there were differences, that observation was eliminated from analysis of convergence. 

Otherwise, nonsignificant correlations could be a result of inaccuracies in archival data 

rather than that of common method variance. 

Summary of Common Method Variance. Although the analyses of key informants, 

Harman's one factor test, and secondary data sources do not completely rule out the 

likelihood of same source, self-report biases, the results were in the direction of 

nonsignificant common method variance. The high convergence between self-reported 

and archival data on number of employees and annual sales of firms is in favor of high 

accuracy of responses. Furthermore, the responses on the owner of organizations (see 

question 130) were checked against archival data where available; no differences between 

the survey and archival data were detected. In addition, the amount of missing data on 

self-reported objective performance items may indicate that where respondents were not 

certain about the accuracy of the data, they chose not to answer them. Thus, it is believed 

that the presence of common method variance is not a significant threat to this study. 

External Validity 

The concern in external validity is the degree to which the findings can be 

generalized across different measures, settings and populations (Mitchell, 1985). 

Population and ecological validity are the two components of external validity (Neale & 

Liebert, 1986). The threats to these validities in the realm of this study are discussed. 
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Population Validity 

Population validity is the extent to which the research sample can be generalized to 

the target population (Neale & Liebert, 1986). The threats to population validity are (1) 

cost-restricted sampling and (2) self-selection and volunteer bias. 

In this study, the large size of the target sample diminishes the threat of cost-

restricted sampling. Eighteen hundred eighty-four surveys were mailed across the 

contiguous U.S. 

Self-selection and volunteer bias is a relevant threat to population validity in this 

research. There may be a built-in bias based on the roster lists used. Some companies 

that have implemented TQM and JITP may not be a member of NAPM and ASQC. The 

managers of large organizations may be more knowledgeable of JITP and TQM 

techniques because they have more resources and opportunities to be exposed to these 

concepts. This exposure may be accomplished through membership in professional 

organizations and attending professional conferences at the company's expense. 

In terms of firm size, the target population was both large and small companies. 

Making a clear cut distinction between small and large businesses has become more 

difficult in recent years because of the downsizing efforts of organizations. The sample 

obtained in this study encompasses various sizes of organizations. Therefore, self-

selection in terms of firm size was not a threat to population validity in this study. 

In contrast, self-selection and volunteer bias is a threat to population validity 

relating to Hypotheses 2aR, 2bR, 3aR, 3bR, and 6R. Target population in this research 
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included small and large manufacturing and service organizations that implement TQM, or 

JITP or both of these practices. As reported previously, in the final sample, the 

distribution of firms in terms of combination and sequence of TQM and JITP 

implementation is skewed. Therefore, no generalizations to the population can be made 

pertaining to combination and sequence hypotheses (Hypotheses 2aR, 2bR, 3aR, 3bR). 

The organizations that participated in this study produce products/services in a 

large variety of industries (see Appendix F). Because convenience sampling is used, the 

target sample was skewed towards manufacturing, and in turn, the obtained sample was 

also weighted towards manufacturing. Therefore, the generalization of findings to service 

companies is restricted (Hypothesis 6R). 

In summary, this researcher does not attempt to generalize the research findings 

beyond the sample investigated in this study. In other words, no effort is made to 

generalize the findings to the whole population, thereby negating population validity as a 

threat. 

Ecological Validity 

The concern with ecological validity is to what extent the findings can be 

generalized from one context to another, such as place and time (Neale & Liebert, 1986). 

The six threats to ecological validity suggested by Niele and Liebert (1986) are (1) 

regional differences, (2) interaction of treatment by setting, (3) temporal effects, (4) 

interference effects, (5) unique contexts, and (6) experimenter effects. 
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Because this study was a one time data collection and because of the context of the 

study, the threats of interaction of treatment by setting, interference effects, unique 

contexts and experimenter effects to ecological validity are not relevant. The threat of 

temporal effects can occur from economic circumstances in the year selected for data 

gathering. Because perceived performance was measured relative to other firms in the 

industry, temporal effect is not considered a potential threat to ecological validity. 

According to Neale and Liebert (1986), populations studied by a specific research 

method may differ depending upon the geographical location. This research targeted 

organizations located in the 48 contiguous states of the United States. The firms based in 

Alaska and Hawaii were not chosen as target respondents because their remote proximity 

from other states may result in different business strategies. Although the target sample 

included firms from all 48 states, replies came from 42 states. No organizations responded 

to the questionnaire from the states of Delaware, Maine, Montana, North Dakota, Nevada 

and Wyoming. Furthermore, for the statistical hypotheses testing, the final sample size 

was 214. In addition to those 6 states, in the final analysis, there were no responses from 

the states of Mississippi, Oregon, Vermont, and West Virginia. The nonresponses were 

not geographically clustered. The 38 states, therefore, represent a fair coverage of 

geographical differences in the U.S. Furthermore, it should be noted that some 

organizations that participated in this study may have divisions or plants operating in the 

states that were absent in the obtained sample. Therefore, regional difference is not a 
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threat to ecological validity in this study. In summary, ecological validity is not a threat to 

this research. 

Proposed Research Variables and Revised Research Model 

Based on the findings of this research, the TQM and JIT purchasing techniques 

(variables) were revised (See Figure 8). This contrasts with Figure 3, which was the 

original model used for this research effort. From TQM one technique has been removed 

-- Quality Department. Of the 382 respondents, 105 organizations did not have a quality 

department. Saraph et al.'s (1989) study found similar lack of quality departments. In this 

study, fifteen of the companies without a quality department had terminated it after having 

implemented TQM for some time. Given the length of the questionnaire, it may be all the 

more feasible to eliminate the questions relating to the quality department in the 

measurement of TQM. In any case, in this study as in Saraph's et al.'s (1989), these 

questions were necessarily eliminated for further statistical analysis so that the sample size 

would not be reduced. There may be little gain in measuring this factor and much loss — 

105 organizations would represent substantial loss. Thus, assessment of the role of the 

quality department is not suggested for future research as a TQM technique. 

The process management/operating procedure scale emerged as two factors — 

process management and inspection, supporting Saraph et al.'s (1989) findings. These 

results indicate that process management and inspection must be evaluated separately. 

Inspection, therefore, has been added to the TQM techniques (Figure 8). 
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Evaluating customer relations as a technique of TQM is becoming more viable 

because TQM organizations, supposedly, are customer focused. There have, however, 

been some problems with measuring this factor by survey methods. Flynn et al. (1995b) 

point out measurement problems with their customer relationship scale which has low 

reliability (a = 0.66) and only three items. In addition, because surveyed subjects are 

asked about their perceptions concerning customer focus, the responses are subject to 

measurement bias. The responses may not reflect reality because it is difficult to estimate 

other people's perceptions. In other words, the respondents are forced to answer a set of 

questions that even they may not know. Without a doubt, because customer focus is 

becoming an important part of the TQM concept, a reliable measurement to assess this 

factor is crucial. Further, customers can also be surveyed to evaluate how they perceive 

their involvement. In conclusion, Customer Relations is added as one of the techniques 

that should be evaluated in future studies. 

As a result of factor analysis, Supplier Cooperation and Materials Quality emerged 

as a one factor — Supplier Value-added. This result may indicate that achieving 

improvements in purchased materials without supplier cooperation is not possible. Thus, 

Supplier Cooperation and Materials Quality as two overlapping factors of TQM and JITP 

shown in Figure 3 is replaced with Supplier Value-added in Figure 8 for further research. 

By adding, combining, and removing techniques from the overlapping circles 

between Figure 3 and Figure 8, the research variables are refined, clarified, and revised for 
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further research. As a result of this work, TQM and JIT purchasing techniques are less 

speculative and are more substantial. 

The research model is not revised substantially (see Figure 5 and Figure 9). The 

amount of foreign competition is revealed as a potential moderator of the relation of JITP 

with firm's performance. Because of the low power level of the nonsignificant moderating 

effects found in this study, these variables have not been investigated sufficiently to 

warrant removing them from the model. Future studies, therefore, should investigate the 

moderating variables suggested here. Further, the significant direct effects of firm size, 

firm type, and duration of TQM and JITP techniques on firm performance indicate that 

these variables should be controlled. Because of insufficient sample contrast relating to 

combination and sequence of TQM and JIT purchasing implementation, the relationship 

between TQM and JITP deserves future research attention. 

The suggested revision in the research model is in the measures of performance. 

As suggested in the literature, appropriateness of performance measures depends on the 

strategy or issue investigated (Eccles, 1991; Keats, 1988). The business unit performance 

measures first proposed for this study (Figure 5) — financial, market, operating — changed 

when the questionnaire scales were analyzed by factor analysis to financial and market, 

time-based quality, and material productivity. The results in the study indicate that market 

and financial performance move together in TQM and JITP organizations. Further, 

operating performance divided into two factors as time-based quality performance and 

material productivity. Those factors were indeed used for analysis in this work and 
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included into the proposed model for future research. In summary, the results of this 

study indicate some changes in the model to be used in future work. 

Implications of the Study 

The primary purpose of this empirical study was to identify the relation of TQM 

and JITP with firm's performance. Through investigating the relationships in both large 

and small manufacturing and service organizations, this was accomplished. The 

implications of research findings for theorists and practitioners, respectively, are discussed 

in detail in the following sections. 

Implications for Theorists 

Over the last decade, limitations of research methods used, as well as the research 

scope investigated in the operations management (OM) field, have been expressed as a 

serious concern by various authors in this discipline. One of the concerns has been the 

limited numbers of studies using empirical research methods. Being rooted in the 

management science field, the main body of research has used mathematical modeling, 

which has resulted in studies with a narrow research scope and few research variables. By 

using mathematical modeling, researchers overlook interfunctional relationships. Lately in 

the field of OM, empirical research has increased in attention and acceptance. Researchers 

in this field are adopting research methods from social sciences. Nevertheless, because the 

characteristics of every field are different, some research method issues should be further 
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investigated in the context of this specific field. One particular critical issue — common 

method variance - has not been paid much attention by the researchers in the OM domain. 

Common method variance on self-reported data has been a controversial issue in 

organizational behavior and psychology research (e.g., Howard, 1994; Schmitt, 1994: 

Spector, 1994, Williams & Brown, 1994). Before concluding that common method 

variance exists in every single source or self-reported study, it is appropriate to ask 

whether there is any motivation for respondents to look good or to bias the responses 

when answering a particular instrument (Schmitt, 1994). There are two questions relating 

to common method variance to be answered by OM researchers: (1) how serious is 

common method variance in self-reported single data source studies, and (2) how can 

common method variance be overcome or mitigated in these studies. 

With regard to this first question, one of the sources of common method variance -

- social desirability — suggests that social desirability may affect personally sensitive 

questions but it may not affect less sensitive questions even if the method or the format of 

the question were the same (Spector, 1994). Most OM researchers do not investigate 

behavioral constructs, but rather examine more objective constructs such as 

implementation of a particular technology. Therefore, common method variance may not 

be as serious a threat to construct validity in the OM field as in the behavioral science 

fields. Even in this field, reported results of studies indicate mixed findings. Spector 

(1987) suggests that common method variance may appear on the individual item level, 

but it does not appear on the subscale level. Williams, Cote, and Buckley (1989) propose 
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that the amount of method variance may vary with the context or setting in which the 

measurement occurs. To assess single source effects, Avolio et al. (1991) point out the 

need for future research on individual information-processing styles, the nature of the 

constructs studied and the characteristics of the measurement instrument used. 

Huber and Power (1985) argue that if the common unit of analysis is a strategic 

business unit, to obtain data in order to test research questions empirically, a researcher 

needs to enter many organizations. Nevertheless, in the field of organizational behavior, 

researchers can collect data from a single organization by studying hundreds of 

respondents within it. The same argument holds for the field of operations management. 

Because most of the operations management practices can be analyzed at the plant level as 

the smallest unit of analysis, an OM researcher needs to enter at least 50 plants to perform 

valid empirical tests, and even this number of plants might not be sufficient when studying 

large numbers of variables. This strategy would demand extensive time and financial 

resources on the part of researchers. 

For example, in this study, to ensure against common method variance, it would 

have been ideal to collect data in the same company relating to TQM from quality 

managers, relating to JITP from purchasing managers and relating to performance from 

the president. To obtain the same sample size, at least 5652 (that is, 1884 X 3) surveys 

should have been mailed. One may argue that because the survey had been divided into 

three parts and thereby shortened, the response rate may have increased. Nevertheless, if 

one of the three potential respondents in the same organizations had failed to answer the 
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questionnaire, the organization would have necessarily been eliminated from the sample. 

A more ideal way to collect the data would be to send the whole questionnaire to the 

quality manager, the purchasing manager, and the president of the company and test inter-

reliability of the responses from three sources. Again, a failure of response to the 

questionnaire by even one of these three sources would have resulted in the elimination of 

the organization from the sample. Needless to emphasize, sending out close to 6000 

surveys is an expensive procedure, as well as time consuming to code, enter, and analyze 

the data. Simply, costs outweigh benefits. Therefore, using only one informant is a more 

feasible research method for obtaining information for OM researchers. Nevertheless, 

common method variance remains an important issue and should receive attention from 

OM researchers. Although sample size may be limited, field studies are needed in the OM 

area to assess convergence of objective and perceived measures. A theory of the common 

method variance issues and their resolution can be developed for OM field. 

Another critical research method issue for OM scholars is power analysis. 

Performing power analysis before data collection and after test results is not common in 

the OM field. This practice has two disadvantages for the field. First, some nonsignificant 

findings may be misinterpreted (Type II error). Second, a discussion of effect size, power 

level and required sample size to increase power level would bring new insights to the 

relationships studied. As Cohen (1988) points out, the magnitude of effect size is relative 

to the relationship under study. For example, if 10 percent of the variance in performance 

is explained by the implementation of TQM and JITP techniques, it represents a 
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substantial amount of financial resources to a business. Likewise, a two percent variance 

in performance may be found statistically nonsignificant, however, when it is interpreted in 

million dollars it may be worth investigating further. Thus, reporting power levels 

provides an opportunity to readers to reassess the research findings. 

The results of this research underscore the need for empirical studies on TQM and 

JITP with larger samples. Having said that, in reality, obtaining cooperation of a large 

number of organizations is not an easy task. One possible avenue for researchers is to join 

resources. For example, several universities can cooperate to establish a data base on firm 

TQM and JIT practices. One example of this type of research program on the 

performance of American industry was initiated by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. Ten 

universities now participate in this research program; each research center focuses on a 

specific industry (Lester, 1995). Development of this type of data base would allow 

researchers to test empirically the hypotheses relating to TQM and JIT practices with 

more powerful tests. Furthermore, these practices could be compared across industries. 

Grounding on both the theory of innovations and the relationship between 

innovation, strategy and performance, in this empirical research, strategic values of TQM 

and JIT purchasing as management innovations in both large and small manufacturing and 

service firms are explained. Furthermore, firm performance is investigated based on the 

theories from business strategy, marketing and operations management. The findings of 

this study have several implications for theorists in both the fields of general management 

and operations management. 
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The positive relation of TQM and JIT purchasing with firm's performance 

supports the theory that strategic management innovations can be used to improve 

performance. In the innovation literature, it is suggested that there may not be a universal 

theory of innovation. For example, the relation of innovation and size may change 

depending on the type of innovation. Firm size may be an influencing factor in the 

perception of TQM and JIT purchasing in the adoption stage but it may be an insignificant 

factor in the implementation stage of these techniques. Therefore, it is important that the 

OM scholars also use theories from other fields to study the OM field. 

In the literature, it is emphasized that indicators of firm performance depend on the 

strategies under study. Further, measuring performance by using multiple measures at 

multiple levels is stressed. The findings of this study confirms these assertions. Whereas 

financial and market performance indicate separate dimensions of performance in some 

studies, they turned out to be a single dimension of performance in this study. The results 

may imply that increase in marketing performance results in improvement in financial 

performance in TQM and JITP organizations. Similarly, operating performance turned 

out to consist of two dimensions — time-based quality and material productivity. The 

reason for two dimensions may be that TQM is more associated with quality 

improvements and JITP is more associated with inventory turnover. Further, foreign 

competition appears to be a moderator for financial and market performance but not for 

time-based quality and material productivity performance. If, in this study, performance 

were measured by operating performance variables, the moderating effect of foreign 
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competition could not be identified. Thus, researchers should recognize the most 

significant indicators of performance for a given strategy and use multiple measures to 

capture the real relationships. 

Implications for Practitioners 

As pointed out by Banker and Khosla (1995), in the mid-sixties, international 

competition threatened only seven percent of the U.S. economy, but that had grown to 

more than 70 percent by the 1980s. This competitive pressure forced U.S firms to 

implement new practices such as TQM and JIT purchasing in order to improve their 

competitive position in world markets. Nevertheless, unsuccessful accounts of firm's 

experiences with the implementation of TQM and JIT purchasing discourage other firms. 

Expressing his concern with the health of the American quality management movement, 

Kolesar (1995) points out the harsh criticism of quality management by the popular 

business press. 

Findings of this study are encouraging for practitioners because there is a 

significant relation between the extent of TQM and JITP implementation and firm's 

performance. Not only do firm's increase their time-based quality and material 

productivity performance at the operational level but also they improve their financial and 

market performance with the implementation of TQM and JIT purchasing. Firms can add 

TQM and JIT purchasing to their strategic planning to improve their performance. 

This positive relation of TQM and JIT purchasing to firm's performance has two 

further implications for practitioners. First, the companies that have been implementing 
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TQM and JITP for some time but that are not experiencing success need to investigate 

their operations very carefully. For example, in written comments, several respondents 

complained about the lack of top management support and the resistance to change. 

Another problem expressed by the respondents is not changing the structure of the 

organization with the implementation of these techniques. In those organizations, the lack 

of full commitment may be inhibiting the opportunities for the systems of TQM and JITP 

to benefit performance. Although there is no attempt here to generalize results to U.S. 

firms in general, if TQM and JITP firms are not benefiting in performance one should 

wonder why. 

Another implication of this study for practitioners relates to the importance of 

product/service quality in competition. According to the findings here, quality has become 

a necessary but not sufficient condition to win orders. Therefore, if the companies are not 

implementing some type of quality improvement techniques, they may not remain in the 

market for a long time. 

The results of this study are encouraging for both large and small firms. The 

implementation of TQM and JITP as it is reflected in the literature is associated wjth 

larger companies more often than smaller firms. Although small firms may have limited 

resources, some characteristics of small firms facilitate implementation of TQM and JITP. 

Once they implement, small firms can improve their performance. 

The findings also have practical value for both manufacturing and service firms. 

The distinction between manufacturing and service companies is becoming vague because 
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most companies offer both products and services. Although the adopted techniques of 

JITP and TQM may differ depending on the ratio of manufacturing to service, it seems 

that every type of firm can benefit from implementation of these techniques. 

The activities of TQM and JITP encompass not only production but also 

purchasing, marketing and other functional areas. The positive relation of TQM and JITP 

on firm's performance indicates that these techniques can be used to competitive 

advantage. Therefore, it is essential that functional activities be integrated with corporate 

strategy. 

The results with the combination and sequence of JITP and TQM indicate that, 

based on their needs, firms can improve their performance by implementing either of these 

techniques first and separately. Additionally, the implementation of overlapping 

techniques ~ training, teamwork, and supplier value-added — prior to other techniques 

may have a positive effect on performance. 

As previously noted, 105 companies did not have quality control departments. 

Fifteen of them terminated their quality control departments a while after implementing 

TQM. It may be that TQM and JITP have been elevated to a strategic level that is 

company-wide rather than remaining at a department level. If so, performance measures 

can be impacted more strongly by the techniques when the entire organization is vigilant 

to the ideas. It may be that the time for quality departments has come and gone. 
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Future Research Implications 

In recent years, new publications have been issued that are specifically devoted to 

quality management. The first issue of Quality Management Journal was published in 

1993, and that of Journal of Quality Management in 1996. The publications of new 

journals demonstrate a sustaining interest in this research area. Next, future research 

implications of this study are discussed in two parts: research method and research scope. 

Research Method 

Past research on TQM and JIT purchasing were, in the main, case studies or 

conceptual papers. Empirical studies are rare, but crucial to advancement of this research 

stream. 

One difficulty is in measuring performance and obtaining performance data to link 

organizational performance to TQM. One of the problems is measuring product/service 

quality by measuring perceptions within organizations rather than through customers. As 

Flynn et al. (1995a, 1995b) suggest and this researcher wholeheartedly supports, 

measuring quality based on opinions of customers would be valuable future research. The 

same idea holds for the customer satisfaction (e.g., Anderson, Rungtusanatham, Schroeder 

& Devaraj, 1995) and customer focus (e.g., Flynn et al., 1995a, 1995b). 

In order to link quality management with organizational performance, the difficulty 

of obtaining hard data on financial measures is also recognized by several researchers 

(Flynn et al., 1995a, 1995b; Madu, Kuei, & Lin, 1995). A series of studies is needed to 

measure financial performance, product/service quality, customer satisfaction and 
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customer focus using data from different sources and assessing convergence. For example 

if there is high convergence between perceived financial performance and actual financial 

performance, then because of the ease of obtaining, perceived performance measures can 

be used by researchers more confidently to measure firm performance. Again if there is 

high convergence between employee perceptions and customer perceptions about the 

product/service quality, customer satisfaction and customer involvement, then employee 

perceptions can be used more confidently by researchers. Although employing this 

method may be difficult, using small sample sizes for this purpose would facilitate the data 

collection process. These efforts would also assist in the development of common method 

variance theory for the operations management field. 

Regarding the questionnaire used, most of the Cronbach's a 's of the scales are 

higher than the conventional a value of 0.80. The a values of the scales of inspection, 

process management and quantities purchased are found greater than 0.70 but less than 

0.80. The future studies can add some items to these scales to improve their a values. 

The scales of quantities purchased, transportation, and top management commitment and 

some items of supplier value-added are developed by this researcher. Use of these scales 

in the future studies of TQM and JIT purchasing would help the refinement of the 

instrument. 

A final future research implication in terms of the research model regards the 

causal relations among financial and market, time-based quality, and material productivity 

performance. A field research could examine causal relations among the performance 
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measures, which would further explain the effect of TQM and JITP on firm performance. 

For example, whether firms that highly benefited from implementing TQM and JITP, 

improve, first, time-based quality or material productivity performance. 

In summary, triangulation of different research methods, such as field studies, 

surveys and archival research, is needed to develop and refine theories in the research 

areas of TQM and JITP. Further, more understanding in these topics can be gained by 

integrating research efforts with other fields as suggested in the next section. 

Research Scope 

The significant relation of TQM and JIT purchasing to firm's performance is 

encouraging for further research in this area. Longitudinal research in JIT purchasing and 

TQM is needed. Research studies should start with the perception of these two 

management innovations by organizations and should observe changes throughout the 

implementation process and afterwards. In this way, the effects of organization type and 

size on the perception of these techniques prior to their adoption and on the 

implementation of these techniques can be examined in more detail. 

In longitudinal research, inclusion of additional moderating variables may be 

necessary to detect the true relation of TQM and JIT purchasing to firm performance. 

State of the economy is one of the moderating variables that should be considered by 

researchers. How the situation of the economy affects the implementation of these 

techniques and their relation to firm performance is a deserving research topic. 
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Employment rate, price index and price adjusted GDP can be used as measures of the state 

of the economy. 

Another research topic that may be an interest to the theorists is the effects of 

TQM and JIT purchasing to the basic parts of the organization, to the design parameters, 

to the contingency factors, and to the techniques for organizational enhancement. What 

are the effects of these techniques to the strategic apex, middle line, and operating core? 

How are job specialization, standardization, formalization, complexity and culture being 

affected by these techniques? What are the relationships between age of the firm and the 

life cycle of the firm with TQM and JIT purchasing implementation? It may be that the 

younger the organization, the easier it is for that organization to adapt these techniques. 

Further, perhaps an organization in the maturity stage can go back to the renewal stage if 

it implements these techniques successfully. Whether the effective implementation of JIT 

purchasing and TQM can be achieved as a result of double-loop learning rather than 

single-loop learning is another related research question. 

Because the strategic values of TQM and JIT purchasing are indicated, the 

investigation of the relationship between these management strategies and corporate 

strategy is an important research issue. Without a doubt, it is important to assess the 

relationships among functional strategies. It seems that implementation of these two 

techniques requires a coordination of functional strategies. For example, the strategies of 

marketing, purchasing and production must be aligned so that the needs of the customer 

can be identified and met. Furthermore, it is important to understand how strategic 
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planning occurs in these types of organizations. Corporate strategy should ensure full 

alignment with functional strategies and other strategic imperatives. 

In this study, firm performance is viewed from financial, market and operating 

perspectives. A broader definition of performance, however, includes organizational 

effectiveness. Assessing organizational effectiveness in TQM and JIT purchasing firms 

can be a fruitful research topic to give extended insights to the relationship between these 

techniques and firm's performance. There have been numerous approaches to measure 

effectiveness in organizations. Among them, the criteria of systems resource, managerial 

process and organizational development/internal process approaches are more related to 

the characteristics of TQM and JIT purchasing than are those of other approaches. The 

integration of criteria employed by these three models can serve as a measurement of 

organizational effectiveness in the firms that implement TQM and JITP. In other words, 

there is a need to extend the research outside of the firm, its suppliers and customers and 

to the environment in which the firms operate in order to look at performance broadly. 

Finally, several research topics can be studied with the integration of 

organizational behavior and operations management. It appears that employee 

involvement in TQM and JIT purchasing organizations evolved from quality circles to self-

managed work teams (SMWT). The patterns of the transition from quality circles to 

SMWT can be studied. The increase in understanding of this transformation can facilitate 

implementation of TQM and JIT purchasing. The importance of top management support 

for successful implementation of both TQM and JIT purchasing has been emphasized in 
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the literature. Investigating the relationship between the leadership types and the extent of 

top management support for TQM and JIT purchasing with performance would extend 

this work into the strategy area. Some leadership types would be more suitable for 

changing the culture of organizations that implement TQM and JIT purchasing and 

achieving acceptance of these techniques by organization members. 

Summary 

In this chapter, the discussion and findings are presented. First, the results of 

restated hypotheses and their interpretations are discussed. The extent of JIT purchasing 

and TQM positively related with firm' performance — financial and market, time-based 

quality, material productivity. Furthermore, it appears that the relation between JITP and 

financial and market performance is higher in industries that face high foreign competition 

than in the industries that face low foreign competition. Firm size, firm type and duration 

of JIT purchasing and TQM techniques do not significantly moderate the relation of these 

techniques to firm's performance. 

In the second section, validity of findings are evaluated. Four types of validity are 

assessed here: statistical conclusion, internal, construct, and external validity. Each 

validity types is defined and its threats are discussed. Overall, validity and reliability in this 

study seem adequate. 

Next, based on the findings, are presented a proposed research variable model and 

a revised research model. Measurement of customer relations as a TQM variable is 
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suggested whereas elimination of the role of the quality department as a TQM variable is 

proposed for further research. 

The implications of this study for theorists and practitioners are identified in the 

fourth section. A need for the development of a common method variance theory in OM 

research is indicated. Further, these research results are encouraging for practitioners who 

are interested in implementing TQM and JIT purchasing to improve performance of their 

organizations. 

In the final section, future research implications are offered in two parts: research 

method and research scope. Field studies are needed to refine some methodological 

issues. Future research studies relating to TQM, JIT purchasing and firm performance by 

integrating other fields are briefly discussed. 

This study investigated the relation of JIT purchasing and TQM with firm's 

performance based on the theories from the fields of operations management, organization 

theory, strategic management and marketing. This researcher hopes that the results of the 

study advance the OM field toward greater understanding that can ultimately help both 

academic researchers and practitioners as they seek to improve knowledge and firm 

competitiveness. The last words in this work are from Deming (1993): "Knowledge 

crosses borders without a visa" (p. 63). This researcher wishes that if any knowledge is 

gained in this study, it travels across different boundaries — boundaries that include a firm, 

firms, industries and sciences. 
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«Date» 

«Title» «FirstName» «LastName» 
«JobTitle» 
«Company» 
«Addressl» 
«Address2» 
«City», «State» «PostalCode» 

Dear «Titie» «LastName»: 

We are currently conducting research into the relationship between just-in-time purchasing and total quality 
management and the effects of this relationship on firm performance. This research is being funded by the 
American Society for Quality Control and is being conducted by researchers at the University of North Texas, 
Denton, Texas. 

In the January 1994 issue of Focus, a newsletter published by the Strategic Development Staff of the National 
Center for Manufacturing Sciences, U. S. industrial executives graded their own manufacturing performance as 
C+. In addition, results published by the Manufacturing Institute reveal that while services are becoming an 
increasingly important part of the U.S. economy, manufacturing productivity increased six times faster than non-
manufacturing productivity during the 1980s. These figures suggest that although the productivity and quality of 
various U.S. industries have improved in recent years, U.S. companies still have a lot of catching up to do in 
order to regain their competitive advantage in the world economy, particularly in the service sectors. 

One approach to achieving this competitive advantage is for industry and academia to cooperate and merge their 
strengths. The enclosed questionnaire was designed to identify practices of total quality management, just-in-time 
purchasing, and performance in firms operating in the U.S. We would now ask for your cooperation in 
completing the questionnaire as an important industry representative. Please take your time in answering each 
question as precisely as possible. The more objective your responses, the more reliable and valid our research 
results. Your individual answers are strictly confidential and will not be seen by anyone other than our 
researchers, nor will your responses be reported individually under any conditions. Only aggregate results of this 
study will be reported. 

Because the success of this study depends on industry and academic cooperation, we cannot complete this 
research without your help. Your prompt response will be greatly appreciated and we would be happy to send 
you a copy of the aggregated results as an expression of our gratitude. In addition, we will also provide you with 
a "Total Quality Profile" of your company in relation to other companies responding to this survey. Simply 
indicate on the last page of the survey if you would like to receive one or both of these reports. We have also 
enclosed a postage-paid envelope for returning your survey 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to call Hale Kaynak. She can be reached at (817) 565-3140 
(Office) or (817) 380-0750 (Home). Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Charles F. Bimmerle, Ph.D. Hale Kaynak 
Committee Chair Doctoral Candidate 
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Please place an "X" anywhere along the line below according to how you feel 

these issues are practiced with reference to your organization/business unit/division. 

Before proceeding, please check below the organization for which you will be responding: 

Entire company Group (made up of divisions) 

Single plant Division (made up of plants) 

Other (please describe) 

1. Role of Top Management and Quality Policy 

1. Extent to which the top business unit/organization executive (responsible for 
organization profit and loss) assumes responsibility for quality performance. 
None Very High 

2. Acceptance of responsibility for quality by major department heads within the 
organization. 
None Very High 

3. Degree to which organization top management (top organization executive and 
major department heads) is evaluated for quality performance. 
None Very High 

4. Extent to which the organization top management supports long-term quality 
improvement process. 
None Very High 

5. Degree of participation by major departments heads in the quality improvement 
process. 

None Very High 

6. Extent to which the organizational top management has objectives for quality 
performance. 
None Very High 

7. Specificity of quality goals within the organization. 
None Very High 

8. Comprehensiveness of the goal-setting process for quality within the organization. 
None Very High 

9. Extent to which quality goals and policy are understood within the organization. 
None Very High 

10. Importance attached to quality by the organizational top management in relation to 
cost and schedule objectives. 
None . Very High 
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11. Amount of review of quality issues in organizational top management meetings. 
None Very High 

12. Degree to which the organizational top management considers quality 
improvement as a way to increase profits. 
None Very High 

13. Degree of comprehensiveness of the quality plan within the organization. 

None Very High 

Please place an "X" anywhere along the line below according to how you feel 

these issues are practiced with reference to your organization/business unit/division. 

2. Role of the Quality Department 

Does your organization have a separate quality department? 
Yes No 

If the answer is No, should your organization have a separate quality department? 
Yes No 

If your organization does not have a separate quality department please skip this segment 
and proceed to section 3, otherwise continue below. 
14. Visibility of the quality department. 

None Very High 

15. Quality department's access to organizational top management. 
None Very High 

16. Autonomy of the quality department. 
None Very High 

17. Amount of coordination between the quality department and other departments. 
None Very High 

18. Effectiveness of the quality department in improving quality. 
None Very High 

3. Training 

19. Specific work-skills training (technical and vocational) given to hourly employees 
throughout the organization. 
None Very High 

20. Quality-related training given to hourly employees throughout the organization. 
None Very High 
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21. Quality-related training given to managers and supervisors throughout the 
organization. 
None Very High 

22. Training in the "total quality concept" (i.e., philosophy of company-wide 
responsibility for quality) throughout the organization. 
None Very High 

23. Training in the basic statistical techniques (such as histogram and control charts) in 
the organization as a whole. 
None Very High 

24. Training in advanced statistical techniques (such as design of experiments and 
regression analysis) in the organization as a whole. 
None Very High 

25. Commitment of the organizational top management to employee training. 
None Very High 

26. Availability of resources for employee training in the organization. 
None Very High 

4. Product/Service Design 

27. Thoroughness of new product/service design reviews before the product/service is 
produced and marketed. 
None Very High 

28. Coordination among affected departments in the product/service development 
process. 
None Very High 

29. Quality of new products/services emphasized in relation to cost or schedule 
objectives. 
None Very High 

30. Clarity of product/service specifications and procedures. 
None Very High 

31. Extent to which implementation/producibility is considered in the product/service 
design process. 
None Very High 

32. Quality emphasis by sales, customer service, marketing, and public relations 
personnel. 
None Very High 
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5. Process Management/Operating Procedures 

33. Use of acceptance sampling to accept/reject lots or batches of work. 
None Very High 

34. Amount of preventive equipment maintenance. 
None Very High 

35. Extent to which inspection, review, or checking of work is automated. 
None Very High 

36. Amount of incoming inspection, review, or checking. 
None Very High 

37. Amount of in-process inspection, review, or checking. 
None Very High 

38. Amount of final inspection, review, or checking. 
None Very High 

39. Stability of production schedule/work distribution. 
None Very High 

40. Degree of automation of the process. 
None Very High 

41. Extent to which process design is "fool-proof' and minimizes the chances of 
employee errors. 
None Very High 

42. Clarity of work or process instructions given to employees. 

None Very High 

6. Quality Data and Reporting 

43. Availability of cost of quality data in the organization. 
None Very High 

44. Availability of quality data (error rates, defect rates, scrap, defects, etc.). 
None Very High 

45. Timeliness of the quality data. 
None Very High 

46. Extent to which quality data (cost of quality, defects, errors, scrap, etc.) are used 
as tools to manage quality. 
None Very High 
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47. Extent to which quality data are available to hourly employees. 
None Very High 

48. Extent to which quality data are available to managers and supervisors. 
None Very High 

49. Extent to which quality data are used to evaluate supervisor and managerial 
performance. 
None Very High 

50. Extent to which quality data, control charts, etc., are displayed at employee work 
stations. 
None Very High 

7. Employee Relations 

51. Extent to which quality circles or employee involvement type programs are 
implemented in the organization. 
None Very High 

52. Effectiveness of quality circles or employee involvement type programs in the 
organization. 
None Very High 

53. Extent to which employees are held responsible for error-free output. 
None Very High 

54. Amount of feedback provided to employees on their quality performance. 
None Very High 

55. Degree of participation in quality decisions by hourly/nonsupervisory employees. 
None , Very High 

56. Extent to which building quality awareness among employees is ongoing. 
None Very High 

57. Extent to which employees are recognized for superior quality performance. 
None Very High 

58. Effectiveness of supervisors in solving problems/issues. 
None Very High 

8. Supplier Cooperation 

59. Extent to which long-term relationships are offered to suppliers. 
None Very High 

60. Reduction in the number of suppliers since implementing just-in-time purchasing 
and/or total quality management. 
None Very High 
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61. Extent to which suppliers are evaluated according to quality, delivery 
performance, and price, in that order. 
None Very High 

62. Extent to which suppliers are selected based on quality rather than price or 
delivery schedule. 
None Very High 

63. Reliance on a reasonably few dependable suppliers. 

None Very High 

9. Quantities Purchased 

64. Extent to which vendors supply on a just-in-time basis. 
None Very High 

65. Extent to which daily shipments are received from most suppliers. 
None Very High 

66. Extent to which deliveries are received in exact quantities ordered. 
None Very High 

67. Extent to which deliveries are made in small lot sizes. 
None Very High 

10. Materials Quality 

68. Thoroughness of your organization's supplier rating system. 
None Very High 

69. Amount of education provided for suppliers by your organization. 
None Very High 

70. Technical assistance provided to the suppliers by your organization. 
None Very High 

71. Involvement of the supplier in your product/service development process. . 
None Very High 

72. The extent to which the inspection of incoming parts has been reduced since you 
implemented just-in-time purchasing and/or total quality management. 
None Very High 

73. Extent to which supplier conforms to the exact quality attributes required on your 
incoming parts. 
None Very High 
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11. Transportation 

74. Extent to which delivery dates and times are met according to buyer's (your) 
schedule. 
None Very High 

75. Reduction in the number of carriers since your implementing just-in-time 
purchasing. 
None Very High 

76. Extent of involvement by purchasing /transportation/logistics departments) in 
designation of inbound carrier. 
None Very High 

77. Extent of involvement by purchasing /transportation/logistics department(s) in 
inbound routing. 
None Very High 

78. Extent of responsibility of vendors for delivery of inbound freight. 
None Very High 

79. Extent of carriers' consistency of delivering parts on schedule. 
None Very High 

80. Extent to which transportation services are on contract basis versus common 
carrier or determined by the supplier. 
None Very High 

12. Top Management Commitment to just-in-time (JIT) Purchasing 

81. Extent to which organizational top management communicates their commitment 
to the implementation of JIT purchasing to the employees. 
None Very High 

82. Extent to which organizational top management provides the necessary resources 
for the implementation of JIT purchasing. 
None Very High 

83. Degree of involvement by major department heads in your organization in the 
implementation of JIT purchasing. 
None Very High 

84. Extent to which organizational top management has had training in the 
implementation of JIT purchasing. 
None Very High 
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13. Performance 
Please give your best estimate of the following performance figures for the last completed 
fiscal year end. 

85. Your organization's return on investment: 
86. Your organization's market share in the relative industry: 
87. Your organization's sales growth: (over 1 year period) 
88. Your organization's profit growth: (over 1 year period) 
89. Your organization's market share growth (gain in the market share) in the relative 

industry: (over 1 year period) 
90. Cost of scrap and rework as a % of sales: 
91. Purchase material turnover: 
92. Total inventory turnover: 
93. Delivery lead time of purchased materials: 
94. Delivery lead time of finished products/services to customer: 
95. Productivity Index: 

Please explain how you measure productivity 

Please place an "X" on the lines below for the following performance measures of your 
organization from worse than competition (WTC) to better them competition (BTC) 
relative to your competitors in the same industry for the last completed fiscal year end. 
Industry is defined based on the principal SIC industry classification in which your 
organization is normally placed. 

Worse than Competition Better than Competition 
96. Return on investment 

WTC BTC 

97. Sales growth 
WTC BTC 

98. Profit growth 
WTC BTC 

99. Market share 
WTC BTC 
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100. Market share growth 
WTC BTC 

101. Product/service quality 
WTC BTC 

102. Productivity 
WTC BTC 

103. Cost of scrap and rework as a % of sales 
WTC BTC 

104. Purchase material turnover 
WTC BTC 

105. Total inventory turnover 
WTC BTC 

106. Delivery lead time of purchased materials 
WTC BTC 

107. Delivery lead time of finished products/services to customer 

WTC BTC 

14. Duration of Each Technique in Your Organization 

Please indicate below by the filling in the blanks the specific number of years and/or 

months which your organization has experienced or used the following: 
108. Commitment of top management to quality improvement policies 

Never 
Years Months 

109. A quality department 
Never 

Years Months 

110. Training relating to quality improvement tools and policies 
Never 

Years Months 

111. Building quality in product/service design 
Never 

Years Months 

112. Building quality through process management/operating procedures 
Never 

Years Months 
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113. Use and availability of data pertaining to quality improvement 
Never 

Years Months 

114. Employee involvement and teamwork to improve quality 
Never 

Years Months 

115. Suppliers cooperation to improve purchasing materials activities 
Never 

Years Months 

116. Emphasis on quantities purchased under just-in-time purchasing 
Never 

Years Months 

117. Emphasis on purchased materials quality under just-in-time purchasing and/or total 
quality management 
Never 

Years Months 

118. Changes in transportation activities under just-in-time purchasing 
Never 

Years Months 

119. Top management commitment to just-in-time purchasing 
Never 

Years Months 

15. Business Unit Information 
120. Please indicate below the percent of your organization sales generated from 

manufacturing and service 
Manufacturing % 

+ 
Service % 

100% 

121. Nature of production (in percentage) at your organization 
% Make-to-order % Make-to-stock 

122. Type(s) of production processes) (in percentage) at your organization 
% Job shop % Continuous flow 
% Batch % Other (please specify) 
% Assembly line 
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123. Please place an X anywhere along the line below according to how you classify 
your service operations? "HDCC" refers to "high degree of customer contact" and 
"LDCC" refers to "low degree of customer contact." 
HDCC LDCC 

124. Classify the products/services your organization produces as (please check one) 
•The 2-digit numbers present industries' primary SIC codes 

45. Airlines 35. Machinery and computer 
23. Apparel 39. Miscellaneous manufacturing 
28. Chemicals and allied 26. Paper and allied 
36. Electrical and electronic 29. Petroleum refining 
34. Fabricated metal 33. Primary metal 
60. Financial Institutions 27. Printing and publishing 
20. Food and kindred 30. Rubber and miscellaneous 

plastics. 
25. Furniture and fixtures 32. Stone, clay, and glass 
80. Health care 22. Textile mill 
70. Hotels and motels 21. Tobacco 
38. Instruments 37. Transportation equipment 
24. Lumber and wood . Other 

125. List the 4-digit SIC code of the industry which your division's products compete in 
or give a detailed description of your division's product(s): 

SIC Code 
Product(s) Description: 

126. What is the number of employees in your organization? 
1. 1-100 5. 751-1000 
2. 101-250 6. 1001-1500 
3.251-500 7.1501-2000 
4. 501-750 8. If greater than 2000 please state the number 

127. What is the amount of annual sales dollars of your organization? 
1. Up to 3.5 million 5. 51 - 100 million 
2. 3.51 - 12.5 million 6. 101 - 500 million 
3. 12.51 - 20 million 7. If over 500 million please state the 
4. 2 1 - 5 0 million number 
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128. Your organization is 
Unionized 

129. Your parent company is 
Privately owned 

130. Owner of your organization is 
Domestic company 

Nonunionized 

Publicly owned 

Foreign company 

16. Respondent's Information 

131. How long have you been working for this company? 

132. How long have you been at your present position? 

Years 

Years 

Months 

Months 

133. 

134. 

Your present position is 

The highest level of education that you have completed is 
1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Some High School 
Completed High School 
Some College 
Bachelor's Degree (Please specify your major) 
Some Graduate Work (Please specify your degree and major) 
Other (Please explain) 

135. Your sex is 
Male Female 

136. Your age is 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. If you could print the name of your 
organization below our results of research study would be enhanced greatly. Your 
individual answers are strictly confidential and will not be seen by anyone other 
than researchers nor will your responses be reported individually under any 
conditions. 

Your Name: 

Your Organization's Name: 

Address: 
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I would like to receive a copy of the aggregated final study results. 

Yes No 

I would like to receive a copy of my company's total quality profile based on the results of this survey. 

Yes No 

COMMENTS: 
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«Date» 

Last week a questionnaire seeking your assistance in identifying the practices of 
total qualify management, just-in-time purchasing, and performance of firms 
operating in the U.S. was mailed to you. Your name was identified as an 
important industry representative. 

If you have already completed and returned these materials to us please accept 
our sincere thanks. If not, please do so today. It is extremely important to 
include your responses in our study to obtain valid and reliable research results. 

If by some chance you did not receive the questionnaire, or it may have been 
misplaced, please call Hale Kaynak collect at (817) 380-0750 and we will mail 
another or fax one to you immediately. 

Sincerely, 

Charles F. Bimmerle, Ph.D. Hale Kaynak 
Committee Chair Doctoral Candidate 
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«Date» 

«Title» «FirstName» «LastName» 
<JobTitle» 
«Company» 
«Addressl» 
«Address2» 
«City», «State» «PostalCode» 

Dear «Title» «LastName»: 

We are currently conducting research into the relationship between just-in-time purchasing and total quality 
management and the effects of this relationship on firm performance. This research is being funded by the American 
Society for Quality Control and is being conducted by researchers at the University of North Texas, Denton, Texas. 

In the January 1994 issue of Focus, a newsletter published by the Strategic Development Staff of the National Center 
for Manufacturing Sciences, U. S. industrial executives graded their own manufacturing performance as C+. In 
addition, results published by the Manufacturing Institute reveal that while services are becoming an increasingly 
important part of the U.S. economy, manufacturing productivity increased six times faster than non-manufacturing 
productivity during the 1980s. These figures suggest that although the productivity and quality of various U.S. 
industries have improved in recent years, U.S. companies still have a lot of catching up to do in order to regain their 
competitive advantage in the world economy, particularly in the service sectors. 

One approach to achieving this competitive advantage is for industry and academia to cooperate and merge their 
strengths. The enclosed questionnaire was designed to identify practices of total quality management, just-in-time 
purchasing, and performance in firms operating in the U.S. We would now ask for your cooperation in completing 
the questionnaire as an important industry representative. Please take your time in answering each question as 
precisely as possible. The more objective your responses, the more reliable and valid our research results. Your 
individual answers are strictly confidential and will not be seen by anyone other than our researchers, nor will your 
responses be reported individually under any conditions. Only aggregate results of this study will be reported. 

Because the success of this study depends on industry and academic cooperation, we cannot complete this research 
without your help. Your prompt response will be greatly appreciated and we would be happy to send you a copy of 
the aggregated results as an expression of our gratitude. In addition, we will also provide you with a "Total Quality 
Profile" of your company in relation to other companies responding to this survey. Simply indicate on the last page of 
the survey if you would like to receive one or both of these reports. We have also enclosed a postage-paid envelope 
for returning your survey. 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to call Hale Kaynak. She can be reached at (817) 565-3140 (Office) 
or (817) 380-0750 (Home). Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Charles F. Bimmerle, Ph.D. Hale Kaynak 
Committee Chair Doctoral Candidate 
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POWER ANALYSIS 

Power at Step One, Low Effect (.02) 

Power Report 

B=5 A=0 C=0 R2b=0.020 RW.OOO R2c=0.000 P=0.0204 dfl=5 

N d£2 Alpha Beta Power 
50 44 0.0100 0.9764167 0.0235833 
50 44 0.0500 0.9065136 0934864 
50 44 0.1000 0.8332052 0.1667948 
200 194 0.0100 0.8822678 0.1177322 
200 194 0.0500 0.7105239 0.2894761 
200 194 0.1000 0.5878663 0.4121337 
400 394 0.0100 0.6722943 0.3277057 
400 394 0.0500 0.4324951 0.5675049 
400 394 0.1000 0.3107586 0.6892414 
600 594 0.0100 0.4431244 0.5568756 
600 594 0.0500 0.2261735 0.7738265 
600 594 0.1000 0.1422103 0.8577897 
1000 994 0.0100 0.1358763 0.8641237 
1000 994 0.0500 0.0446798 0.9553202 
1000 994 0.1000 0.0220866 0.9779134 
1200 1194 0.0100 0.0656276 0.9343724 
1200 1194 0.0500 0.0175972 0.9824028 
1200 1194 0.1000 0.0078014 0.9921986 

Power at Step Two, Low Effect (.02) 

Power Report 

B=4 A=5 C=0 R2b=0.020 R2a=0.020 R2c=0.000 fMJ.0208 dfl=4 

N df2 Alpha Beta Power 
50 40 0.0100 0.9756142 0.0243858 
50 40 0.0500 0.9044353 0.0955647 
50 40 0.1000 0.8304674 0.1695326 
200 190 0.0100 0.8651447 0.1348553 
200 190 0.0500 0.6827683 0.3172317 
200 190 0.1000 0.5577242 0.4422758 
400 390 0.0100 0.6285025 0.3714975 
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400 390 0.0500 0.3873009 0.6126991 
400 390 0.1000 0.2715867 0.7284133 
600 590 0.0100 0.3887234 0.6112766 
600 590 0.0500 0.1867556 0.8132444 
600 590 0.1000 0.1136580 0.8863420 
1000 990 0.0100 0.1027306 0.8972694 
1000 990 0.0500 0.0310357 0.9689643 
1000 990 0.1000 0.0146836 0.9853164 
1200 1190 0.0100 0.0458576 0.9541424 
1200 1190 0.0500 0.0111965 0.9888035 
1200 1190 0.1000 0.0047312 0.9952688 

Power at Step Three, Low Effect (.02) 

Power Report 

B=4 A=9 C=0 R2b=0.020 R2c=0.000 fM).0213 dfl=4 

N d£2 Alpha Beta Power 
50 36 0.0100 0.9770633 0.0229367 
50 36 0.0500 0.9084355 0.0915645 
50 36 0.1000 0.8361637 0.1638363 
200 186 0.0100 0.8652224 0.1347776 
200 186 0.0500 0.6828302 0.3171698 
200 186 0.1000 0.5577603 0.4422397 
400 386 0.0100 0.6231862 0.3768138 
400 386 0.0500 0.3819615 0.6180385 
400 386 0.1000 0.2669927 0.7330073 
600 586 0.0100 0.3797549 0.6202451 
600 586 0.0500 0.1805483 0.8194517 
600 586 0.1000 0.1092410 0.8907590 
1000 986 0.0100 0.0962505 0.9037495 
1000 986 0.0500 0.0285390 0.9714610 
1000 986 0.1000 0.0133681 0.9866319 
1200 1186 0.0100 0.0419103 0.9580897 
1200 1186 0.0500 0.0100091 0.9899909 
1200 1186 0.1000 0.0041803 0.9958197 
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Power at Step Four, Low Effect (.02) 

Power Report 

B=4 A=13 C=0 R2b=0.020 R^O.OeO R^.OOO P=0.0217 dfl=4 

N d£2 Alpha Beta Power 
50 32 0.0100 0.9785294 0.0214706 
50 32 0.0500 0.9125562 0.0874438 
50 32 0.1000 0.8420809 0.1579191 
200 182 0.0100 0.8653035 0.1346965 
200 182 0.0500 0.6828948 0.3171052 
200 182 0.1000 0.5577980 0.4422020 
400 382 0.0100 0.6176405 0.3823595 
400 382 0.0500 0.3764399 0.6235601 
400 382 0.1000 0.2622626 0.7377374 
600 582 0.0100 0.3705258 0.6294742 
600 582 0.0500 0.1742516 0.8257484 
600 582 0.1000 0.1047932 0.8952068 
1000 982 0.0100 0.0898650 0.9101350 
1000 982 0.0500 0.0261328 0.9738672 
1000 982 0.1000 0.0121147 0.9878853 
1200 1182 0.0100 0.0381203 0.9618797 
1200 1182 0.0500 0.0088976 0.9911024 
1200 1182 0.1000 0.0036713 0.9963287 

Power at Step OneB, Medium Effect (.15) 

Power Report 

B=5 A=0 C=0 R2b=0.150 RW.OOO R2c=0.000 P=0.1765 dfl=5 

N df2 Alpha Beta Power 
50 44 0.0100 0.7032447 0.2967553 
50 44 0.0500 0.4478019 0.5521981 
50 44 0.1000 0.3165695 0.6834305 
200 194 0.0100 0.0090599 0.9909401 
200 194 0.0500 0.0014358 0.9985642 
200 194 0.1000 0.0004799 0.9995201 
400 394 0.0100 0.0000009 0.9999991 
400 394 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
400 394 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
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600 594 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
600 594 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
600 594 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1000 994 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1000 994 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1000 994 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1200 1194 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1200 1194 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1200 1194 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 

at Step TwoB, Medium Effect (.15) 

Power Report 

=5 C=01^3=0.150 R2a=0.150 R2c=0.000 P=0.2143 dfl=4 

N df2 Alpha Beta Power 
50 40 0.0100 0.6226250 0.3773750 
50 40 0.0500 0.3606544 0.6393456 
50 40 0.1000 0.2409824 0.7590176 
200 190 0.0100 0.0012715 0.9987285 
200 190 0.0500 0.0001375 0.9998625 
200 190 0.1000 0.0000377 0.9999623 
400 390 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
400 390 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
400 390 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
600 590 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
600 590 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
600 590 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1000 990 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1000 990 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1000 990 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1200 1190 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1200 1190 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1200 1190 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 



Power at Step ThreeB, Medium Effect (. 15) 
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Power Report 

=9 C=0 R2b=0.150 ̂ =0.300 ^=0.000 P=0.2727 dfl=5 

N d£2 Alpha Beta Power 
50 35 0.0100 0.6114942 0.3885058 
50 35 0.0500 0.3444058 0.6555942 
50 35 0.1000 0.2251772 0.7748228 
200 185 0.0100 0.0001816 0.9998184 
200 185 0.0500 0.0000141 0.9999859 
200 185 0.1000 0.0000032 0.9999968 
400 385 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
400 385 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
400 385 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
600 585 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
600 585 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
600 585 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1000 985 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1000 985 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1000 985 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1200 1185 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1200 1185 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1200 1185 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 

at Step FourB, Medium Effect(. 15) 

Power Report 

=13 C=0 R2b=0.150 R2a=0.450 R2c=0.000 f*=0.3750 dfl=4 

N d£2 Alpha Beta Power 
50 32 0.0100 0.4399421 0.5600579 
50 32 0.0500 0.1985118 0.8014882 
50 32 0.1000 0.1141028 0.8858972 
200 182 0.0100 0.0000006 0.9999994 
200 182 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
200 182 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
400 382 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
400 382 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
400 382 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
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600 582 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
600 582 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
600 582 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1000 982 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1000 982 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1000 982 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1200 1182 0.0100 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1200 1182 0.0500 0.0000000 1.0000000 
1200 1182 0.1000 0.0000000 1.0000000 
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INDUSTRIES REPRESENTED BY THE ORGANIZATIONS 

THAT PARTICIPATED IN THIS STUDY 

SIC Code Description1 SIC Code Description 
20 Food and kindred products 39 Miscellaneous manufacturing 
21 Tobacco products 40 Railroad transportation 
22 Textile mill products 42 Motor freight transportation 
23 Apparel 44 Water transportation 
24 Lumber and wood products 48 Communications 
25 Furniture and fixtures 50 Wholesale trade - durable goods 
26 Paper and allied products 51 Wholesale trade - nondurable 

goods 
27 Printing and publishing 59 Miscellaneous retail 
28 Chemicals and allied products 60 Depository institutions 
29 Petroleum refining 61 Nondepository credit 

institutions 
30 Rubber and miscellanenous 63 Insurance carriers 

plastics products 
31 Leather and leather products 67 Holding and other investment 

offices 
32 Stone, clay and glass 70 Hotels and motels 
33 Primary metal industries 73 Business services 
34 Fabricated metal products 76 Miscellaneous repair services 
35 Machinery and computer 80 Health services 

equipment 
36 Electrical and electronic 82 Educational services 
37 Transportation equipment 87 Engineering, research, 

management services 
38 Measuring, analyzing and 89 Miscellaneous services 

controlling instruments 

1 For more detailed descriptions of SIC codes, see Executive Office of the President Office of 
Management and Budget (1987). Standard Industrial Classification Manual. Springfield, VA: National 
Technical Information Service. 
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